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A PROCEDURE TO IDIN1IFY AND EVALUATE FOREST

ARTERIAL AND COLLECTOR ROAD NETWORKS

CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

BACKGROUND

As defined by the Forest Service Manual (26) the objective of

transportation planning is "to ensure that plans for the development and

operation of the forest development transportation system are made, and

that they are consistent with land-use planning policies and procedures,

and will effectively achieve resource-management objectives." The pri-

mary active ingredient in the development of a forest transportation

system is the process of decision making. However, before any decision

making can be accomplished, a planning strategy must be developed. A

planning strategy is a procedure developed previously which determines

how, when and to what extent various parties will participate in the

planning, data collection, evaluation and decisions required to meet an

objective. One of the primary components in the planning strategy is

identification and evaluation of a forest's arterial and collector road

networks.

During the early years of logging, little emphasis was placed on

transportation planning. Forest roads were constructed for the purpose

of timber haul without much regard to the fact that as new forest roads

were built, forest road networks were beginning to develop. Recently,

the need for efficient natural resource use and management has become

paramount. As a result, forest transportation planning has grown in
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importance and complexity. The forest road network plays an important

role in affecting the character of the forest.

PURPOSE

A good planning strategy is essential to effective forest transpor-

tation planning. The planning strategy must identify and evaluate the

forest arterial and collector road networks. The arterial and collector

networks of a forest exist for the purpose of meeting the policies and

objectives of the forest.

The purpose of this study is to present a planning strategy for

identification and evaluation of forest arterial and collector road net-

works. This study incorporates forest network analysis tools and a

value structure, represented by decision criteria, to develop a forest

network evaluation structure. Some of the forest network analysis tools

utilized currently exist and others have been developed by this study.

The objectives of this study are the following:

(1) Develop a value structure indicating what criteria

are important in defining a forest collector or ar-

terial road,

(2) Develop a model utilizing regional recreation data to

model the flow of recreation traffic on a forest net-

work,

(3) Develop an approach to measure level of service on



low volume rural roadways based on operating cost and

traffic volume, and

(4) Develop an evaluation structure that identifies and

evaluates the forest arterial and collector networks

by incorporating forest network analysis techniques

and the value criteria for defining arterial and col-

lector routes.

SCOPE

3

This study is oriented at the development of a procedure to identify

and evaluate forest arterial and collector road networks. Emphasis is

placed on the incorporation of existing forest analysis techniques in

the evaluation structure. However, an adequate forest-wide recreation

model was not found, and is developed and presented in this study. Net-

work evaluation requires evaluation of the facilities comprising the net-

work. The level of service concept is utilized for facility evaluation.

However, the conventional level of service concept, as presented by the

Highway Capacity Manual (17) , is not appropriate for low volume rural

roads. In answer to this problem. this study presents level of service

evaluation of a low volume rural roadway based on total operating costs.

Forest transportation planning is a complex task involving many

variables and many questions. This study presents an approach to quan-

tify many of the variables, and addresses many of the questions involved

by providing the forest transportation planner with a viable planning
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strategy by which to study the forest network and make planning deci-

sions.

STUDY FRAMEWORK

Figure 1 presents the study framework. Each step in the study

framework is discussed comprehensively in the chapters of this report.

All of the aspects of forest transportation analysis presented in this

study are incorporated in the Evaluation Structure for identifying and

evaluating forest arterial and collector road networks.

Definition of Decision Criteria to

Identify Arterial and Collector
Road Systems

Network Analysis

Facility Analysis

1

Evaluation Structure

FIGURE 1. Study Framework

Chapter II defines the decision criteria to identify and select

arterial and collector road networks. These decision criteria form the
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structure for defining and evaluating those forest roads that should be

included on the forest arterial and collector systems. Chapter III

presents forest network analysis techniques for analyzing timber travel,

recreation travel and network connectivity, which provide the needed in-

puts for the arterial and collector evaluation. Chapter IV presents

facility analysis on the basis of level of service evaluation, to insure

that the facilities operate at the appropriate levels for an arterial or

a collector. Chapter V presents the evaluation structure for the iden-

tification and evaluation of forest arterial and collector road networks.
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CHAPTER II

FOREST ARTERIAL AND COLLECTOR ROUTE DECISION CRITERIA

The forest road network is composed of arterial, collector

and local roads. A definition of the nature and characteristics of an

effective arterial and collector network is needed to guide the identi-

fication and selection of an arterial and a collector system. The cri-

teria to guide this selection are now discussed.

FOREST ARTERIAL AND COLLECTOR SYSTEM OBJECTIVES

The overall goal of a forest road network is to provide for and meet

the land use and resource management policies of the forest it serves

effectively. The following objectives for a forest arterial system and

a forest collector system make it possible to achieve this goal. Since

the arterial and collector networks together form a forest road network,

their objectives are similar, except for important differences in empha-

sis.

Arterial Road System Objectives

The objectives of the arterial road system are:

1, The forest arterial system must be consistent with land use

and resource management policies of the forest.
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2. The forest arterial system must be compatible with its environ-

ment. Compatibility with the environment means limiting envi-

ronmental impacts to an acceptable level.

3. The forest arterial system must equitably serve all forest user

types. Equitable service is both an economic and a qualitative

argument which is evaluated based on the requirements of land

use activity, resource development and forest users.

4. The forest arterial system must be coordinated in its connec-

tivity with the surrounding non-forest road networks.

5. The forest arterial system must provide for mobility and effic-

iency of travel through the forest with little emphasis on pro-

viding access to adjacent forest land.

Collector Road System Objectives

The objectives of the collector systems are similar to those for

arterials:

1. The forest collector system must be consistent with the land

and resource management policies of the forest.

2. The forest collector system must be compatible with its envi-

ronment, Compatibility with the environment means the control

of environmental impacts to an acceptable level.
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3. The forest collector system must adequately serve those user

types for which the system is provided. Adequate service is a

qualitative and quantitative argument which should be evaluated

based on the land use and resource management objectives.

4. The forest collector system must be coordinated in its connec-

tivity with the forest arterial system and with the surrounding

non-forest road networks.

5. The forest collector system must provide a balance between mo-

bility of travel and access to adjacent forest land.

DECISION CRITERIA

The evaluation of a forest road network requires a set of criteria

that indicates the importance of various criteria when identifying and

evaluating the forest network. Decision criteria have been developed

for evaluation at the network and the facility levels for both arterials

and collectors. These criteria are based on technical judgment and the

results of a questionnaire sent to all National Forests in the Northwest.

The purpose of the questionnaire was to gain input from the various for-

ests on the factors, and their relative importance, that the Forests

feel should be used to classify their arterial and collector road system.

Compilation of the results from the questionnaires appear in Appen-

dix C.
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The decision criteria are separated into four categories:

(1) analytical criteria -- These are any criteria that are deter-

mined by means of analysis through the use of mathematical re-

lationships defining the criteria.

(2) physical criteria -- These criteria are those that describe the

existing system and its physical location.

(3) quantitative criteria -- Quantitative criteria are those char-

acteristics that can be measured or quantified.

(4) qualitative criteria -- Qualitative criteria are those that

are subjective and judgmental. Generally, qualitative criteria

are those that do not fall in the analytical, physical or quan-

titative categories.

Analytical Decision Criteria

Total Cost for Timber Haul

This criteria is quantified through the use of accepted procedures

to determine haul costs, such as, timber haul assessment, the MINCOST

program and the Timber Transport Model Phase II, MINCOST and Phase II

of the Timber Transport Model find the least cost road network for tim-

ber haul by considering haul costs and transportation project investment

costs.
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Timber Traffic Volume

This criteria is quantified by manual analysis or through the use of

the Timber Transport Model Phase I, Phase I distributes timber traffic

on the forest network based on the timber harvest volumes and the best

paths.

Recreation Traffic Volume

This criteria is quantified through a manual assignment of recrea-

tional travel to forest roads or the use of program "RECDIS." "RECDIS"

distributes recreation activity estimates as vehicle trips on the for-

est network based on recreation demand and supply.

Least Cost Connective Network

This criterion is best quantified through the use of the Minimum

Spanning Tree program (MINSPAN). "MINSPAN" connects all points in the

forest with the least cost network. The resulting least connective net-

work contains no loops. The criterion for measureing the least connec-

tive network may be maintenance and improvement costs, travel cost, time

or distance.

Construction Cost

This criterion is quantified through economic analysis of the vari-

ous construction alternatives. This criterion applies only to future

transportation projects on the forest system. A transportation project

can be anything from upgrading a road to construction of a new road.
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Operating Cost

Operating cost is the cost of vehicle operation on the roadway.

Operating cost varies with vehicle types and roadway character. Oper-

ating costs may be estimated by using Appendix A which evaluates level

of service on a roadway based on operating cost.

Maintenance Cost

Maintenance costs are the costs incurred in keeping a road system

or road at a particular level of quality for vehicle travel.

Safety Cost

Safety costs are those costs reflecting accident hazard potential

of a roadway or road system. Safety costs may be quantified by using the

approach presented in Appendix A for defining level of service.

Level of Service

Level of service is analyzed for a roadway by the approach presen-

ted in Appendix A. The level of service is analyzed and evaluated from

the standpoint of operating costs incurred by operation on the roadway.

This criterion is for facility specific evaluation.

Capacity

This criterion gives the maximum number of vehicles per hour that

can travel on a roadway. The analysis approach to obtain capacity is

presented in Appendix A. Capacity is directly related to the roadway
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characteristics and the vehicle types traveling the road.

Physical Decision Criteria

Connection to Regional Mills and Markets

This criterion requires the determination of whether or not a for-

est system provides good access between mills and markets or mills and

forest areas.

Connectivity with Surrounding Road Networks

This criterion indicates how well the forest system is coordinated

with the surrounding non-forest road systems.

Types of Vehicles and Users Present

The types of vehicles and users present on the forest system include

recreation vehicles, timber vehicles, administrative vehicles and other.

The road design and operation may have to be varied as the vehicle mix

changes.

Extent of Access to the Forest Area

The extent of access to the forest area considers the size of area

that each route accesses and the spacing of the routes throughout the

forest. The extent of access is determined by the spacing or density

of the routes in either arterial or collector system,
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Interference Conflicts and Delays

This criterion is an indication of the interference, conflicts and

delays on specified facilities.

Access to Adjacent Land

This criterion describes the amount of access to the adjacent land

provided along a specific facility. The degree of access provided to the

adjacent land can be evaluated in terms of the number of turnoffs or the

number of local roads existing along a specific route. It may also be

measured by the density of roads for an area, e.g., miles of collectors

per square mile.

Quantitative Decision Criteria

Size of Area Served

The size of area served by the arterial or collector road system is

a function of the extent and coverage of the road system.

Speed of Travel

Speed of travel through the forest network reflects the mobility pro-

vided by the road system. A high speed cf travel on a road system re-

flects good mobility.

Road Design Standards

The road design standards are a facility specific criterion.
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Generally, an arterial route or project has higher design standards than

a collector route or project.

Qualitative Decision Criteria

Compatibility with the Environment

This criterion is the subjective evaluation of the environmental im-

pact of the road system and the specific facilities to determine if the

existing or expected environmental impact is or will be acceptable.

Comfort and Convenience

This criterion is facility specific. Comfort and convenience is a

qualitative evaluation of the smoothness of ride and the ease of driving

along a specified facility.

Safety

This criterion is facility specific. Safety is a qualitative eval-

uation of the ability to drive a specific facility safely. The analyti-

cal decision criterion, safety costs, is complimented by this criterion.

There are some safety aspects of a roadway that may not be sufficiently

quantified by the safety cost criterion alone.



TABLE 1. Arterial Network Evaluation Decision Criteria

Physical

(2) Connections to
regional mills
and markets

Decision Criteria Type

Analytical Quantitative Qualitative

(1) Total cost for
timber haul

(8) Size of area
served

(3) Connectivity with
surrounding road
networks

---------------------
(4) Types of vehicles

and users present

) Compatibility
with the
environment

(5) Link volumes for , (14) Speed of travel
timber haul

__________________

(6) Link volumes of
recreation travel

(15) Extent of access
the forest area

(7) Least connective
network

(10) Construction cost

(11) Operating cost

(12) Maintenance cost

(13) Safety cost

*( ) Rankings of relative importance of decision criteria



TABLE 2, Collector Network EvaluWon Dgcisioh Criteria

Physical

(5)*Connectivity to
higher level road
networks

(6) Extent of access
to the forest area

(9) Types of vehicles
and users present

Decision Criteria Type

na ytical

(1) Total cost for
timber haul

(2) Construction cost

(3) Operating cost

(14) Connections to (4) Maintenance cost
population centers

-

(15) Connections to re- (7) Safety cost
gional mills and
markets

11-) LeaSt-COnnectiVe
network

(12) Link volumes for
timber haul

(13) Link volumes of
recreation travel

Quantitative Qualitative

(10) Size of area (8) Compatibility with
served its environment

(16) Speed of travel

*( ) Rankings of relative importance of decision criteria 01



TABLE 3. Arterial Facility Evaluation Decision Criteria

Decision Criteria Type

Physical Analytical Quantitative Qualitative

(2)*Types of vehicles
and users present

(1) Level of service (11) Road design
standards

(10) Compatibility with
its environment

(14) Interference, con-
flicts, and delays

(3) Operating cost (16) Speed of travel (12) Comfort and

convenience

(15) Access to adjacent
land

(4) Construction cost (13) Safety

(5) Volume of logging
vehicles

(6) Volume of recrea-
tional vehicles

(7) Roadway capacity

(8) Maintenance cost

(9) Safety Cost

*( ) Rankings of relative importance of decision criteria



TABLE 4. Collector Facility Evaluation Decision Criteria

Decision Criteria Type

Physical

)*Access to
adjacent land

Analytical

(1) Construction cost

Quantitative

(10) Road design
standards

(3) Types of vehicles
and users present

(13) Interference, con-
flicts and delays

Qualitative

(4) Compatibility
with its
environment

(5) Operating cost (16) Speed of travel (14) Safety

(6) Maintenance cost

(7) Level of service

(8) Volume of logging
vehicles

(9) Volume of recrea-
tional vehicles

(11) Capacity

(12) Safety cost

(15) Comfort and
convenience

*( ) Rankings of relative importance of decision criteria
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CHAPTER III

FOREST ROAD NETWORK ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES

TIMBER TRAFFIC ANALYSIS

Timber is a major land use activity on most forests. Most forest

road networks have been built for timber haul. The service a forest

road network provides significantly affects hauling costs. Timber

hauling influences other forest road users. The purpose of analyzing

a forest road system for timber haul is to determine if the system

can carry present or future timber traffic economically and safely.

The timber traffic analysis undertaken here estimates the volume

and paths of the timber traffic.

Preparation for the Timber Traffic Analysis

A decision must be made first on how far into the future timber

traffic analysis should be projected. Timber traffic is a direct

result of the timber sales in a forest. The location and volumes of

timber sales are generally planned for several years in advance by

land management planning activities. After deciding on the analysis

time period, all the planned timber sales and estimated timber

volumes to be harvested must be identified. Each timber sale must be

identified at its point of entry on the network by a timber node.

The total timber traffic of log - hauling trucks, logging vehicles
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and support vehicles must be determined. The number of log truck trips

generated by a timber sale can be estimated by knowing the average load

of a log truck. Trips by other logging vehicles, generated by a timber

sale, are not as easily estimated. A field study may be necessary to

estimate the average number of associated logging vehicle trips that oc-

cur for every log truck trip. An assumption must be made that associated

logging vehicle traffic follows the same path as the logging trucks. This

assumption is not always correct. However, unless field measurements

are done on the movement of associated logging traffic, this assumption

is the most reasonable way to assign associated logging vehicle traffic.

Timber traffic analysis may be done using hand analysis, the

"MINCOST" Model, the Timber Transport Model or any other technique that

adequately analyzes timber traffic flow on a forest network. The Timber

Transport Model is a powerful tool for handling complex analysis prob-

lems, and is strongly suggested for timoer network analysis. For simple

timber network analysis problems hand analysis is sufficient. "MINCOST"

is comparable to the first phase of the Timber Transport Model, but

does not have mathematical optimization capability. The following sec-

tion presents a summary of the Timber Transport Model.

The Timber Transport Model (TIMBRI)

"The Timber Transport Model is a computer program for studying the

operational and economic efficiency of transport systems for timber

)

haul.' 24) The Timber Transport Model is currently on the U.S. Forest

Service computer at Fort Collins, Colorado. The Model was developed to

increase the planning capability of the forest transportation planner
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by allowing him to consider more transportation alternatives due to in-

creased speed in analysis.

The Timber Transport Model studies a forest network for timber haul

at three different levels of comprehensiveness, or phases. Phase I com-

putes haul costs, distances, and travel times, and generates a number of

candidate haul routes followed by the calculation and path assignment of

the timber traffic. Candidate haul routes are generated by the Minimum

Path Algorithm(10)according to the selected link criteria. The link

criteria may be identified as travel time, travel cost or distance.

Phase II expands on Phase I by adding the ability to evaluate transpor-

tation investments on the basis of least total cost to the network.

Cost includes both the transportation investment costs plus hauling

costs. Phase III expands upon Phases I and II by evaluating the trans-

portation system through maximization of present worth. This is done

by choosing the combination of timber sales at their specified times of

harvest and the alternative transportation investments that yield the

maximum present worth for the harvested timber. Chapter III of the Network

Analysis User's Guide
(24)

describes the purpose and use of the Timber

Transport Model.

All three phases of the Timber Transport Model may be used for tim-

ber traffic analysis. The level of comprehensiveness at which the Timber

Transport Model should be used must be determined by the planner. Sev-

eral factors constraining which capabilities of the Timber Transport

Model that a planner uses are:

1. The degree to which he is familiar with its use and application.

2. The level of detail needed.
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If the time period option of the Timber Transport Model is not used

the planner must realize that the traffic volumes calculated for the net-

work are totals for the length of the planning period which he selected

earlier. These traffic volumes should be reduced to average yearly traf-

fic volumes.

Least Total Cost Network

The least total cost network for timber haul is found by utilizing

Phase II of the Timber Transport Model. The cost items considered by the

Timber Transport Model in developing the least cost network for timber

haul include haul costs and transportation project investment costs. The

least cost network minimizes the sum of these costs. The least total

cost metwork for timber haul is an important decision criteria in eval-

uating a forest road network.

RECREATION TRAVEL ANALYSIS

Purpose

In the past, the primary reason for the construction of forest roads

has been for timber haul. In many cases, after the construction of a

road for timber haul, recreation travel has been attracted. Today a

large demand for recreation use of the National Forests exists. As a

result, recreation travel on forest road networks is quite significant.

To evaluate a forest road system adequately, the system must be analyzed

with respect to recreation travel as well as timber haul.
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A Recreation Distribution Program (RECDIS) has been developed to

estimate the recreation traffic or, a forest network. Its purpose is to

indicate which forest roads are important for recreation travel by dis-

tributing recreation demand and recreation traffic volumes.

Discussion of the theory and development of program "RECDIS" appears

in Appendix B. The following discussion presents the use of program

"RECDIS" for recreation trip distribution on the forest road network.

Defining the Recreation Study Area

The recreation study area as defined must include county boundaries.

The recreation data used as input for "RECDIS" have been developed on a

county-by-county basis, The study area includes the counties containing

the study forest plus all the counties around the forest that are thought

to contribute to the recreation demand on the forest. The recreation

sites within the counties that are outside of the forests must also be

included, The major population centers within the recreation study area

boundary and the road network that connects the population centers and

recreation sites must also be treated.

Figure 2 illustrates a study forest contained by two counties. The

surrounding counties have been included in the recreation system because

they contribute significantly to the recreation demand on the forest.

The significant population centers have been identified. The recreation

sites within the counties containing the forest, both inside and outside

of the forest, have been identified. The outer boudary of the area is

the recreation study area boundary. Note that the area is separated by
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county boundaries,

Beyond the ring of counties that surround the study forest, only

those counties with large populations should be identified. When a coun-

ty is far from the forest it produces a less significant recreation de-

mand on the forest than a county neighboring the forest. An exception

to this is when a distant county has a large population, or when the

National Forest is the closest major recreation resource to a distant

county, A somewhat removed county having a large population generates

significant enough recreation demand on the forest to warrant its inclu-

sion in the recreation study area.

A record must be kept of the counties containing the study forest

and the number of counties identified as the recreation study area.

Data Requirements

The data required for the use of program "RECDIS" is taken from sev-

eral sources. The data sources are recreation inventory data kept by the

National Forests and surrounding counties, and the "Regional Recreation

Al
Data Program for the Northwest.

n(23) All of the required data falls in

one of two categories. The first is inventory-type data. Inventory

data describe the available land uses and transportation systems. The

second data type is activity data. Activity data describe the land use

and transportation activities.

Required Recreation Inventory Data

"Inventory data represent what is known about the physical system
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under construction."(11) The types of inventory data required as input

into "RECDIS" include the following and are discussed in the following

sections.

I. The characteristics cf the trip.

2. The generation and attraction points.

3. A description of the road system serving the identified gener-

ators and attractors.

The physical system under consideration in the case of recreation

travel analysis is the forest under study providing the recreation supply

plus the surrounding area which generates the recreation demand.

Generators and Attractors

The generators for recreation are the population centers in the envir-

ons of the forest that contribute significantly to the demand for recreation

on the study forest. The detail level in selecting population centers

varies from one forest to another and must be based on the judgment of

the planner. The following guidelines are suggested to help identify

the population centers that contribute significantly to the forest rec-

reation activity:

I. The minimum level of population required for a population center

to be included increases with distance from the study forest.

Both small and large population centers would be included near

or within the forest boundary. Only larger population centers

are included in areas that are considerable distances from the

forest boundary. A county may be far enough from the study

forest boundary that only the largest population center within
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the county is identified. At least one population center per

county within the recreation system must be identified.

2. Distribute the total county population proportionally to the

population centers that have been identified within the county.

Some analysis detail is lost by aggregating the rural population

and considering it to be located at the population centers.

However, the scope and accuracy of this analysis does not war-

rant greater detail. If it is desired to separate out some

rural population settlements, than additional population cen-

ters should be identified. Distribution proportionally of a

county's population to its identified population centers is

done using the equation (1).

P.
x CP (1)

P. N

Z P,

k=1 K

where: P. = the portion of the county's population assigned

to population center i.

P. = the existing population at population center i.

N = the number of population centers identified in

county i.

CP = the county population.

Allocating county populations to only the major county population

centers in counties within the recreation study area that are somewhat

removed from the forest, is based on the assumption that recreationists

departing for the forest from these counties probably travel the same
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route or routes to the forest. In identifying the population centers,

the planner must use his judgment to make sure that all the reasonable

route options to the forest are considered. For example, if the total

population of two towns were allocated to only one of the town locations,

and each town had separate routes of nearly equal length connecting them to

a forest area, one of the route options would not receive its proper share

of travel unless both towns were included.

The attractors are recreation sites. In order to utilize available

recreation data in program "RECDIS", all recreation sites must be identi-

fied both within and outside the forest boundary, in counties containing

the forest. A recreation site may be either a developed or an undeveloped

site. Developed sites include developed campgrounds, lake marinas and re-

sort areas. An undeveloped recreation site or area is classified as dis-

persed recreation. Generally, those participating in dispersed recreation

drive to some location within the forest, park their vehicle and recreate

in an area near their vehicle. Presently, there is no standart procedure

for identifying dispersed recreation. Some attempts have been made to

relate dispersed recreation to the number of landings and tertiary road

mileage within an area. One way to identify dispersed recreation, is to

divide the forest up into a number of dispersed recreation areas. The

size of these areas should be a function of the tertiary road mileage,

the number of landings, and the judgment of the planner. The centroid, or

assumed center of activity, of each dispersed recreation area must be

identified. The centroid must be located on the forest road network at

some point.

Program "RECDIS" has the capacity to handle a maximum of 100
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population centers and 300 recreation sites. A record must be kept of

the total number of recreation sites identified within the counties con-

taining the study forest.

Recreation Road Network Identification

The road system serving recreation travel and interconnecting the

population centers and recreation sites must be identified. The extent

of the identified recreation network is limited by the locations of the

population centers identified as generators of recreation trips to the

forest under study. The coverage of the identified network is limited

to those roads that provide the needs for recreation travel between

the population centers and recreation sites.

The identified physical road system must be represented as a mathe-

matical network to facilitatz' network analysis by the program "RECDIS."

The representation of a forest road system as a mathematical network is

discussed in Chapter II of the Network Analysis User's Guide.(24)Program

"RECDIS" utilizes the shortest distance routes between each pair of gen-

erator and attractor nodes, Program 'RECDIS" has the options to allow

the user to input the matrix of shortest distances between each generator

and attractor pair, or to utilize programs "LODNET" and "SKMTRE", to

develop the shortest travel distance matrix. Programs "LODNET" and

"SKMTRE" are part of the Analysis Network-Building Computer Program pack-

(24)
age presented in the Network Analysis User's Guide.' Program "LODNET"

reads mathematical link data and directly produces a link file that is

used as input to program "SKMTRE." Using distance as the link criteria,

"SKMTRE" produces a skim tree and tree trace file. The skim tree file
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gives the shortest travel distance between each generator/attractor node

to all other generator/attractor nodes. The tree trace file contains the

shortest path from each generator/attractor node to all other generator

attractor nodes.

If option "1" is chosen, the planner must determine the shortest

feasible route between each population center and all the recreation

sites. A matrix of these shortest distances must be created as input

for program "RECDIS," A record must be kept of the shortest feasible

paths chosen between each population center and all the recreation sites.

If option "2" is chosen, program "RECDIS" utilizes program "SKMTRE" to

create the matrix of shortest path distances between each population cen-

ter and all the recreation sites.

Coding Generator and Attractor and Network Nodes

A network node is defined as a node on the network that is not clas-

sified as a generator/attractor node. Discussion of identification of

network nodes appears in Chapter II of the Network Analysis User's Guide.C24)

Network nodes must be numbered from 1 to 999.

The generator and attractor nodes must be numbered from 100.1 to 1400.

The generator nodes must start with number 1001, and be numbered to 1100.

The attractor nodes must be numbered from 1101 to 1400.

Required Recreation Activity Data

"Activity data describes the type, amount, and nature of the use

made of the physical system. "(11) Activity data includes information
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about the participation in the various land uses in the forest, and the

associated travel patterns. The following recreation activity data are

required as input into "RECDIS", and are discussed in the following

sections.

1. The recreation activity types available in the study forest

with their locations.

2. The amount of use experienced by each identified recreation

site.

3. Data giving the attracted person activity occasions for each

county containing the study forest.

4. The travel impedance factors for each recreation activity type

under study.

5. The average recreation vehicle occupancy.

Many recreation activity types are available within a National Forest.

Table B-2 lists the sixteen outdoor recreation activities that may be anal-

yzed by programs "RECDIS."

Identification of Recreation Activities

The planner must decide which recreation activity types are avail-

able on the forest. Each recreaiton site must be studied to determine

how many of the identified recreation activity types it provides. In

addition, study must be done to determine how many of the activity types

a recreationist participates in on an average day visit to each recrea-

tion site. Average daily activity participation may be determined from

recreation activity data kept for the study forest or by logical estima-

tions. A record must be kept of the recreation activity data for input
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into "RECDIS."

Recreation Site Use Demand

The demand for use of each recreation site by recreationists must

be determined or estimated. The demand is measured with a unit defined

as "visitor day." A visitor day is defined as one individual visiting

one recreation site for one day. The demand use of each recreation site

may be determined from recreation data kept for the study forest. If

recreation data does not exist, logical estimations must be made of the

use of each recreation site. Dispersed recreation may be the most dif-

ficult to quantify. The estimates of demand for recreation site use are

referred to as the recreation site attractiveness indices.

While determining the recreation site useage, the planner must eval-

uate the reliability of the data. This is important because program

"RECDIS" has the option to increase or decrease person activity occasion

interchange data proportionally to reflect the recreation demand for each

county containing the forest under study more accurately. If the rec-

reation site use data is not thought to be reliable, then the option

to adjust the county recreation attraction data is by-passed.

County Recreation Activity Attraction Data

"RECDIS" is created to utilize county-to-county recreation person

activity occasion attraction data developed and Presented in a study

entitled the "Regional Recreation Data Program for the Northwest."(23)

The development of the "Data Program'' and the development cf "RECDIS" to

utilize the data from the "Data Program" are discussed in Appendix B.
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For each county containing the study forest, two pieces of recreation

attraction data are required from the "Data Program" for each recreation

activity being studied. The first is the number of person activity oc-

casions attracted to the county. The second is the number of intracounty

person activity occasions. intracounty person activity occations are

those generated by recreationists whose trip origins and trip destinations

are in the same county. A person activity occasion is defined as an in-

dividual participating in a specific recreation activity type during a

24-hour day. An individual may generate more than one person activity

occasion during a day by participating in several recreation activities

during a day. The data should be taken from the "Data Program" recreation

estimates for the nearest horizon year.

Recreation Travel Impedance Factors

Distribution of recreation person activity occasions by "RECDIS"

is a function of the spatial separation between the corresponding gen-

erators and attractors. Travel impedance factors have been developed

by the "Regional Recreation Data Program for the Northwest."(23) These

travel impedance factors measure the probability of trip-making at each

specified increment of distance. Each recreation activity type has a

unique set of travel impedance factors that reflect the likelihood of

travel to participate in the activity considering travel distance. The

travel impedance factors are given in 200 intervals separated by a spec-

ified discrete distance, These factors are obtained form the "Data

Program." The travel distance factors for each recreation activity

type under study are required as input to "RECDIS."
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The distance interval between each travel distance factor must be

defined. The magnitude of the distance interval is a function of the

farthest distance between any generator/attractor pair in the recreation

system. Each recreation activity type set of travel impedance factors

contains 200 intervals. Therefore, it is suggested that the maximum

generator/attractor distance may be divided by 200 to obtain the distance

interval. An interval of one mile is recommended if the maximum generator/

attractor distance is 200 miles or less. The distance interval must be

large enough so that when multiplied by 200 the resulting product is larger

than the maximum distance between any generator/attractor pair. A distance

interval that is too small will create an error in "RECDIS" by causing the

program to look for a travel distance factor corresponding to an interval

beyond 200. The distance interval applies to the travel distance factors

for all recreation activity types under study. Units of the distance

interval must be consistent with distance units used for the network link

criteria.

Average Recreation Vehicle Occupancy

The average recreation vehicle occupancy is required as input into

"RECDIS", and is for the purpose of calculating vehicle trips. The av-

erage recreation vehicle occupancy may be determined from traffic data

inventoried from past or present traffic counts on the study forest.

The average recreation vehicle occupancy is for all recreation vehicle

types.
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Summary of the Data Requirements for Running "RECDIS"

1. Identification of the population centers with their populations.

2. Identification of the recreation sites, and the recreation ac-

tivities available at each site.

3. Identification of the road network, interconnecting the rec-

reation sites and population centers, that serves recreation

travel.

4. The average daily number of activities participated in by a

recreationist at each recreation site.

5. The attractiveness index in terms of visitor days for each

recreation site.

6. Person activity occasion attraction data for the counties con-

taining the study forest. This data is obtained from the

"Regional Recreation Data Program for the Northwest."
(23)

7. The travel distance factors for each recreation activity type

and the distance increment for each successive travel distance

factor.

8, The average recreation vehicle occupancy,

Input Format

This section presents the required input file to run "RECDIS," The

number of lines in the input file is variable. All of the items listed

must be input in the specified format for proper functioning of "RECDIS."
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Data Item 1

Line one contains the study forest name. This line has the follow-

ing format:

aaaaaaa..,.

item cols. format description

aaa... 1-24 4A6 the study forest name

Data Item 2

Line two of the criteria file contains the recreation analysis cri-

teria. This line has the following form:

NRS DI VO IFLAG IDFLAG

description

NC NCCF NA

item cols. format

NC 1-5 15

NCCF 6-10 15

NA 11-15 15

NRS 16-20 15

DI 21-25 F5.2

VO 26-30 F5.2

IFLAG 35 11

the number of counties in the recreation system

the number of counties contianing the study

forest

the number of recreation activity types under

study

the number of identified recreation sites with-

in the counties containing the study forest

the distance interval between two successive

travel distance factors

the average recreation vehicle occupancy

the flag indicating the reliability of the

recreation site attraction indices
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Data Item 2 cont'd

item cols. format description

IDFLAG 40

Data Item 3

indicates that the attraction indices

are reliable and adjustment of the rec-

reation attraction data is warranted

indicates that the attraction indices

are not reliable, but estimations and

adjustment of the recreation attraction

data is not warranted

indicates that the shortest path distances

between each generator/attractor pair

will be read in directly to "RECDIS"

indicates that the shortest path distances

between each generator/attractor pair

will be taken by "RECDIS" from the

skim tree of the recreation road network

developed by "SKMTRE" from link files

created by "LODNET."

The next NA sets of 21 lines present each recreation activity name,

up to NAth recreation activity under study, with its associated two hun-

dred incremented travel distance factors. The first line of each set

of twenty-one lines of data contains the recreation activity name and

has the following format:

aaaaaaa
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item cols. format description

aaaa... 1-36 6A6 recreation activity name

Each of the last twenty lines of each of the NA sets of data contain

the travel distance factors listed 10 per line in sequential order from

one to two hundred. Each line has the following format:

FF(J + 1) FF(J + 2) FF(J + 10)

item cols. format description

FF(J+1) 1-7 F7.0 travel distance factor. The travel distance

FF(J+2) 8-14 factors are entered 10 per line of data input.

FF(J+3) 15-21

FF(J+4) 22-28

FF(J+5) 29-35

FF(J+6) 36-42

FF(J+7) 43-49

FF(J+8) 50-56

FF(J+9) 57-63

FF(J+10) 64-70

Data Item 4

The next !IRS lines of data contain the recreation site node numbers

along with their associated attraction indices and average daily activity

participation factors. Each line has the following format:

RSN AI ADAP

item cols. format description

RSN 2-5 14 recreation site node number



Data Item 4 cont'd

item cols. format description

AI 6-15 I10 recreation site RSN's attractiveness index

ADAP 1g-20 12 the average number of activities participated

in daily at recreation site NRS

Each of the next NC groups of data items contain a county name with

its associated recreation system data, The first NCCF groups of data

items contain the recreation system data for the counties containing the

study forest. Each of these data groupings contains Data Items 5, 6, 7,

and 8. The remaining NC minus NCCF groups of data items contain the

recreation system data for the counties not containing the study forest.

Each of these data groups contains Data Items 5 and 6.

Data Item 5

The next line of data contains a county name with its number of

identified generators (population centers). This line has the following

format:

aaaaaaa NPC

item cols. format description

aaa... 1-24 4A6 county name

NPC 28-30 13 the number of identified generators (population

centers) identified within county aaa...

If county aaa.., contains the study forest, Data Items 6, 7, and 8

are required. If county aaa. does not contain the study forest, only

Data Item 6 is required.
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Data Item 6

The next NPC lines contain the generators (population centers)

identified within county aaa.... Each line has the following format:

aaaaaaa , MPOP PN

item cols. format description

aaa... 1-14 2A6,A2 population center name

MPOP 16-25 I10 population of the population center aaa..,

PN 27-30 14 population center node number

Data Items 7 and 8 are repeated NA times for each county containing

the study forest. Data Items 7 and 8 provide the recreation system data

for each county containing the study forest and for each recreation ac-

tivity type under study. Items 7 and 8 are skipped if county aaa.., does

not contain the study forest. The order of the activity type person ac-

tivity attraction data must be the same as the order of the activity type

data input in Item 3. This means that if the order of activity type

input in Item 3 is camping, hiking and boating then the data input by

Items 7 and 8 should have an activity order of camping, hiking and boating.

Data Item 7

The next line of data contains the attracted and the intrazonal per-

son activity occasions for recreation activity type K, and the number

of recreation sites in county aaa... providing activity type K. This

line has the following format:

MDATA(I,1,K) MDATA(1,2,K) MDATA(I,3,K)
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item cols. format description

MDATA(I,1,K) 1-10 I10 the person activity occasions of activity

type K attracted to county I from outside

county 1.

MDATA(I,2,K) 11-20 110 the intrazonal person activity occasions

of activity type K within county I.

MDATA(I,3,K) 23-25 13 the number of recreation sites within

county I providing activity type K.

Data Item 8

The next MDATA(I,3,K)_ /14 lines of data contain the recreation site

numbers within county I that provtore'recreation activity type K. Four-

teen recreation site numbers are read in per line. The numbers do not

have to be listed in sequential order. Each line has the following

format:

NRSITE(J+1) NRSITE(J +2) NRSITE(J 3) NRSITE(J+14)

where J = the sequential number of the last recreation site listed

in the previous line of data.

item cols. format description

NRSITE(J +1) 2-5 14 the node number of the Jth recreation site

providing activity type I within county I.

The recreation site numbers are entered

fourteen per line of data input

NRSITE(J+2) 7-10

NRSITE(J+3) 12-15

NRSITE(J+4) 17-20
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i tern cols. format description

NRSITE(J+5) 22-25

NRSITE(J+6) 27 -3Q

NRSITE(J+7) 32-35

NRSITE(J+8) 37-40

NRSITE(J+9) 42-45

NRSITE(J+10) 47-50

NRSITE(.J+11) 52-55

NRSITE(J +12) 57-60

NRSITE(J +13) 62-65

NRSITE(J+14) 67-70

The last data input item is optional. If the planner chooses to

develop the shortest path distances between each generator/attractor pair

by use of "SKMTRE" (IDFLAG = 2), then Data Item 9 is not required. If

the planner chooses to determine the shortest path distances by hand,

then the shortest path distances must be entered as Data Item 9.

Data Item 9

This data item consists of a variable set of data lines for each

population center. The first line of each set contains the population cen-

ter node number. This line has the following format:

PN

item cols. format description

PM 2-5 14 the population center node number
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The remaining NRS/14 + 1 lines of each set of data lines contain the

shortest path distances from the population centers to all the recreation

sites. Fourteen entries are made per line. If more than 14 rec-

reation sites exist in the recreation system, then the listing for that

particular population center is continued on successive lines until all

the shortest path distances have been listed for that particular popula-

tion center to all the recreation sites within the recreation system.

The order of input of the shortest path distances must begin with the

lowest recreation node number and be listed sequentially to the largest

recreation node number. Each line has the following format:

DIST(J+1) DIST(J+2) DISTCJ+3) DIST(J+14)

where J = the sequential number of the last recreation site listed

in the previous line of data

item cols. format descri2tion

DIST(J+1) 1-5 F5.1 the shortest path distance between the pop-

ulation center PN and recreation site J.

The shortest distances must be listed se-

quentially from the lowest recreation node

to the largest recreation node number.

DIST(J+2) 6-10

DIST(J+3) 11-15

DIST(J+4) 16-20

DIST(J+5) 21-25

DIST(J+6) 26-30

DIST(J+7) 31-35

DIST(J+8) 36-40
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cols, format description
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DIST(J+9) 41-45

DIST(J+10) 46-50

DIST(J+11) 51-55

DIST(J+12) 56-60

DIST(J+13) 61-65

DIST(J+14) 66-70

Output Interpretation

The output from "RECOIS" is simple and straight-forward. There are

three parts to the output.

1. For each county containing the study forest, the person occasions

distributed to each recreation site within the county for each

recreation activity type are listed.

2. A total visitor day interchange matrix is listed giving the in-

terchange of recreation visitor days between each population

center and recreation site pair.

3, A total vehicle trip interchange matrix for recreation is listed

giving the interchange of recreation vehicle trips between each

population center and recreation site pair. A recreation vehicle

may be any vehicle type ranging from an automobile to a mobile

home.
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Example Using "RECDIS"

Figure 2 presented earlier illustrates a simple recreation system

for analysis, The recreation system consists of 6 counties, 2 of which

contain a forest. Twelve population centers have been identified that

provide camping and hiking activities. The following is a hypothetical

data file based on Figure 2. The data in the data file is presented in

the proper input format. The data file is followed by a listing of the

program output.

Input File
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12:3 -,.-.0 2
ILI-. -25.-roizi- Z
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1116 710 1
1117 17343 2
1313 3;30
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MINIMUM SPANNING TREE

The minimum spanning tree is that network that produces the least

connective network. The least cost connective network is that network

that connects all network nodes with the least cumulative link measure.

This means that no other spanning tree can be found that yields a lower

cumulative link measure while still connecting all the network nodes.

The cumulative link measure is the summation of the criteria for all

the links chosen on the spanning tree. The network nodes include points

of importance on a forest road network. The network nodes represent

intersections, drastic changes in roadway characteristics and generators

and attractors.

The minimum spanning tree routine is presently available as a com-

puter program for forest network analysis. The program has the name

"MINSPAN." At present, a user manual does not exist for "MINSPAN."

However, a user manual for "MINSPAN" is to be written and published

for Forest Service use in the near future.
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FOREST ROAD ANALYSIS (FACILITY SPECIFIC ANALYSIS)

INTRODUCTION

The roads found in National Forests have widely varying character-

istics and diverse functions. Arterial forest roads may carry volume

levels approximating those found on primary or secondary state highways

with their major function to carry traffic efficiently at reasonable

speeds between points within and outside the forest. At the other ex-

treme, some forest roads carry very low volumes with their primary func-

tion to provide access to the adjacent land and land use activities.

The level of service provided by these roads is dependent on their

purpose and how well they function to perform their purpose. The objec-

tives of the various road classes are:

(1) Forest Arterial: Provide mobility and efficient movement be-

tween points within the outside of the forest. Secondary con-

sideration is given to the access to adjacent land activities

in their locations.

(2) Forest Collector: Achieve a balance between the efficiency of

movement and the accessibility to adjacent forest activities

in their location and operation.

(3) Local Forest Road: Provide for effective and economic access

to forest lands and land activities.
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LEVEL OF SERVICE

Level of service is a qualitative argument that defines the opera-

ting characteristics of a segment of roadway. As defined by the Highway

Capacity Manual
(17)

, the term "level of service" is a qualitative

measure of the effect of a number of factors, which include speed and

travel time, traffic interruptions, freedom to maneuver, safety, driving

comfort and convenience, and operating costs.

The level of service of a road segment may be limited by either the

traffic operating conditions or the roadway alignment and surface char-

acteristics. When traffic volume is moderately high compared to capa-

city, traffic operating conditions are characterized by delay interfer-

ence, conflicts and increased safety hazard. The level of service is

best represented and quantified by the relationship between the speed

and the volume-to-capacity ratio, when traffic operating conditions are

the most important effects. With low volumes, the interactions between

vehicles are few and of little consequence. At low volumes, those road-

way factors and conditions that influence the operation of an individual

vehicle are the most important in describing the level of service. Un-

der those conditions, the operating cost is the best single measure of

the level of service relative to the roadway conditions.

On roadways of very high design standards, the cost from delays,

interference, safety effects and congestion that are experienced at mod-

erate and high volumes become significant as compared with the vehicle

operating costs. Roads designed for a design speed of 55 mph or greater

are of this type. For these roads, only traffic operating conditions as
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represented by the operating speed and volume-to-capacity ratio (V/C)

need to be considered to determine the level of service. Forest roads

are seldom designed for a 55 mph design speed. Consequently, nearly all

forest roads must take account of the operating cost in determining the

level of service. It is recommended that the following criteria be used

to set level of service on forest roads:

TABLE 5.

Level of Service Criteria for Forest Road Evaluation

Facility Type Traffic Volume
Level of Service

Criteria

High (>4000 ADT) Speed and V/C*

Arterials jModerate (400-4000 ADT)
Speed and V/C

and Operating Cost

Low (<400 ADT) Operating Cost

Moderate (>400 ADT)
Speed and V/C

Collectors
and Operating Cost

Low (<400 ADT) Operating Cost

Local All Operating Cost

* The approach defined in the Highway Capacity Manual employs these

criteria and is recommended.

Level of Service Criteria According to Vehicle Operating Cost

Roadway surface factors and geometric characteristics that influ-

ence the operation of a vehicle are the most important in describing
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the level of service at low traffic volumes. The criteria used to quan-

tify the level of service relative to roadway conditions are the vehicle

operating cost and the average highway speed. Average highway speed is

defined by the Highway Capacity Manual(17) as "the weighted average of

the design speeds within a highway section, when each subsection within

the section is considered to have an individual design speed." Design

speed is defined by the Highway Capacity Manual
(17) as "a speed sel-

ected for purposes of design and correlation of those features of the

highway such as curvature, superelevation and sight distance, upon which

the safe operation of vehicles is dependent."

The criteria utilized to determine the level of service provided by

a roadway are vehicle operating cost and average highway speed. Fig-

ure 3 represents the quantification of level of service as described by

vehicle operating cost and average highway speed. Development of these

curves is discussed later in Appendix A. The vehicle operating costs

are represented by vehicle cost ratings. Vehicle cost ratings are used

to represent relative operating costs for five different vehicle types.

These vehicle types experience different operating cost levels for the

same roadway. The vehicle cost ratings put the vehicle operating costs

on a relative basis for comparison. The development and calculation of

the vehicle operating costs and their associated cost ratings is dis-

cussed in Appendix A. The curves in Figure 3 represent the cost of veh-

icle operation on roadways with varying alignment conditions and varying

pavement conditions. Each shaded region represents the cost range for

a particular pavement type with the boundaries representing the minimum

and maximum cases.
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Five different levels of service are designated based on vehicle

operating costs at specified limiting roadway characteristics. The cal-

culated operating cost ranges for each vehicle type are used to set the

cost ratings with the least ooeratino cost receiving a cost rating of 10

and the greatest receiving a cost rating of 0. The assumed best roadway

condition is a flat tangent asphalt road with a vehicle running speed of

20 mph. The poorest roadway condition is assumed to be a road with poor

earth pavement on a +8% grade, with 50-foot radius continuous curvature

and a 15 mph running speed. Running speed is defined by the Highway

(7)
Capacity Manual as "the speed over a specified section of highway,

being distance divided by running time." Running time is the time a

vehicle is in motion on a section of highway.

The minimum cost rating for a forest arterial is set at 6. It is

based on operation over an a:.equate gravel road at a +6% grade, with

300-foot radius continuous curvature and a running speed of 30 mph. The

minimum cost rating for a forest collector is set at 2, and is based on

a road with a poor pit run gravel surface, a +8 grade, and 75-foot ra-

dius continuous curvature carrying a 15 mph running speed. All cost

ratings reflect the vehicle operating costs over a range between the

maximum and minimum levels. The cost ratings vary proportionally with

operating costs within the ranges for arterials, collectors and local

roads. Figure 6 which is presented later in this chapter, illustrates

the cost ratings and their associated vehicle operating costs according

to vehicle type.
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Level of Service According to the Highway Capacity Manual

When traffic volume is moderately high relative to roadway capacity,

interference, delays and conflicts between vehicles in the traffic

stream result. Under these conditions, the level of service on a road-

way is best represented and quantified by the relationship between speed

and volume-to-capacity ratio when traffic operating conditions are the

most important effects. Thus, the criteria accepted to determine the

level of service under these conditions are the volume-to-capacity ratio

and the overall travel speed. As defined by the Highway Capacity Manual

(17)
, the overall travel speed is "the total distance traversed divided

by the total time required, including all traffic delays." The volume-

to-capacity ratio represents the percent of the vehicle carrying capa-

city of the roadway that is utilized by the traffic stream. The volume

may be the existing demand volume or it may be an estimated service vol-

ume. As defined by the Highway Capacity Manual(17) , "a service volume

is the maximum number of vehicles that can pass over a given section of

a lane or roadway (or in both directions on a two- or three-lane highway)

during a specified time period while operating conditions are maintained

corresponding to the selected or specified level of service."

The general concept of establishing levels of service based on the

volume-to-capacity ratio and overall travel speed is illustrated in Fig-

ure 4, Six levels of service have been designated to identify the

various overall travel speed and volume conditions on a highway or

street. Figure 4 illustrates this concept. Levels A, B, C, and D

describe the operational freedom on a highway, and are quantified by
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specified minimum operating speeds and minimum volume-to-capacity ratios.

The degree of operational freedom decreases from level of service A to D.

Conditions approaching capacity and at capacity are defined as level of

service E. Level of service F describes congested flow. At level of

service F, the volume-to-capacity ratio drops-off and varies widely,

reflecting congested traffic flow. The level of service decreases from

A as the volume-to-capacity ratio increases, because interruptions, con-

flicts and delays become an increasingly important factor, resulting in

reduced overall travel speeds. Figures A-23 a through A-23 f in Appendix A

show the levels of service quantified for two-lane highways with dif-

ferent design speeds. A highway design speed is the maximum overall

travel speed that could be achieved if the only conditions controlling

the speed of operation are the design characteristics. This corresponds

to the speed at free traffic flow conditions.

In the case of low volume rural roads, the vehicle operating effi-

ciency is typically the most important factor. However, the traffic

volume effects may be large enough to generate interruptions, delays and

conflicts, even on low volume roads. Therefore, evaluation of level of

service for low volume rural roads must consider both the vehicle oper-

ating efficiency and the traffic effects.

Quantification of the traffic volume effects is achieved by calcu-

lating the delay costs incurred as the traffic volume-to-capacity ratio

on a roadway increases, resulting in interruptions and conflicts. The

delay costs are calculated by determining the delay incurred due to

traffic effects and multiplying by the value of delay time. The delay
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time is the increment of travel time over and above the travel time at

design speed. This delay time increment is the difference between the

travel time at prevailing traffic operating speed and the travel time at

design speed. Figure 5 illustrates that at volume-to-capacity ratio

(V /C1), the delay incurred would be the result of the speed difference

of 20 mph, i.e. from 70 mph design speed to 50 mph operating speed at

V/C
1.

The resulting delay is calculated using the following equation:

Delay (min/mile) = (1/operating speed 1/design speed) x 60 min/mile

= (1/50 - 1/70) x 60 (2)

= 0.343 minutes per mile

A family of curves are developed for each design speed, reflecting

the increase in delay incurred as the volume-to-capacity ratio increases

from zero to one. A family of curves associated with each design speed

reflects the effect to delay caused by varying percentages of roadway

with passing sight distance greater than 1500 feet. Figures A-24a

through A-24f in Appendix A present the family of delay curves associ-

ated with different design speeds. The delay value is developed from

all time-dependent costs, excluding operating costs, for the vehicle

types considered. Development of the delay curves and delay values,

i.e. delay costs, is discussed in Appendix A.

Level of Service According to Total Operating Cost Criteria

The effect of a road and its characteristics on level of service is
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given by the vehicle running costs and the safety costs. The effect of

the traffic stream conditions on the level of service is taken into ac-

count by the incremental delay costs. The total operating cost for a

roadway is then the sum of the vehicle running costs, safety costs, and

delay costs. The total operating cost is used to define a corres-

ponding cost rating. The level of service is determined based on the

cost rating obtained.

ROADWAY CONDITIONS COSTS

The roadway conditions costs incurred are of two types: vehicle

running costs and safety costs. When the vehicle running costs and

safety costs are added together, the operating costs for the vehicle

operating on the segment of road is obtained.

Vehicle Running Costs

Vehicle running costs incurred by operation on a segment of roadway

are a function of the vehicle type, the speed of travel, the number of

deceleration-acceleration cycles, the length of the road segment, the

roadway alignment and the road surface type and conditions.

Vehicle running cost is composed of four elements:

(1) Fuel consumption costs,

(2) Tire wear costs,

(3) Oil and lubrication costs, and

(4) Vehicle maintenance and repair costs.
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A brief description of the important vehicle running costs, as

functions of the roadway and operating characteristics mentioned above,

is now presented. A summary of the procedure to estimate vehicle run-

ning cost using aggregate (average) roadway characteristics is presented

with an example. The development of the vehicle running cost calcula-

tion procedure is presented in Appendix A.

Vehicle Types

Vehicle running costs may be calculated for the following vehicle

types, which are representative of those found on forest roads:

(1) Two-ton (4 kip)passenger cars,

(2) Two-and-a-half ton (5 kip) pickups,

(3) Six-ton (12 kip) light trucks,

(4) Eleven-and-a-half ton (23 kip) trucks (typical un-

loaded logging trucks with the dolly carried on the

tractor), and

(5) Forty ton (80 kip) trucks (typical loaded logging

trucks.)

Horizontal Alignment

Horizontal alignment on forest roads varies widely from tangent

sections to sections of extreme curvature. Correspondingly, for each
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vehicle type, the running costs incurred vary from a minimum on tangents

to a maximum for sections of extreme curvature.

Vertical Alignment

The running costs of a vehicle are significantly affected by the

vertical alignment of a roadway. The orade of a roadway affects vehicle

running costs on both tangents and curves.

Pavement Surface Type

Vehicle running costs increase if the pavement type is varied from

asphalt concrete to gravel to earth. The vehicle operating costs are

also a function of the speed of operation.

Pavement Maintenance

Vehicle running costs increase as the level of maintenance for the

pavement surface type decreases. The relative effect of maintenance

level on vehicle running costs decreases from a well-maintained surface

to a poorly-maintained surface for each pavement type.

Deceleration-Acceleration Cycles

In operating a vehicle along a segment of forest roadway, the

driver must make a number of speed change cycles in order to avoid

hazards or obey traffic controls. A speed change cycle is defined as a

significant deceleration from some original running speed to an interim
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speed and accelerating back to the original running speed. Speed change

cycles may be caused by sharp curves, poor road surface, restricted

sight distance and traffic controls.

Calculation of Vehicle Punning Costs

The vehicle running costs incurred by operation of a particular ve-

hicle type operating on a forest road are a function of the roadway

characteristics. In the following vehicle running cost calculation pro-

cedure, running costs are quantified on the basis of horizontal align-

ment, vertical alignment, pavement type, pavement maintenance and dec-

eleration-acceleration cycles. Vehicle type running costs using average

roadway characteristics are quantified using Equation (3). Discussion

of each variable and its quantification follows.

VRC
k

= PT
f

x PM
f

x Gf x HA
c

SC
c

where: VRC
k

= vehicle running cost ($/vehicle mile) incurred by
operating vehicle type k through the horizontal
alignment of the roadway described.

HA
c

= the running cost incurred by vehicle operation on
the roadway horizontal alignment

G
f

the effect to vehicle running cost incurred by
roadway grade expressed as a grade factor

PT
f

the effect to vehicle running cost incurred by
the pavement type of the roadway expressed as a

pavement type factor

PM
f

= the effect to vehicle running cost incurred by

the maintenance level of the pavement type,
expressed as a pavement maintenance factor.

(3)
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SC
c

= vehicle running costs ($ /vehicle mile) incurred
by operating vehicle type k through the speed
change cycles (deceleration-acceleration cycles)
which are caused by roadway characteristics.

Horizontal Alignment Vehicle Running Costs

The vehicle running costs vary from a minimum on tangent sections

to a maximum on extreme curvature. The horizontal alignment running

cost is in dollars per vehicle mile and may be treated as two cost

items:

(1) The running cost (dollars per vehicle mile) for oper-

ation on tangent, and

(2) The excess vehicle running cost incurred by operation

on the road curvature.

The average horizontal alignment must be used in determining vehicle

running cost. Average horizontal alignment must be expressed as the

average degree of curvature along the roadway under study. Vehicle run-

ning costs (dollars per vehicle mile) is obtained from Figure A-4 for

tangent and from Figures A-6 through A-10 for the excess vehicle running

cost incurred due to curvature. These figures are found in Appendix A.

HA
c

TC + CRC

where: TC = the vehicle running cost incurred by operation on a
flat tangent.

(4)

CRC = the excess vehicle running cost incurred by operation

on the roadway curvature using the average horizontal
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alignment expressed in degrees of curvature.

Vertical Alignment Cost

Vehicle running cost is directly affected by the roadway grade.

Plus grades increase vehicle running cost the greatest. However, less

than minus three percent grades also increase vehicle running cost. The

effect to vehicle running cost caused by road grade is quantified by

adjusting the horizontal alignment vehicle running cost by a grade fac-

tor. The grade factors used to adjust vehicle running costs to reflect

vertical alignment are found in Tables A-3 through A-12 in Appendix A.

The grade factor is a function of the percent grade and speed of opera-

tion.

Pavement Type Effect

The operating efficiency is affected by the road pavement type.

High type pavements such as asphalt concrete, yield the greatest oper-

ating efficiency, while low type pavements such as earth yield the least

operating efficiency. The pavement types treated are asphalt concrete,

gravel and earth. The effect to vehicle running cost incurred by pavement

type is quantified by multiplying the vehicle alignment running cost by

a pavement type factor. The pavement type factors are given in Table

A-13 in Appendix A. The magnitude of the pavement type factor is a

function of the operating speed and the pavement type.
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Pavement Maintenance Effect

The quality of a pavement has a direct effect on the operating ef-

ficiency of a vehicle. The quality of a pavement type is directly re-

lated to the level of maintenance it receives. The effect of the quality

of the pavement type on vehicle running cost is reflected by multiplying

a pavement maintenance factor by the vehicle running costs. The pave-

ment maintenance factor varies from a minimum of 1.0 for a well main-

tained road surface to a maximum of 1.3 for a poorly maintained road

surface. Table A-15 in Appendix A lists the pavement maintenance fac-

tors associated with the quality of the different pavement types.

Deceleration-Acceleration Cycle Running Cost

In operating a vehicle on a forest road, the driver must make a

number of speed change cycles to negotiate roadway geometrics or obey

traffic controls. Speed change cycles add to the vehicle running cost.

The added vehicle running cost incurred by speed change cycles is ob-

tained from Figures A-11 through A-15 in Appendix A. The added vehicle

running cost incurred by speed change cycles is in dollars per speed

change cycle for a single vehicle of a particular type.

Since all of the other vehicle operating costs are in terms of

dollars per vehicle mile, the speed change cycle costs must also be

converted to dollars per vehicle mile. This is done by multiplying the

average number of speed change cycles per mile by the cost incurred by

the average speed change cycle.
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Vehicle Running Cost Nomograph

To simplify calculation, a nomograph has been developed to calcu-

late vehicle running costs using average roadway characteristics. The

Vehicle Running Cost Nomograph presented in Figure 6 has been developed

in Appendix A and can be used to calculate vehicle running cost except

for the speed change cycles cost which must be added to the vehicle run-

ning cost obtained from the Nomograph. The Nomograph in Figure 6 is a

graphical representation of Equation (3) described earlier for calcula-

tion of vehicle running cost, except for the speed change cycle cost

using average roadway characteristics.

The costs and cost factors needed for using the Vehicle Running

Cost Nomograph are found in Appendix A, and are used with the Nomograph

to calculate vehicle running cost in the following order:

(1) Pavement type factor (Table A-13),

(2) Pavement maintenance factor (Table A-15),

(3) Grade factor (Tables A-3 through A-12), and

(4) Horizontal alignment cost (Figures A-4, A-6 through A-10).

The steps for using the Vehicle Running Cost Nomograph are as fol-

lows:

(1) Locate the pavement type factor and the pavement maintenance

factor on their corresponding axes. Connect these two points

with a straight line. Locate Point 1 where the line intersects

Turning Line 1.
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FIGURE 6. Vehicle Running Cost Nomograph
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(2) Locate the grade factor on the grade factor axis. Connect

Point 1 on Turning Line 1 with the grade factor point with

a straight line. Locate Point 2 where the line intersects

Turning Line 2.

(3) Locate the horizontal alignment cost on the horizontal align-

ment cost axis. Connect Point 2 on Turning Line 2 with the

horizontal alignment cost with a straight line. The vehicle

running cost is taken from the point where this line inter-

sects the vehicle running cost axis.

The speed change cycle cost must be determined independently and

added to the vehicle running cost obtained from the nomograph.

Example Illustrating the Use of Vehicle Running Cost Nomograph.

The following example illustrates the use of the Vehicle Running

Cost Nomograph, and is indicated on Figure 6. The alignment cost and

cost factors are the following:

Pavement type factor = 1.10

Pavement maintenance factor = 1.20

Grade factor = 1.40

Horizontal alignment cost = 0.25 ($/vehicle mile)

The resulting vehicle running cost obtained from the Vehicle Run-

ning Cost Nomograph is $0.46 per vehicle mile.
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SAFETY COST

Accidents can occur on any roadway. The costs that result are

labeled safety costs. Safety costs are a function of roadway and driver

characteristics. Accident costs as related to roadway characteristics

have been quantified, but accident costs incurred by driver characteris-

tics are quite variable and difficult to quantify. A hazardous roadway

generates accidents and high safety costs. These costs vary in accor-

dance with the roadway characteristics and increase as the traffic vol-

ume of the roadway increases. Safety costs of a road can be estimated

by estimating the accident rate and multiplying this by a severity index

representing dollars per accident.

The accident rate of a low volume rural roadway is a function of

the roadway characteristics. Data analysis has not been done for all of

the road characteristics influencing accident rates on low volume rural

roads. The roadway characteristics used to estimate safety costs on a

low volume road are:

(1) Horizontal alignment and curve frequency,

(2) Grade, and

(3) Sight distance.

For forest roads, the use of average roadway characteristics is

sufficient for calculation of safety costs. Development of the proce-

dure to calculate safety cost is presented in Appendix A. The following

discussion presents the use of the safety cost quantification procedure.

The accident severity index was calculated to be $4537.44 per
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accident for the year 1976 in Appendix A. The accident severity index

is an average accident cost for all accidents, and is based on the per-

cent and cost of different accident types.

Calculation of Safety Costs

The safety costs incurred by operating a vehicle are a function of

the roadway characteristics. In the following vehicle safety cost cal-

culation procedure, safety costs are quantified as a function of hori-

zontal alignment, vertical alignment and sight distance. Safety costs

using average roadway characteristics are quantified using Equation (5).

Discussion of each variable and its quantification follows:

6
/ARS.e_,Safety Cost = ARH /106 x ARV/2.167 x ARS

actual
x ASI (5)

a sign speed

where: Safety Costs = $/vehicle mile

ARH

ARV

= accident rate for the corresponding hori-
zontal alignment in accidents per million
vehicle miles (MVM) (Figure A-17 in Appen-
dix A).

= accident rate for the corresponding ver-
tical alignment in accidents per MVM
(Figure A-18 in Appendix A)

2.167 = accident rate for a fiat tangent in acci-
dents per MVM (Figure A-18 in Appendix A).

ARS
actual

= accident rate for the actual roadway pass-
ing sight distance in MVM (Figure A-19 in
Appendix A)

= accident rate for the design speed passingARS
design speed sight distance of the roadway in MUM

(Figure A-19 in Appendix A. Refer to

Table A-18 for design speed sight distances.
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ASI = accident severity index, which is taken as $4537.44
per accident.

10
6

= units conversion factor converting million vehicle
miles to vehicle miles.

* If ARS
d ign speed

is greater than ARS
actual'

then

should be set equal to ARS
actual'

ARS
design speed

Horizontal Alignment Accident Rate

Horizontal alignment directly affects the accident rate along a

roadway. As degree of curvature increases, the accident rate increases.

As the frequency of curves increases along a road, the accident rate in-

curred decreases because the driver is more alert to the hazards present.

The extreme case is when a sharp curve exists at the end of a long high-

speed tangent. The accident rate incurred by horizontal alignment is

taken from Figure A-17 in Appendix A. The accident rate is a function

of the number of curves per mile and the average degree of curvature.

Vertical Alignment Accident Rate

Vertical alignment directly affects the accident rate along a road-

way. The most severe case is operation on steep grades. The accident

rate incurred by vertical alignment is taken from Figure A-18 in Appen-

dix A. The accident rate is a function of the road grade in percent.
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Accident Rate Sight Distance

Visibility along a roadway is crucial for safe maneuvering. When

visibility is low, the accident rate increases primarily because of in-

adequate passing sight distance maneuvers and inadequate stopping time

to avoid roadway hazards. The accident rates related to the existing

roadway sight distance and the sight distance required at design speed

are taken from Figure A-19 in Appendix A. The required passing sight

distances for different design speeds are given in Table A-16 of Appen-

dix A. The accident rates incurred by limited sight distance are for

two-lane roads, and are given in Figure A-19 of Appendix A. For forest

roads, estimation of the average existing passing sight distance is suf-

ficient.

The effect of sight distance is taken as a ratio of the accident

rate at the existing sight distance to the accident rate at the design

speed sight distance. When the existing sight distance is greater than

or equal to the design speed sight distance, the accident rate for the

existing passing sight distance equals the design speed passing sight

accident rate.

Roadway Safety Cost Nomograph

In order to simplify the procedure for calculating the safety cost

incurred by operation on a roadway, a Roadway Safety Cost Nomograph has

been developed. The Roadway Safety Cost Nomograph presented in Figure

7 is developed in Appendix A and can be used to calculate safety costs

using average roadway characteristics. The Roadway Safety Cost Nomograph
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is a graphical representation of Equation (5) described earlier for the

calculation of safety cost. The values of the accident rate factors

corresponding to the roadway conditions, as given in Appendix A, are

used in the Nomograph to calculate safety cost in the following order:

(1) Existing sight distance accident rate (ARS from
actual

Figure A-19, Appendix A).

(2) Design speed sight distance accident rate

(ARS
design speed

from Figure A-19, Appendix A).

(3) Vertical alignment accident rate (ARV from Figure A-18

Appendix A).

(4) Horizontal alignment accident rate (ARH from Figure

A-17 in Appendix A).

The steps for using the Roadway Safety Cost Nomograph are as follows:

(1) Locate the existing sight distance accident rate and the design

speed sight distance accident on their corresponding axes. Con-

nect these two points with a straight line. Locate Point 1

where the line intersects Turning Line 1.

(2) Locate the vertical alignment accident rate on the Vertical

Alignment Accident Rate Axis. Connect Point 1 on Turning Line

1 with the vertical alignment accident rate with a straight

line. Locate Point 2 where the line intersects Turning Line 2.
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(3) Locate the horizontal alignment accident rate on the Horizontal

Alignment Accident Rate Axis. Connect Point 2 on Turning Line

2 with the horizontal alignment accident rate with a straight

line. The safety cost is taken from the point where this line

intersects the Safety Cost Axis.

Example Illustrating the Use of Roadway Safety Cost Nomograph.

The following example illustrates the use of the Safety Cost Nomo-

graph and is indicated on Figure 7. The accident rate factors result-

ing from average roadway characteristics are the following:

Existing sight distance accident rate = 1.80

Design speed sight distance accident rate = 1.10

Vertical alignment accident rate = 2.5

Horizontal alignment accident rate = 3.0

As indicated on the Roadway Safety Cost Nomograph, the resulting

sfaety cost is $0.026 per vehicle mile. This cost would apply to any

vehicle type operating on the roadway.

TOTAL VEHICLE OPERATING COSTS

The total vehicle operating costs on a roadway for a given vehicle

type consist of the sum of the running cost for that vehicle type plus

the safety costs. The cost units must be consistent ($/vehicle mile).

If the tables and figures for calculating running and safety costs are

used, the cost units are consistent and given in dollars per vehicle mile.
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INFLATION

The vehicle operating costs are figured based on 1976 dollars. The

effect of inflation is introduced by multiplying the operating costs by

a factor reflecting inflation. The publication entitled Highway Statis-

tics (31) , published yearly by the Federal Highway Administration, gives

the cost trends for highway maintenance and operation. The effect of

inflation may be quantified as a factor representing the ratio of the

worth of present dollars to 1976 dollars. Table A-2 in Appendix A gives

the highway maintenance and operation cost trend from 1950 to 1976.

EXAMPLE #3

CALCULATION OF OPERATING COSTS USING THE NOMOGRAPHS

This example illustrates use of the Roadway Running Cost and

Safety Cost Nomographs as well as the speed change cycle charts. The

Nomographs use average roadway characteristics. Therefore, the roadway

characteristics listed below are averages. The operating costs are in

terms of vehicle miles. Calculation of vehicle operating costs is done

in three steps. The ordering of these steps is not important.

(1) Running cost (Roadway Running Cost Nomograph),

(2) Speed change cycle costs, and

(3) Roadway safety costs (Safety Cost Nomograph).

Each step in the operating cost calculation requires a set of input in-

formation. The forest roadway for this example has the following char-

acteristics.
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Safety Characteristics

Design speed passing sight distance = 1100 feet (30 mph)

Actual sight distance = 800 feet

Number of curves per mile = 5

Road grade = ±2% depending on travel
direction

Speed Change Cycles

Number of speed changes per mile = 5

Average speed change cycle = 30 - 20 - 30 mph

Roadway Characteristics

Five curves per mile of 10° curvature

Average horizontal alignment = degree of curvature of 2°

Average grade = ±2% depending on travel
direction

Adequately maintained asphalt pavement

Operating Cost Calculation

The vehicle operating costs are calculated for both directions,

depending on the roadway and then averaged for each vehicle type oper-

ating on the roadway.

Safety Cost

Design speed passing sight distance accident rate = 1.95

(Figure A-19 in Appendix A)

Actual sight distance rate (Fig. A -19 in Appendix A) = 2.15
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Vertical alignment accident rate = 2.20

(Figure A-18 in Appendix A)

Horizontal alignment accident rate = 3.40

(Figure A-17 in Appendix A)

Using the Safety Cost Nomograph (Figure 7), the resulting safety

cost for either direction of travel is $0.017 per vehicle mile on the

roadway.

Speed Change Cycle Cost

TABLE 6.

Speed Change Cycle Cost Calculation

r

Vehicle Type

4 kip 5 kip 12 kip 23 kip 80 kip

Cost per Speed
Change Cycle

(Figures A-11 through A-15)
Dollars per Cycle

Cost of Five Speed Change
Cycles per Mile

Dollars per Vehicle Mile

0.0062

0.0310

0.0065

0.0325

0.0165

0.0825

0.0600

0 3000

0.1350

1

0.6750
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Vehicle Running Cost

TABLE 7

Example - Running Cost Calculations

Vehicle Type

4 kip 5 kip 12 kip 23 kip 80 kip

UPGRADE

Pavement Type Factor 1.00 1.00 1,00 1.00 1.00

(1.0 for asphalt any speed

Pavement Management Factor 1.15 1.15 1.15 1,15 1.15

(Table A-15)

Grade Factor (+2%, 30 mph) 1,11 1.12 1,17 1.37 1,37

(Tables A-3 Through A-12)

Alignment Cost, $/sta/veh 0.036 0.040 0.085 0,J76 0.198

(Fig's A-5 to A-10, A-4)
Tangent + Excess Curve Cost

Running Cost (Figure 6) 0.046 0.052 0.114 0.120 0.312

($/vehicle mile)

DOWNGRADE

Grade Factor (+2%, 30 mph) 0.889 0.912 0.840 0.797 0.791

Running Cost (Figure 6) 0.037 0.042 0.082 0.070 0.180

($ /vehicle mile)

AVERAGE RUNNING COST 0.042 0.047 0.398 0.095 0.246

(Upgrade + Downgrade)/2
($/vehicle mile)



Vehicle Operating Cost

Vehicle Operating Cost = Safety Cost -4- Speed Change Cost

Average Running Cost

TABLE 8.

Vehicle Operating Cost Summation

Vehicle Cost Types

(5 /vehicle mile)

Vehicle Type

4 kip 5 kip 1 12 kip 23 kip 80 kip

Safety Cost 0.017 0.017 0.017 0.017 0.017

Speed Change Cycle Cost 0.031 0.033 0.083 0.300 0.675

Grade Average
Vehicle Running Cost

0.042 0.047 0.098 0.095 0.246

- - - --
Vehicle Operating Cost 0.090 0.097 0.198 0.412 0.938

These vehicle operating costs assume that equal numbers of vehicles

of each vehicle type travel in both directions on the roadway. If this

is not true, the operating costs must be calculated for both directions

and a weighted operating cost calculated based on the percent of the

vehicle type traffic traveling in each direction on the roadway. For

example, if 25% of the four kip vehicles travelled downgrade and the

other 75% upgrade on the example roadway, the resulting vehicle running

cost would be: 0.25 x 0.037 0.75 x 0.046 = $0.044 per vehicle mile.
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The resulting operating cost equals: C.042 + 0.031 + 0.017 = $0.090

per vehicle mile.

LEVEL OF SERVICE EVALUATION BY OPERATING COST

Figure 8 summarizes the level of service designation based on op-

erating cost for each vehicle type. Development of this figure is dis-

cussed in Appendix A; however, a brief discussion of its development is

now presented.

Five different levels of service are indicated in Figure 8, rang-

ing from Excellent to Extremely Poor. The levels of service and the

corresponding cost ratings are designated by considering vehicle oper-

ating costs on roadways with varying characteristics. Cost ratings are

defined to reflect the relative operating efficiency of the different

vehicle types. The cost ratings range from 10 for the least operating

cost condition to 0 for the greatest operating cost condition. Ideal

conditions and the least vehicle operating cost results from operation

on a flat tangent asphalt road with a 20 mph running speed, as illus-

trated in Figure A-4 in Appendix A. The greatest vehicle operating cost

results from operation on a road with poor earth pavement, a +8% grade,

and 50-foot radius continuous curvature at a 15 mph running speed. The

minimum cost rating for a forest arterial road is 6, and is based on an

adequate gravel road at a +6% grade, having 300-foot radius continuous

curvature and a 30 mph running speed. The limiting cost rating for a

forest collector road is 2, and is based on a road with a poor pit run

gravel surface, a +8% grade, 75-foot radius continuous curvature, and a



Level of
Service

4 Kip
Passenger Car

5 Kip
Pickup

12 Kip
Light Truck

23 Kip

Unloaded Log Truck

80 Kip
Loaded Log Truck

Cost
Rating

Operating

Cost

Cost
Rating

Operating
Cost

Cost

Rating

Operating
Cost

Cost
Rating

Operating
Cost

Cost
Rating

Operating

Cost

0.054-10 -0.043 10-0.045 10 -0.070 10-- 10 0.139--

Excellent 9 -0.084 9-0.103 9 --0.237 9-- 0.448 9 1.072

8 8 0.161 8 0.405 8 0.842 8 2.005-0.125 -

Good
7 --0.165 7-0.218 7 0.572 7-- 1.235 7- 2.937

Minimum Cost Rating for Arterial Route
6 6_0.276 6 6- 1.629 6_ 3.870_-_0.206 _0.739

Fair 5 _0.259 5_0.387 5 _0.905 5_ 1.875 5 r .4.665

0.312 0.499 4 1.071 2.122 5.461--4 4 4-- 4-

Poor 3 -0.365 3-0.610 3 -1.236 3 2.368 3 6.256

Minimum Cost Rating for Collector Route
2 2-0.721 2 1.402- 2 2.614- 2-0.418 7.051

Extremely
Poor 1 --0.487 1--1.111 1 -2.110 1 3.569 1- 10.328

0 0.556 0 0 2.817 0-- 4.523 0- 13.604--1.501

FIGURE 8.

co

Level of Service Designation Based on Vehicle Type Operating Cost ($/vehicle mile).
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15 mph running speed. The remaining cost ratings are proportional, ac-

cording to the vehicle operating costs of the maximum and minimum cost

ratings and the limiting arterial and collector cost ratings.

The level of service provided by a roadway for operation of a par-

ticular vehicle type is found by determining the total operating cost

and finding the cost rating and the corresponding level of service.

LEVEL OF SERVICE BY OPERATING COST AND TRAFFIC MIX

Most forest roads carry a mixture of vehicle types. As a result,

the levels of service based on vehicle operating cost must reflect the

traffic mix operating on the roadway. In order to reflect the effect of

traffic mix on determining level of service based on vehicle operating

cost, a procedure for developing a weighted cost rating is utilized.

The resulting weighted cost rating is then used to determine the level

of service that the roadway provides for operation of the traffic stream.

The weighted cost rating for a forest road is calculated by multi-

plying the cost rating determined for each vehicle type by the percen-

tage of the traffic stream that each vehicle comprises and adding the

resulting products. The total traffic stream must be accounted for in the

percentages used. The following is an example to illustrate calculation

of the weighted cost rating. The vehicle operating costs used in this

example are those developed earlier in Example #3.



Example #4

Traffic Stream Composition

10% 4 kip passenger cars

20% 12 kip single unit commercial delivery trucks

35% 23 kip unloaded log trucks

35% 80 kip loaded trucks

Vehicle Operating Cost (dollars per vehicle mile)

0.090 -- 4 kip passenger car

O. 198 12 kip single unit commercial delivery truck

0.412 -- 23 kip unloaded log truck

0.938 -- 80 kip loaded log truck

Cost Ratings (From Figure 8)

8.9 -- 4 kip passenger car

9.2 12 kip single unit commercial delivery truck

9.1 23 kip unloaded log trucks

9.1 -- 80 kip loaded log truck

Weighted Cost Rating

CRW = (p
(P12

x OCR12 kip)x OCR4
i
p)

+ 12 kip

(P23 kip x OCR23, kip) + (P80 kip

85

x OCR80 kip) (6)
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CR
w

= (0.10 x 8.9) + (0.20 x 9.2) + (0.35 x 9.1) + (0.35 x 9.1)

= 9.1

where: CR
w

weighted cost rating

P
k

= percent of vehicle type k in the traffic stream

OCR
k

= operating cost rating for vehicle type k

Level of Service Utilizing Weighted Cost Ratings to Represent Traffic Mix

The weighted cost rating is used to determine the level of service

based on vehicle operating cost that a forest road provides to the traf-

fic stream. Figure 9 indicates the weighted cost ratings contained

within each level of service. Minimum weighted cost ratings of 6 and 2

are the lower limits for arterial and collector roads, respectively.

These minimum weighted cost ratings are the same as those developed ear-

lier for level of service evaluation without consideration of the traf-

fic mix. The weighted cost rating developed in Example #4 corresponds

to level of service I in Figure 9.

There are five levels of service indicated in Figure 9. Each one

corresponds to a wide range of roadway characteristics.

Level of Service I

Level of service I is representative of well to adequately main-

tained asphalt roads with good to fair alignment. Level of service I

contains weighted cost ratings ranging from 8 to 10.



Level of Service Based
on Vehicle Type

Operating Cost Rating

Cost
Rating

Level of Service Based
on Weighted Cost Rating
Reflecting Traffic Mix

Description of Roadway
Characteristics Associated
With Each Level of Service

10

9Excellent Level of Service I

Fair to well maintained
asphalt roads with fair
to good alignment.

Good

Minimum Cost Rating

7- Level of Service II

for Arterial Route

Poorly maintained asphalt
roads with poor alignment,
or fair to well maintained
gravel roads with fair to
good alignment.

Fair 5 Level of Service III

Gravel roads with fair
alignment and maintenance,
or asphalt roads with
extremely poor alignment
and maintenance.

Poor

Minimum Cost Rating

4

3- Level of Service IV

for Collector Route

Gravel roads with poor
alignment and maintenance,
or well maintained earth
roads with good
alignment.

Extremely Poor 1

0

Level of Service V
Earth roads with varying
maintenance levels and
varying alignment.

FIGURE 9. Level of Service Based on Weighted Cost Rating Reflecting the Traffic
Mix.
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Level of Service II

Level of service II is representative of poorly maintained asphalt

roads with poor alignment or fair to well maintained gravel roads with

fair to good alignment. Level of service II contains weighted cost ra-

tings ranging from 6 to 8.

Level of Service III

Level of service III is representative of gravel roads with fair

alignment and fair maintenance, or asphalt roads with extremely poor

alignment and extremely poor maintenance. Level of service III contains

weighted cost ratings ranging from 4 to 6.

Level of Service IV

Level of service IV is representative of poorly maintained gravel

roads with poor alignment or well maintained earth roads with good align-

ment. Level of service IV contains weighted cost ratings ranging from

2 to 4.

Level of Service V

Level of service V is representative of earth roads with varying

maintenance levels and varying alignment. Level of service V contains

weighted cost ratings from 0 to 2.

LEVEL OF SERVICE ACCORDING TO HIGHWAY CAPACITY MANUAL

Some forest roads may approximate the character of a rural highway,
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and carry a high enough volume of traffic to warrant the Highway Capa-

city Manual
(17) approach to level of service. This approach defines

the level of service for a two-lane rural highway of high type pavement

based on the relationship between speed of travel and volume-to-capacity

ratio. The volume-to-capacity ratio is defined as the volume of traffic

using a roadway, divided by the maximum traffic volume that the roadway

can carry. The capacity of a roadway is affected by the traffic mix and

roadway characteristics. The procedure to calculate level of service

for a forest road that is two lanes, paved and carries a significant

traffic volume is presented in Appendix A. The level of service proce-

dure considers the effect of recreation vehicles as well as trucks and

buses in reducing roadway capacity. The reader is encouraged to famili-

arize himself with the Highway Capacity Manual
(17)

approach for defin-

ing level of service for rural hiqhNays. A road that can qualify for

this type of level of service analysis is definitely an acting arterial.

QUANTIFICATION OF TRAFFIC VOLUME EFFECTS

Evaluation of level of service for low volume rural roads must con-

sider both the vehicle operating efficiency and the traffic effects.

The delay costs incurred by the traffic volume are added to the vehicle

operating costs to yield total operating costs. The total operating

costs are then used in the same manner as the vehicle operating costs to

determine the level of service. The primary strength of this analysis

approach to level of service is that it considers both the operating ef-

ficiency provided to the vehicles by the roadway character and the
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traffic volume effects.

Determination of Cost Functions to Represent Traffic Volume Effects

The volume effect costs (or traffic operation effect costs) can be

determined by multiplying the delay value in dollars per minute for the

particular vehicle types by the delay in minutes per mile. The follow-

ing relationship quantifies delay costs.

VEC = delay (minutes/mile) X delay value (dollars/minute) (7)

where: VEC = volume effect cost

The delay value represents all time dependent costs. The number

and types of the time dependent costs are different for commercial ve-

hicles and other vehicles. Commercial vehicle types include 12 kip

light trucks, 23 kip trucks (typical unloaded logging trucks), and 80

kip trucks (typical loaded logging trucks). Other vehicles include 4

kip passenger cars and 5 kip pickups. Development of the vehicle type

delay values is presented in Appendix A. The delay costs (dollars/

minute) are summarized in Table 9.
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TABLE 9.

Vehicle Type Delay Values

Vehicle Type Delay Cost, Dollars per Minute

Passenger Car (4 kip) 0.129

Pickup Truck (5 kip) 0.129

Light Truck (12 kip) 0.221

Unloaded Logging Truck (23 kip) 0.254

Loaded Logging Truck (80 kip) 0.254

Each design speed has associated with it a family of operating speed versus

volume-to-capacity ratio curves representing varying passing sight dis-

tances as percentages of roadway with passing sight distance greater

than 1500 feet (Figures A-23a through A-23f in Appendix A). Therefore,

the delay associated with each design speed is represented by a family

of curves reflecting sight distance. Figures A-24a through A-24f, pre-

sented in Appendix A, have been developed to represent delay for various

roadway design speeds. The delay curves indicate that delay increases

with higher traffic volumes, resulting in increased delay costs.

The delay costs for a vehicle type operating on a specific road are

calculated by the following procedure. These steps are described by

Equation ( 7).

(1) Determine the volume-to-capacity ratio of the roadway based on
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present traffic volumes.

(2) Determine the average design speed for the roadway.

(3) From Figures A-24 a through A-24 f in. Appendix A, determine the

associated delay time (minutes per mile).

(4) Multiply the vehicle delay value by the delay time. This re-

sults in delay cost per mile of roadway.

If the delay cost for a specific roadway length is desired, the

delay cost per mile must be multiplied by the roadway length in miles.

LEVEL OF SERVICE BY TOTAL OPERATING COST

The effect of a road and its characteristics on level of service is

given by the vehicle running costs and the safety costs. The effect of

the traffic stream conditions on the level of service is taken into ac-

count by the incremental delay costs. The total operating cost for a

roadway is then the sum of the vehicle running cost, safety cost and

volume effects cost. The total operating cost is given in dollars per

mile of roadway.

TOC = VRC + SC + VEC (7)

where: TOC = total operating cost

VRC = vehicle running cost

SC = safety cost
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VEC = volume effects cost

The total operating cost is used to determine the cost rating for

that vehicle type, as discussed earlier for vehicle running cost. If a

mixture of vehicle types is present in the traffic stream, then a

weighted cost rating is used to determine level of service in the same

manner as discussed for vehicle running cost. Figures 8 and 9 are

used for level of service determination using total operating cost for

specific vehicle types and the traffic mix. Using total operating cost

as the criterion for level of service incorporates considerations of

traffic operating conditions, as given by the Highway Capacity Manual

(17)
, as well as consideration for roadway characteristics.

CLOSING REMARKS

The total operating cost is composed of the vehicle running cost,

safety cost and traffic volume effects cost. The strength of level of

service evaluation using total operating cost as the defining criterion

is that both the operating efficiency incurred by the roadway character-

istics and the traffic volume effects in the form of delays are quanti-

fied as costs of operation. The total operating costs can then be used

for relative comparison to determine the level of service of a roadway.
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The process to identify and evaluate forest arterial and collector

road networks is now presented. This evaluation structure is based on

the decision criteria previously developed to define and select forest

arterial and forest collector roads. Some evaluation criteria are quan-

tifiable. However, subjective judgment by the planners is also required.

The evaluation structure treats both the arterial network and the

collector system for a forest. The arterial network is first identified

and evaluated, according to defined arterial selection criteria. The

collector system is then defined and evaluated by selecting those

facilities that best supplement the arterial network according to the

collector selection criteria.

Evaluation of the forest arterials and collector networks is done

at two levels of comprehensiveness and detail. The first level evalu-

ates how well the arterial and collector networks serve the forest ac-

tivities. The second level evaluates how well the individual facilities

serve the users that operate over them, and how well they integrate with

their surroundings.

Figure 10 is a flowchart of the evaluation structure process.

The evaluation process presented in the flowchart is now discussed

in detail.
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FOREST ROAD NETWORK ANALYSIS

Analysis of a forest road system is done to determine the effect-

iveness of the road system in hauling timber, serving recreation travel,

obtaining the least cost connective network or studying any other use of

the road system. Various analysis techniques are available for network

analysis and are discussed in Chapter IV. The purpose of using the road

system analysis techniques is to identify that portion of the forest

system important for timber haul, recreation travel, and providing the

least cost connective network. These analyses indicate which forest

links are important for timber haul and recreation travel. The Timber

Transport Model, "RECDIS," and "MINSPAN" are recommended for timber

haul, recreation travel and least cost connectivity analysis, respect-

ively. Other analysis techniques can be substituted provided each

identifies that portion of the forest road system serving these forest

uses.

Figure 11 represents a simple forest road system. Analysis of

this system should result in at least three different "analysis networks"

indicating that portion of the forest road system serving timber haul,

recreation travel and providing least cost connectivity. Figures 12, 13

and 14 present the resulting analysis networks for timber haul, recrea-

tion travel and least cost connectivity respectively. The relative

importance of each link is reflected by the timber and recreation

traffic on the link as determined by network analysis.
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FIGURE 11. Example of a Simple Forest Road System.
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ARTERIAL NETWORK IDENTIFICATION AND EVALUATION

Identification and evaluation of a forest arterial network is a

coordinated process of choosing those links indicated as being important

by network analysis, and evaluating them as a network to see if they

provide the most effective network. The effectiveness of an arterial

network is measured by how well the network meets arterial network

decision criteria. The results from forest network analysis identify

which forest links are important from the standpoint of timber and

recreation travel demand and network connectivity.

The identified arterial network is then evaluated to determine if

the arterial network decision criteria are adequately met. The base

arterial network is identified and evaluated in an iterative, feedback

process.

Arterial Network Identification

The arterial network identification process takes the three result-

ing analysis networks representing timber haul, recreation travel and

network connectivity, and compares them to see which links are important.

The network analysis techniques incorporate the analytical decision

criteria for arterial networks previously defined. The links are select-

ed for the base arterial network based on how many and which of the

analysis networks for the three uses is included, and on the total

traffic volume carried by the link. The total traffic volume carried

by an arterial route should be a minimum average of about 100 vehicles

per day during the season of use. This traffic volume is arrived at
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based on the questionnaire responses from all National Forests in the

Northwest Region of the U. S. Forest Service. The results of this

questionnaire are discussed in Appendix C.

Links on the timber travel network are judged to be more important

than links on the recreation travel network if the traffic volumes are

the same as shown by the relative ranking of these two decision criteria.

The exception to this is when major recreation attractors exist within or

nearby a National Forest producing heavy recreation traffic volumes.

Links on the least connective network are also more important than the

links on the recreation travel network. The least connective network

best represents the minimum network for administration and forest manage-

ment. The following guidelines incorporate the analytical decision

criteria for including a forest link on the arterial network:

1. Include a link that is found on all three analysis networks and

carries traffic volumes greater than 100 vehicles per day

during the season of use.

2. Include a link that is found on the timber network, and either

the recreation travel or the least connective network with

traffic volumes greater than 100 vehicles per day during

the season of use.

3. Include a link that is found on the timber network carrying

traffic volumes greater than 100 vehicles per day during

season of use.
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4. Include a link that is included on the recreation network and

the least connective network carrying traffic volumes

greater than 10 vehicles per day during season of use.

A lower volume limit may be justified for some forests. However, it

should be based on a careful study of travel demand, and needs in the

forest.

The resulting identified network may be incomplete because certain

links that are very important as a result of their physical location may

not have been included since they are not in one of the three analysis

networks. The identified base arterial network must also be evaluated

according to the physical, quantitative and qualitative decision

criteria.

Physical Decision Criteria

The identified network must be evaluated based on the important

physical decision criteria which include connections to regional mills

and markets, connectivity with surrounding road networks and the user

types present. If the identified network does not meet the physical

arterial network decision criteria adequately, links must be either added

or deleted until the criteria are satisfied. If a conflict exists

concerning the physical and analytical decision criteria, more weight

should be given to the higher ranked criteria as indicated in Tables 1

and 2 in Chapter II.
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Quantitative and Qualitative Criteria

The identified network is also checked against the quantitative

and qualitative criteria for a forest arterial network. Evaluation of

the identified forest arterial network for these criteria is basically

a questioning process. The answers to these questions determine whether

or not the identified network is adequate. If it is not, then changes

must be made by either adding or deleting links from the network until

the forest arterial network abjectives are adequately met.

The following questions must be asked about the network. These

questions are based on the objectives, and quantitative and qualitative

decision criteria of a forest arterial network. The questions are

listed in order of decreasing importance:

I. Does the arterial network meet the forest land use and

resource management policies? A statement of justification

should be given for each link added to the base arterial

network.

2. Is the forest arterial network coordinated with the

surrounding non-forest road networks? If it is not, then what

improvements can be made to achieve coordination?

3. Does the arterial network adequately serve all forest user

types? If not, then what network improvements can be made

to serve the forest user types better?

4. Is the identified forest arterial network compatible with
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its environment? If not, what incompatibilities exist,

and what can be done to eliminate or minimize these incom-

patibilities?

5. Does the identified forest arterial network adequately

serve all areas of the forest? Have too many or too few

arterial links been identified as serving the forest? Is each

area of 20,000 to 80,000 acres or each major drainage basin

served by an arterial? Any variance from these limits

should be justified by the study forest.

Answering the above questions is a complex task and requires a

coordinated planning effort by the various forest planning disciplines.

In the planning effort, subjective evaluation of the forest arterial

network is an important part of the evaluation structure. Decisions

using subjective evaluation must be well substantiated and personal

bias eliminated to the extent possible.

Summary

The resulting network is the forest arterial network. The evalua-

tion to this stage has been on the network level. Evaluation of the

specific facilities making up the arterial network must also be done to

determine if they are adequate.

Example

The process used to identify and evaluate an arterial network is
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best illustrated by an example. A simple forest network is presented

in Figure 11. Timber travel, recreation travel, and least connective

networks given in Figures 12, 13 and 14, respectively are the results of

network analysis. Each link has its associated daily seasonal timber or

recreation traffic indicated as determined by network analysis.

The identified forest arterial network in Figure 15, does not

connect all nodes within the forest. Many of the nodes not connected

by the arterial network are included in the collector network. The

links chosen in the identified arterial network in Figure 15 are chosen

for the following reasons. Link 1-2 appeared on the timber network but

does not carry much timber traffic. Link 1-2 was included because it is

a proposed main-line route for access to timber resource areas. Link

1-4 appears on all three analysis networks and carries a mixed average

traffic volume greater then 1.00 vehicle's per day. Link 1-3 appears

on the timber and recreation networks and carries a high mixed average

daily traffic volume. Link 3-3 appears on the timber network and

carries an average traffic volume of 70 vehicles per day which is less

than 100 vehicles per day. However, the traffic volume is entirely timb-

er traffic. Link 4-9 appears on the timber and recreation networks and

carries a high mixed average daily traffic volume. Link 9-10 appears

on the recreation and the least connective networks, and carries a high

recreation average daily traffic volume. The primary reason for

inclusion of link 9-10 is because it serves a major recreation area

located on a lake. However, this link could be put on the collector

system if the volume level was below 100 vehicles per day.
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FIGURE 15. Example of an Identified Forest Arterial Network.
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Arterial Facility Analysis

The service provided by each individual selected link must be

evaluated to determine if they adequately serve the user demand while

meeting the forest land use and resource management policies. The

individual arterial facilities are each evaluated based on results from

link analysis and the arterial facility evaluation decision criteria.

The facility specific analysis is conducted in four steps.

1. Level of Service Evaluation. Evaluate each facility to

determine if the level of service it provides.to the traffic

stream is adequate. Level of service is the most important

evaluation criterion for individual facilities. Level of

service analysis may be done based on total operating cost or

traffic volume to capacity relationships, and is presented

in Chapter IV and Appendix A. Level of service analysis of

a roadway incorporates all of the arterial facility analytical

decision criteria to different degrees.

2. Evaluation Based on Individual Analytical Decision Criteria.

Evaluate each facility based on the analytical criteria other

than level of service. Even though these criteria are reflect-

ed by level of service analysis in the previous step, it may

be necessary to study them separately to determine which are

critical in limiting the level of service of a facility. The

important analytical criteria are operating cost, construction

cost, timber and recreation traffic volumes, roadway capacity
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and maintenance cost.

3. Evaluation Based on Physical, Quantitative and Qualitative

Decision Criteria. Evaluate each facility based on physical,

quantitative and qualitative decision criteria. Evaluation of

arterial facilities based on physical decision criteria

supplements facility analysis in steps 1 and 2 to insure that

no important factors are over looked in the analysis. Quant-

itative and qualitative arterial facility evaluation is

primarily subjective analysis to determine if an arterial

facility adequately meets the objectives for an arterial. The

quantitative and qualitative decision criteria are reflected

by level of service analysis, and are studied separately to

identify factors that limit the level of service provided

by a facility. The following are several questions, listed in

decreasing order of importance, that must be asked in conduct-

ing quantitative and qualitative facility evaluation.

a. Does the arterial facility adequately serve the user

types using it? If not, what improvements can be

feasibly made in design to improve the level of

service on the facility?

b. Is the arterial facility compatible with the environ-

ment? If not, what incompatibilities exist, and

what can be done to eliminate or minimize these

incompatibilities?



c. Is comfort and convenience provided by the facility

adequate for the different user types?

d. Is the facility adequately safe to travel considering

its horizontal and vertical alignment and cross

section characteristics? If not, what improvements

to the roadway or precautionary measures, such as

signing, can be done to reduce accident potential

along the facility?

4. Suggested Improvements and/or Feedback. Arterial facility

analysis determines which facilities provide an adequate level

of service. The planner may accept the lower level of service,

upgrade the facility or add arterial facilities to the arterial

network to achieve adequate levels of service on deficient

routes. Arterial facilities proposed for addition or upgrading

must be analyzed and evaluated to determine the level of

service they provide. If the impacts of these changes to the

arterial network are defined by the results from previous

network analysis, a reanalysis of the forest road system is not

warranted. Reanalysis may be necessary when significant

changes in the system are made. Some forest routes previously

identified as arterial routes may no longer serve as arterials

after network changes and must be deleted from the arterial

network.
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Summary

The resulting forest arterial network is one that best meets the

main-line travel needs of the forest it serves while providing for

implementation of the forest land use and resource management policies

for the forest. The forest arterial network provides the skeleton

network for the forest. The collector network is now identified and

evaluated as a secondary network feeding into the forest arterial network

and the surrounding non-forest networks.

COLLECTOR NETWORK IDENTIFICATION AND EVALUATION

The collector network identification and evaluation process has the

same structure as that for the forest arterial network. Identification

and evaluation of the forest collector network is a coordinated process

of choosing those forest links that augment the forest arterial network,

and of evaluating the combined arterial/collector networks to see if they

provide the most efficient road system. The effectiveness of a

collector network is measured by how well the network meets collector

network decision criteria. The results from network analysis indicate

which forest links are important from the standpoint of timber and

recreation travel demand and network connectivity. Many of the links

identified by network analysis are selected for the arterial network, and

are therefore, eliminated from consideration as possible collector

routes.

The links determined on the use analysis networks but not included
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on the arterial network are included on the collector system. The

identified links are the base collector network. These links are

supplemented by other forest facilities to meet the collector network

decision criteria. Collector network identification and evaluation is

an interactive feedback process.

Collector Network Identification

Identification of the collector network is done using the results

from network analysis. The network analysis techniques incorporate all

of the collector network evaluation decision criteria to different

degrees. The networks developed by forest network analysis indicate the

best networks serving timber travel and recreation travel, and the least

connective network. Links from these three networks have been identified

previously as arterial routes. The remaining links should typically be

included as forest collectors. Inclusion of other links on the collector

network depends on the total traffic volume carried by the link. The

total traffic volume carried by a forest collector route should be an

approximate minimum average of ten vehicles per day during seasonal use.

This traffic volume was arrived at based on the response to a

questionnaire sent to all the National Forests in Region 6 of the U. S.

Forest Service. Results of questionnaire are discussed in Appendix C.

The following are decision criteria for including a forest link

on the collector network:

1. A link that is included on either the timber or recreation
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travel network that carries traffic volumes greater than ten

vehicles per day during the season of use.

2. A link included only on the least cost connective network

that is thought to provide needed access or connectivity to

a forest area.

A lower volume limit may be justified for some forests. However, it

should be based on careful study of travel demand, and needs in the

forest.

The resulting identified collector network may be incomplete

because links that are important according to other criteria, that is,

physical, quantitative or qualitative are not included. Thus, the

identified network must also be evaluated using these physical,

quantitative and qualitative collector network decision criteria.

Physical Decision Criteria

The identified collector network must provide connectivity to

higher level roads, give access to the forest area, serve the various

vehicles and users present, provide connections to population centers,

and connect to regional mills and markets. If the identified collector

network does not meet the physical collector network decision criteria

adequately, links must be either added or deleted from the collector

network until the criteria are satisfied. If a conflict exists

concerning the physical and analytical collector network decision

criteria, more weight should by given to the higher ranked criteria as
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indicated in Tables 3 and 4 in Chapter

Quantitative and Qualitative Criteria

The identified network is next checked against the quantitative

and qualitative criteria for evaluating a forest collector network. This

is done using a questioning approach. Answers to these questions

determine if the identified network is adequate, and the changes to be

made, by either adding or deleting links, when the collector network is

not adequate. The questions are now listed in order of decreasing

importance:

I. Does the collector network meet the forest land use and

resource management policies?

2. Is the identified forest collector network compatible with

its environment? If not, what incompatibilities exist, and

what can be done to eliminate or minimize these incompat-

ibilities?

3. Does the collector system adequately serve the user types

the system is provided for? If not, then what network

improvements can be done to achieve better service to the user

types?

4. Is the collector system coordinated with the arterial system

and surrounding non-forest road systems? If not, then what

network improvements can be done to achieve coordination?
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5. Does the collector system provide a balance between mobility

of travel and access to adjacent land? If it does not, then

is there too much emphasis on mobility or on access to adjacent

lands, and what improvements can be made to achieve a

better balance?

Answering the above questions requires a coordinated planning effort

by the various forest planning disciplines. In the planning effort,

subjective evaluation of the forest collector network is an important

part of the evaluation structure. Decisions using subjective evaluation

must be well substantiated and should eliminate personal bias to the

extent possible.

Summary

The resulting network is the forest collector and arterial network.

To this point, collector evaluation has been on the network level.

Evaluation of the specific facilities making up the collector network

must also be done to determine if they are adequate.

Example

The collector route identification process is best illustrated by

continuing the previous example for arterial network identification

presented in Figures 11 through 15. The collector system identified by

itself does not form a working system. A working road system is created

when the collector system is added to the arterial system. The collector
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system in addition to the arterial system of the previous example is

presented in Figure 16. The identified collector system with the

arterial system does not connect all the nodes within the forest. The

nodes not connected by the collector and arterial networks are connected

by local roads. Any link not included by the collector or arterial road

systems is classified as a local road.

The links chosen as collector routes identified in Figure 16 are

chosen for the following reasons. Link 3-4 provides connectivity to a

developed recreation site and carries a traffic volume of 20 vehicles

per day during seasonal use. Link 4-6 appears on the timber network and

carries a traffic volume of 30 vehicles per day. Link 4-10 appears on

the recreation network and carries a high traffic volume. Link 6-8

is included because it provides connectivity between the upper and lower

halves of the network. Link 7-3 appears on the timber network. Links

5-7 and 9-11 appear on the least connective network, and provide

connectivity to forest areas. Link 8-9 is not identified as a collector

because access is already provided to nodes 8 and 9 by the arterial

network. Links 3-4, 5-8 and 6-9 are not identified as collectors

because they do not appear on any of the three analysis networks. These

links are classified as local roads unless the collector network

evaluation warrants their inclusion as collectors.

Collector Facility Analysis

The service provided by each individual selected link must be

evaluated to determine if they adequately serve the user demand while
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FIGURE 16. Example of an Identified Forest Arterial and Collector Network.
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meeting the forest land use and resource management policies. The

specific collector facilities are evaluated based on results from link

analysis and the collector facility evaluation decision criteria for

collectors. In evaluating the level of service provided by collector

vacilities, the decision criteria of construction cost, access to

adjacent land, types of vehicles present, operating cost and maintenance

cost must receive more weight than the actual level of service provided

by a specific facility. The facility specific analysis is conducted in

four steps.

1. Evaluation Based on Level of Service Criteria. Analyze the

facility to determine if the level of service it provides to

the traffic stream is adequate. Level of service analysis

incorporates all of the collector facility evaluation decision

criteria to different degrees. However, level of service is

not the most important deciding criteria in evaluating a

collector facility. Level of service analysis may be done

based on total operating cost or traffic volume to capacity

relationships, and is presented in Chapter IV and Appendix A.

The expected level of service on a collector route is lower

than that for an arterial route.

2. Evaluation Based on Other Analytical Criteria. Evaluate each

facility based on analytical criteria other than level of

service. Even though these criteria are reflected by level of

service analysis in the previous step, it is important to

study them separately to determine which are critical in
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limiting the level of service of a facility. If a conflict

exists between level of service and either construction,

operating or maintenance cost, the decision should be based

on cost because these cost criteria carry more weight than

level of service as indicated in Table 4. in Chapter II.

Other important analytical criteria are logging and recrea-

tion traffic, roadway capacity and safety cost.

3. Evaluation Based on Physical, Quantitative and Qualitative

Criteria. Evaluate each facility based on physical,

quantitative and qualitative decision criteria. Evaluation

of collector facilities based on physical decision criteria

supplements facility analysis in steps 1 and 2 to insure that

no important facilities are overlooked in the analysis.

Access to adjacent land and types of vehicles and users present

are important physical decision criteria that receive more

weight than level of service evaluation when a conflict exists

between the criteria.

Quantitative and qualitative collector facility evaluation

is primarily subjective analysis to determine if a collector

facility adequately meets the objectives for a collector.

The quantitative and qualitative decision criteria are

reflected by level of service analysis, and are studied

separately to identify limiting factors to the level of

service provided by a facility. Compatibility with its

environment is an important qualitative decision criteria
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which carries more weight than level of service when a

conflict exists between the criteria. The following are

several questions, listed in decreasing order of importance,

that must be asked in conducting quantitative and qualitative

facility evaluation:

a. Is the collector facility compatible with its

environment? If not, what improvements can be made

to achieve an acceptable environmental impact?

b. Does the collector facility adequately serve the

vehicle types expected to use it? If not, what

improvements in design can be made to provide

adequate service to the expected user types?

c. Is the collector facility reasonably safe for travel

by the expected user types? Is it feasible to

improve the safety of the facility by changes in

roadway design and cross section?

d. Is the comfort and convenience provided by the

collector facility adequate for expected user types?

If not, what can be done to improve comfort and

convenience?

4. Collector Improvements and/or Feedback. Collector facility

evaluation determines which routes do not provide an adequate
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level of service or adequately meet other facility decision

criteria given in Table 4 in Chapter II. The planner may

accept the lower level of service, upgrade a collector or

add additional facilities to the collector network to achieve

adequate levels of service on deficient routes. Collector

facilities proposed for addition or upgrading must be analyzed

and evaluated to determine the level of service they provide.

The results from previous network analysis are sufficient for

defining the impacts of these collector network changes. Some

facilities previously identified as collector routes may not

be required as collectors after network changes. These must

be deleted from the collector network.

Local Forest Roads

After identification and evaluation of the forest arterial and

collector networks, there may be a number of links left that have not

been assigned to either of these networks. These roads must be

analyzed and evaluated individually to determine if they provide a

necessary service. Those that are needed would be the local roads.

The local roads form a tertiary forest road system that feeds into

the forest collector and arterial road networks.

Summary

Upon completion of the evaluation structure, the result is a forest
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arterial and collector network that best meets the objectives of a

forest and provides for the travel needs of the forest users. With

time, the transportation needs for a forest change as a result of

changes in the timber management, recreation resource and administrative

policies. Therefore, a forest road network must be periodically

studied and updated in order to insure that the forest transportation

requirements are being adequately met.
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LEVEL OF SERVICE EVALUATION FOP FOREST ROADS

INTRODUCTION

Level of service is a qualitative argument which defines the oper-

ating characteristics of a segment of roadway. As defined by the

Highway Capacity Manual
(17)

, the term "level of service" is a quali-

tative measure of the effect of a number of factors, which include

speed and travel time, traffic interruptions, freedom to maneuver,

safety, driving comfort and convenience, and operating costs. Exten-

sive work has been done to quantify factors that define limiting values

for the various levels of service. Most of this work has been done for

high traffic volume roadways, such as highways and freeways. However,

at present, there is no quantitative way to evaluate the level of ser-

vice for low volume rural reads. The majority of forest road mileage

falls into the low volume road category. Therefore, an approach to

quantify level of service on low volume roads is needed.

This discussion presents a procedure to measure the level of ser-

vice on a forest road quantitatively. The development of this proce-

dure uses quantified values on limiting variables that have been as-

signed based on subjective ratings and judgment to define the various

levels of service. The Forest Service should review the limits that

are set for the quantifiable factors to define each level of service to

insure that they are compatible with their operations. The strength of

the procedure developed here is that it gives the transportation planner

a measure of the level of service for a road sement based on ideal
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conditions. The ideal conditions are represented by travel on a flat

tangent section of high type pavement with no interruptions, unre-

stricted sight distance and no roadside obstructions.

The roads found in National Forests have widely varying character-

istics and diverse functions. Arterial forest roads may carry volume

levels approximating those found in primary or secondary state highways

with their major function to carry traffic efficiently at reasonable

speeds between points within and outside of the forest. At the other

extreme, some forest roads carry very low volumes with their primary

function to provide access to the adjacent land and land use activities.

The level of service provided by these roads is dependent on their

purpose and how well they function to perform their purpose. The ob-

jective of the various road classes are:

(1) Forest Arterial: Provide mobility and efficient movement

between points within and outside of the forest. Little

consideration is given to the access of adjacent land ac-

tivities in their location.

(2) Forest Collector: Achieve a balance between the mobility

and efficiency of movement and the accessibility to adja-

cent forest activities in their location and operation.

(3) Local Forest Road: Provide for good and economic access

to forest lands and land activities.
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LEVEL OF SERVICE

The level of service of a road segment may be limited by either

the traffic operating conditions or the roadway alignment and surface

characteristics. The interference between vehicles, delays, travel

time, safety effects, and conflicts are consequences of interactions

between vehicles in the traffic stream, or traffic operating conditions

when traffic volume is moderately high compared to capacity. The level

of service is best represented and quantified by the relationship be-

tween speed and volume to capacity ratio when traffic operating condi-

tions are the most important effect. With low volumes, the interactions

between vehicles are few and of little consequence. At low volumes,

those roadway factors and conditions that influence the operation of a

vehicle are the most important in describing the level of service. The

operating cost is the best single measure of the level of service rela-

tive to the roadway conditions.

On roadways of very high design standards, the costs from delays,

interference, safety effects and congestion that are experienced at mod-

erate and high volumes become significant as compared with the vehicle

operating costs. Roads designed for a design speed of 55 mph or greater

are of this type. For roads of this quality, only traffic operating

conditions as represented by the operating speed and volume-to-capacity

(v/c) ratio need to be considered to determine the level of service.

Forest roads are seldom designed to meet the standards for 55 mph

design speed. Consequently, nearly all forest roads should take account

of the operating cost in determining the level of service. It is
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recommended that the criteria presented in Table A-1 be used to set

level of service on Forest roads.

TABLE A-1. Level of Service Criteria for Forest Road Evaluation

Facility Type Traffic Volume
Level of Service

Criteria

High (>4000 ADT) Speed and V/C*

Arterials Moderate (400-4000 ADT)
and

Speed and V/C
/CCost

Low (<400 ADT) Operating Cost

Moderate (L400 ADT)
Speed and V/C

Collectors
and Operating Cost

Low (<400 ADT) Operating Cost

Local All Operating Cost

* The approach defined in the Highway Capacity Manual employs these

criteria and is recommended.

Level of Service Criteria According to Vehicle Operating Cost

At low traffic volumes, the roadway factors and conditions that

influence the operation of a vehicle are the most important in describ-

ing the level of service. The criteria used to quantify the level of

service relative to raodway conditions are the vehicle operating cost

and the average highway speed. Average highway speed is defined by the

Highway Capacity Manual as the weighted average of the design speeds
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within a highway section, when each subsection within the section is

considered to have any individual design speed."
(17)

Design speed is

defined by the Highway Capacity Manual as "a speed selected for purposes

of design and correlation of those features of the highway, such as cur-

vature, superelevation and sight distance, upon which the safe operation

of vehicles is dependent." (17)

Both the average highway speed and the vehicle operating cost are

dependent on the roadway characteristics. Roads with poor geometrics

and surface conditions result in low average highway speeds and high

vehicle operating costs. Roads with good geometrics and surface condi-

tions result in high average speeds and low vehicle operating costs.

The level of service that a roadway provides to a single vehicle oper-

ating along it is a function of the roadway characteristics. The cri-

teria utilized to quantify levels cf service provided by a roadway are

vehicle operating cost and average highway speed.

Figure A-1 represents the quant',fication of level of service as

described by vehicle operating cost and average highway speed. Develop-

ment of these curves is discussed later in this appendix. The vehicle

operating costs are represented by vehicle cost ratings. Vehicle cost

ratings are used because f.ve different vehicle types were considered,

each of which has a different operating cost for operation on the same

roadway. The vehicle cost ratings put the vehicle operating costs on a

relative basis for comparison. The development and calculation of the

vehicle operating costs and their associated cost ratings is discussed

later in this appendix. The curves in Figure A-1 represent the vehicle

operation on roadways with varying alignment conditions and varying
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pavement conditions. Each shaded region represents the cost range for a

particular pavement type with the boundaries representing the minimum

and maximum cases.

The five different levels of service were designated based on ve-

hicle operating costs at specified limiting roadway characteristics.

The operating cost ranges for each vehicle type were calculated with

the least operating cost receiving a cost rating of 10 and the greatest

receiving a cost rating of 0. The best roadway condition was taken to

be a flat tangent asphalt road with a vehicle travel at a 20 mph running

speed. The poorest roadway condition was taken to be a road with poor

earth pavement, +8% grade, and 50-foot radius continuous curvature with

vehicle travel at a 15 mph running speed. Running speed is defined by

the Highway Capacity Manual as, "the speed over a specified section of

highway, being distance divided by running time."(17) Running time is

the time a vehicle is in motion on a section of highway. The limiting

cost rating for a forest arterial was set at six, and is based on an

adequate gravel road at +6% grade, having 300-foot continuous curvature

with vehicle travel at a 30 mph running speed. The limiting cost rating

for a forest collector was set at 2, and is based on a road with a poor

pit run gravel surface, +8% grade, and 75-foot radius continuous curva-

ture with vehicle travel at a 15 mph running speed. The remaining cost

ratings were proportional, according to the vehicle operating costs of

the maximum and minimum cost ratings and the limiting arterial and col-

lector cost ratings. Figure A-2 later in this appendix illustrates the

cost ratings and their associate vehicle operating costs according to

the vehicle type.
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Level of Service According to the Highway Capacity Manual

When traffic volume is moderately high compared to capacity, inter-

ference, delays and conflicts between vehicles in the traffic stream

result. The levels of service on a roadway are best represented and

quantified by the relationship between speed and volume-to-capacity

ratio when traffic operating conditions are the most important effects.

The criteria used in describing this relationship are the volume-to-

capacity ratio and the overall travel speed. As defined by the Highway

Capacity Manual, the overall travel speed is, "the total distance tra-

versed divided by the total time required, including all traffic delays

(17)
." The volume-to-capacity ratio represents the percent of the ve-

hicle carrying capacity of the roadway that is utilized by the traffic

stream. The volume may be the existing demand volume or it may be an

* -

estimated service volume. As defined by the Highway Capacity Manual, "a

service volume is the maximum number of vehicles that can pass over a

given section of a lane or roadway for in both directions on a two- or

three-lane highway) during a specified time period while operating con-

ditions are maintained corresponding to the selected or specified level

of service." (17)

The general concept of establishing levels of service based on

volume-to-capacity ratio and overall travel speed is illustrated in Fig-

ure A-2. Six levels of service have been designated to identify the

various overall travel speed and volume conditions on a highway or

street. Figure A-2 illustrates this concept. Levels A, B, C and D

describe the operational freedom on a highway, and are quantified by
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specified minimum operating speeds and minimum volume-to-capacity ra-

tios. The degree of operational freedom decreases from level of ser-

vice A to D. Conditions approaching capacity and at capacity are iden-

tified as level of service E. Level of service F described congested

flow. At level of service F, the volume-to-capacity ratio drops off and

varies widely, reflecting congested traffic flow. The level of service

decreases from A as the volume-to-capacity ratio increases because in-

terruptions, conflicts and delay become an increasingly important factor

resulting in reduced overall travel speeds. Figures A-24a through A-24f

later in this appendix show levels of service quantified for two-lane

highways with different design speeds. A highway design speed is the

maximum overall travel speed that could be achieved.

Criteria to Represent Traffic Volume Effects

Two approaches have been mentioned to quantify level of service.

The first level of service approach used average highway speed and ve-

hicle operating costs as the defining criteria. The second level of

service approach used overall travel speed and volume-to-capacity ratios

as the defining criteria. Level of service evaluation by operating cost

considers a single vehicle operating uninterrupted by traffic on a road-

way. On some forest roads this may be the case. However, in many cases

the traffic volume will affect the operation of each vehicle in the

traffic stream by generating delays, interruptions and conflicts. Level

of service by volume-to-capacity does not consider the operating cost,

but the relative traffic effects. In the case of low volume rural
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roads, the vehicle operating efficiency is an important factor. Evalu-

ation of level of service for low volume rural roads must consider both

the vehicle operating efficiency and the traffic effects. Quantifica-

tion of the traffic volume effects is achieved by calculating the delay

costs incurred as the traffic volume-to-capacity ratio on a roadway in-

creases resulting in interruptions and conflicts. Thedelay costs are

calculated by determining the delay incurred due to traffic effects and

multiplying by the delay value. The delay time is the travel time over

and above the design speed travel time. The travel time is determined

from the operating speed at the prevailing traffic conditions. Figure

A-3 illustrates that a volume-to-capacity ratio (V/C1), the delay in-

curred would be the result of the speed difference of 20 mph (70 mph

design speed minus 5- mph operating speed at V/C1). The resulting delay

is calculated using the following equation:

Delay (minutes/mile) = (1/operating speed 1/design speed) x 60

A family of curves has been developed for each design speed reflect-

ing the increase in delay incurred as the volume-to-capacity ratio in-

creases from zero to one. The curve family associated with each design

speed reflects the effect to delay caused by varying percentages of

roadway with passing sight distance greater than 1500 feet. Figures

later in this appendix present the family of delay curves associated

with different design speeds. Thedelay value is developed from all

time-dependent costs (excluding operating costs) for the vehicle types

considered. Development of the delay curves and delay values (delay
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costs) is discussed later in this appendix.

Level of Service According to Total Operating Cost Criteria

The effect of a road and its characteristics on level of service

is given by the vehicle running costs and the safety costs. The effect

of the traffic stream conditions on the level of service is taken into

account by the incremental delay costs. The total operating cost for a

roadway is then the sum of the vehicle running cost, safety cost and

volume effects cost. The total operating costs are used to obtain cost

ratings to use for determination of level of service as described for

level of service evaluation by vehicle operating cost.

LEVEL OF SERVICE ACCORDING TO ROADWAY CONDITIONS

The total operating costs reflect the level of service when roadway

conditions are limiting. Operation of a vehicle on a segment of roadway

incurs costs that are a function of the roadway characteristics and the

vehicle type. The costs incurred are of two types: vehicle running

costs and safety costs. When these costs are added together, the result

is operating costs for the specified vehicle type operating on the seg-

ment of road.

Vehicle Running Costs

Vehicle running costs incurred by operation on a segment of roadway

are a function of the vehicle type, the speed of travel, the number of
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deceleration-acceleration cycles, the length of the road segment, the

roadway alignment and the road surface type. Other roadway and opera-

tion characteristics which have not been mentioned here have some influ-

ence on vehicle operating costs; however, only the characteristics

mentioned have been studied and quantified previously.

Vehicle running cost is composed of four elements:

(1) Fuel consumption costs,

(2) Tire wear costs,

(3) Oil and lubrication costs, and

(4) Vehicle maintenance and repair costs.

Each of these cost elements varies in accordance with the vehicle type,

roadway conditions and operating characteristics. A brief description

of the important vehicle running costs, as functions of the roadway and

operating characteristics, is now presented. The procedures to

estimate vehicle running cost are then presented, with several examples.

The planner may desire to aggregate (average) the operating and roadway

characteristics to reduce the time required for analysis. This may be

done simply by estimating or obtaining averages for the road grade,

curve characteristics and the deceleration-acceleration cycles. It

must be realized that use of average values for the entire road segment

results in the sacrifice of some accuracy in analysis.
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Vehicle Types

The vehicle types chosen for this vehicle running cost estimation

procedure are identified below. These vehicles are chosen because of

the availability of recent running cost data as a function of the road-

way characteristics. The types of vehicles selected are typically found

operating on forest roads, and are as follows:

(1) Two-ton (4 kip) passenger cars,

(2) Two-and-a-half ton (5 kip) pickups,

(3) Six-ton (12 kip) light trucks,

(4) Eleven-and-a-half ton (23 kip) trucks (typical

unloaded logging trucks with the dolly carried on

the tractor), and

(5) Forty-ton (80 kip) trucks (typical loaded logging

trucks.

The inflation factor used is a ratio of 1976 dollars to 1969 dollars.

(Table A-2) The vehicle running cost data on flat tangents are given in

graphical form in Figure A-4. The speed of operation and the vehicle

type must be known to use this graph. The units of the cost data are

dollars per vehicle mile.

To find the running cost for a vehicle type operating on a flat

tangent:

(1) Determine the total length of the tangent section

or sections in miles. L = tangent length in miles.

(2) Enter Figure A-4 and for the specified vehicle
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TABLE A-2. Cost Trends Highway Maintenance and Operation (31)

1967- Base Year

YEAR i LABOR MATERIAL JEQUIPMENT OVERHEAD TOTAL

1950 43.58 74.53 57.66 57.07 51.31

1951 47.76 81.07 64.34 62.23 56.41

1952 51.15 81.99 66.86 65.05 59.28

1953 52.00 82.54 68.76 65.73 60.33

1954 54.89 78.49 70.40 66.42 62.55

1955 55.94 82.80 74.24 67.71 64.09

1956 58.70 86.91 74.06 70.55 66.31

1957 i 63.20 90.86 75.66 78.22 70.28

1958 i 65.74 92.27 78.91 81.21 72.90

1959 67.82 92.40 83.15 31.88 f 75.17

1960 71.02 94.68 86.98 84.19 78.35

1961 73.25 95.18 87.19 85.08 79.82

1962 76.06 96.66 88.76 86.47 82.09

1963 79.46 96.87 89.25 88.05 84.32

1964 81.79 97.48 91.25 89.98 86.35

1965 85.69 99.23 94.23 92.01 39.66

1966 98.02 99.68 96.70 96.23 97.76

1967 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00

1968 , 103.63 102.03 100.42 105.03 102.79

1969 : 113.71 106.24 104.24 110.86 110.44

1970 i 122.02 111.03 106.56 116.81 116.78

1971 i 129.67 117.37 107.93 122.76 122.68

1972 / 138.21 124.27 119.98 128.71 ' 131.68

1973 : 148.04 130.42 133.70 134.66 , 141.75

1974 160.67 170.41 153.50 140.61 158.65

1975 173.15 193.74 170.58 146.56 172.97

1976 192.99

i

192.74 184.37 152.51 188.08

1/ These data are prepared from the unit cost information
submitted each year by State highway departments, and cover
both physical maintenance and major traffic service items in-

cluding snow and ice control. Previous issues of this table

used base period 1957-59.
J
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type and operating speed, find the running cost on

the tangent. Ct . tangent running cost in dollars

per vehicle mile.

(3) Multiply the tangent length by the cost of opera-

tion on the tangent for the specified vehicle type:

TC = Lt x C
t,

where TC = tangent running cost in

dollars per vehicle mile.

Curvature Running Costs

The cost data for vehicle running cost as influenced by roadway

curvature are taken from several references and merged together for this

report. Vehicle running costs for travel on horizontal curves at zero

percent grade are taken from a 1971 report entitled The Effects of Hori-

zontal Alignment on Vehicle Running Costs and Travel Times (19) . The

data are in graphical form and are expressed in dollars per vehicle mile.

For analysis of the curved road sections, Figures A-5 through A-10 are

used. In order to use the graphs, three pieces of information are

needed.

(1) Curve(s) central angle(s),

(2) Degree of curvature(s) or radius(radii) or the

curve(s), and

(3) Speed(s) or operation through the curve(s).

At this point, the planner may desire to simplify the analysis

task by finding the average of the central angles, speed of operation
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through the curves and the average radius of the curves (or average de-

gree of curvature), for all of the curves on the road segment being

studied. Estimation may be the only valid way to obtain these values,

and is reasonable for some cases. If an average value is to be used,

the resulting curve running cost must be increased by a factor equal to

the number of curves that were averaged together. If vehicle running

cost analysis of a high traffic volume forest route is to be conducted,

estimation should be avoided and emphasis placed on accuracy.

The approach used to find running costs through a curve for a par-

ticular vehicle type first finds the running cost on the curve's tan-

gents as though no curve existed and then finds the excess running cost

incurred by operating through the curve. The sum of these two

costs gives the running cost of operating a particular vehicle type

.

through a curve. To obtain t venice running cost through curves,

the following procedure must be followed:

(1) Determine the Curve Length. Curve lengths may be determined

from the road plans, by field measurement or by entering Fig-

ure A-5 with the appropriate central angle and degree of cur-

vature. Use this distance to approximate the total tangent

distance where T = approximated curve tangent distance in

stations. A station marks the end of 100 feet of roadway

measured from some point along the roadway centerline. The

tangent length must be converted to miles by dividing the

tangent length in terms of stations by 52.8 stations per

mile.
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(2) The approximated curve tangent distance should then be multi-

plied by the cost per station found from Figure A-4. Before

entering Figure A-4, the speed of operation must be known

and the desired vehicle type for the analysis must be chosen.

This yields: Ct = cost of travel on level tangent for the

curve tangents in dollars per vehicle mile for vehicle type

K.

(3) Find the cost of travel on the curve tangents by multiplying

the approximated total curve tangent length by the tangent

running cost. This is: CTC = Ct x T , where CTC = curve

tangent cost in dollars per vehicle of type K.

(4) Enter Figures A-6 through A-10 for the appropriate vehicle

type, and with the estimated running speed and either the

curve's degree of curvature or radius, obtain the excess

running cost per station for a vehicle operating through the

curve. This gives: ECC = excess curve cost in dollars per

vehicle mile for vehicle type K.

(5) Obtain the curve distance in stations found in Step 1: CD =

curve distance in stations.

(6) Find the excess running cost due to curvature by multiplying

the curve distance times tne excess curve cost. ECRC =

CD x ECC, where ECRC = excess curve running cost in dollars

per vehicle of type K.
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(7) The total running cost through the curve is equal to the sum

of the cost of operation on the curve tangents plus the excess

running cost of operating through the curve:

CRC = ECRC + CTC

where CRC = curve running costs in dollars per vehicle of

type K.

(8) If the results of a curve running cost analysis are the aver-

age cost for a number of curves, the curve running cost value

should be multiplied by the number of curves averaged to de-

termine the total running cost incurred by operation of the

specified vehicle through all of the curves averaged.

Effect of Grade on Vehicle Running Costs

The running costs of a vehicle are significantly affected by the

grade of the roadway. Grade affects running costs on both tangents and

curves. The data used for the development of the grade factors are

taken from Winfrey
(33)

. The same inflation factor used for the level

tangent running cost data is applied to the running costs on grades.

The grade factors are developed simply by taking the ratio of the run-

ning cost for tangents on grade and the running cost on a flat tangent

at specified running speeds.

When traffic is balanced in both directions on a road segment, the

effect of grade essentially cancels itself, and the use of running cost

without the effect of grade is sufficient. In this case, a grade factor
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of 1.0 should be used. This applies to passenger cars, pickups and

light trucks. In the case of log truck travel, the truck is loaded in

one direction on a roadway and on the return trip it is unloaded. As a

result, two different magnitudes of operating costs are generated.

Therefore, the grade factor must be used in the case of loaded versus

unloaded log trucks.

The procedure to incorporate grade effects is as follows:

(1) First obtain the running costs for operation on the roadway

alignment for the tangent sections and the curves. In the

case of aggregate analysis, obtain the total running cost

for the roadway alignment by adding the tangent running cost

(TC) and the total averaged curve running costs (CRC).

THARC = CRC + TC

where THARC = total horizontal alignment running costs in

dollars per vehicle of a specified type for the road segment.

(2) Find or estimate the running speed for the tangent sections

and the curves. In the case of aggregate analysis, find or

estimate the average overall running speed for the road seg-

ment being studied.

(3) Determine the grades for the tangent sections and the curves.

In the case of aggregate analysis, obtain the average grade

for the road segment being studied. Enter Tables A-3 through

A-12, depending on the vehicle type and road grade, and ob-

tain the appropriate grade factors corresponding to the
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TABLE A-3

Grade Factors grades)
for Adjustment of Vehicle Running Costs

Vehicle Type - 4 Kip Passenger Car

Travel

Speed
(mph)

Road Grade in Direction of Travel

Level - 1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5 - 6 - 7 - 8

5 1.000 0.972 0.916 0.916 0.925 0.925 0.944 0.953 0.972

10 1.000 0.959 0.878 0.878 0.892 0.892 0.905 0.919 0.932

15 1.000 0.954 0.877 0.846 0.862 0.862 0.877 0.877 0.908 1

20 1.000 0.952 0.871 0.823 0.823 0.839

I

0.839 0.855 0.871

25 1.000 0.951 0.902 0.852 0.820 0.820 0.836 0.852 0.869

30 1.000 0.937 0.889 0.841 0.794 0.794 0.794 0.810 0.825

35 1.000 0.938 0.892 0.846 0.800 0.785 0.785 0.800 0.815

40 1.000 0.941 0.897 0.853 0.809 0.765 0.765 0.794 0.794

45 1.000 0.944 0.889 0.847 0.806 0.778 0.750 0.764 0.778

50 1.000 0.935 0.883 0.831 0.205 0.766 0.727 0.740 0.766

55 1.000 0.939 0.878 0.829 0.793 0.756 0.732 0.732 0.756

60 1.000 0.943 0.886 0.841 0.795 0.761 0.739 0.716 0.750
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TABLE A-1

Grade Factors (+ grades)
.for Adjustment of Vehicle Running Costs

Vehicle Type - 4 Kip Passenger Car

Travel

Speed
(mph)

Road Grade in Direction of Travel

Level + 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + 5 + 6 + 7 + 8

5 1.000 1.037 1.075 1.103 1.140 1.187 1.224 1.2711 1.327

10 1.000 1.054 1.095 1.149 1.203 1.243 1.311 1.378 1.446

15 1.000 1.046 1.108 1.154 1.215 1.277 1.338 1.415 1.492

20 1.0001 1.048 1.100 1.161 1.226 1.290 1.371 1.452 1.532

25 1.000 1.066 1.131] 1.189
4--

1.262 1.328 1.410 1.492 1.574

30 1.000 1.048 1.111 1.175 1.254, 1.317, 1.400 1.492 1.587

35 1.000 1.062 1.123 1.200 1.262 1.338 1.415 1.508 1.600

40 1.000 1.059 1.132 1.191 1.265 1.338 1.412 1.515 1.618

45 1.000 1.056 1.125 1.181 1.250 1.333 1.403 1.500 1.611

50

55

1.000 1.039 1.104 1.169 1.234 1.312 1.390 1.494 1.597

1.000 1.049 1.110 1.171 1.232 1.305 1.390 1.476 1.585

60 1.000 1.057 1.114 1.170 1.227

i

1.295 1.386 1.477 1.580
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TABLE A-S

Grade Factors (- grades)
for Adjustment of Vehicle.Running Costs

Vehicle Type - 5 Kip Pickup

Travel

Speed

(mph)

Road Grade in Direction of Travel

! Level 1 2 - 3 - 4 - 5 - 6 7 8

5 1.000 0.973 0.945 0.927 0.918 0.927 0.936 0.945 0.973

10 1.000 0.949 0.923 0.885 0.885 0.885 0.897 0.910 0.936

15 ' 1.000 0.956 0.926 0.897 0.868 0.882 0.882 0.897 0.912

20 1.000 0.955 0.909 0.879 0.848 0.848 0.848 0.864 0.894

25 1.000 0.955 0.924 0.879 0.348 0.833 0.848 0.848 0.864

30 1.000 0.956 0.912 0.868 0.838 0.824 0.824 0.838 0.838

35 1.000 0.944 0.903 0.847 0.819 0.792 0.792 0.806 0.806

40 1.000 0.947 0.895 0.855 0,816 0.789 0.776 0.776 0.789

45 1.000 0.939 0.890 0.841 0.805 0.768 0.744 0.744 0.768

50 1.000 0.944 0.888 9.831 !9.787 0.753 0.719 0.719 0.730 1

55 1.000 0.938 0.887 0.825 ! 0.773

i

0.732

60 1.000 0.936 0.873 0.809

i
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TABLE A-6

Grade Factors (+ grades)
for Adjustment of Vehicle Running Costs

Vehicle Type - 5 Kip Pickup

Travel

Speed
(mph)

Road Grade in Direction of Travel

Level + 1 2 + 3 + 4 5 6

5 1.000 1.027 1.055 1.091 11.127 1.173 1.218 1.282 1.355

10 1.000 1.038 1.064 1.115 1.167 1.231 1.295 1.372 1.474

15 1.000 1.059 1.088 1.147 1.221 1.279 1.353 1.456 1.559

20 1.000 1.045 11.091 1.152 1.227 1.288 1.379 1.485 1.591

25 ,1.000 1.061 1.106 1.182 1.242 1.318 1.424 1.515 1.636

30 1.000 1.059 1.118 1,191 ;1.265 1.338 1.456 1.544 1.676

35 1.000 1.056 1.111 1.131 1.264 1.347 1.486 1.556 1.694

40 11.000 1.066 1.118--1.19711.276 1.368 1.461 1.579 1.737

45 1.000 1.061 1.122 1.207 ;1.280 1.366 1.476 1.598 1.756

50 1.000 1.067 1.135 1.213 1.292 1.382 1.494 1.629 1.809

55 1.000 1.072 1.144

.......

1.227 11.309 1.412

60 11.000 1.064 1.145 1.218 !

i
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TABLE A-7

Grade Factors (- mares)
for Adjustment of Vehicle Running Costs

Vehicle Type 12 Kip Single Unit Delivery Truck

Travel

Speed
(mph)

Road Grade in Direction of Travel

Level - 1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5 - 6 -

1.000 0.965 0.929 0.899 0.974 0.874 0.879 0.884 0.8845

10 1.000 0.942 0.903 10.864 0.831 0.825 0.825 0.838 0.838

15 1.000 0.930 0.881 0.832 0.804 0.790 0.797 0.804 0.811

20 11.000

25 1.000

0.922 ,0.865 0.816 0.787 ,0.773 0.773 0.787 0.794

0.917 10.847 792 '0.778 0.764 0.757 0.771 0.778 1

30

35

11.000

11.000

0.907 0.840 0.800 0.773 0.760 0.747 0.760
1

0.906 0.836 0.799 0.767 0.748 0.748 0.755
1

40 1 1.000 0.905 0.834 0.799 0.775 10.763 0.775

45 1 1.000 0.906 0.845 0.796 0.779

50 1.000 0.913 0.851
---t- -

3.305 ,

55 1 1.000 0.915 0.867 0.315

60 1.000 0.905 0.870
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TABLE

Grade Factors (+ grades)
for Adjustment of Vehicle Running Costs

Vehicle Type 12 Kip Single Unit Delivery Truck

Travel

Speed
(mph)

Road Grade in Direction of Travel 7
Level +1 +2 +3 +4 +5 +6 +7 +8

5 1.000 1.030 1.066 1.101 1.141 1.187 1.237 1.298 1.369

10 1.000 1.039 1.084 1.136
1

1.195 1.253; 1.325 1.409 1.513

15 1.000 1.049 1.105 1.168 1.238 1.315' 1.406 1.517 1.650

20 1.000 1.064 1.128 1.206 1.291 1.390 1.511 1.660 1.851

25 1.000 1.035 1.162 1.261 1.366 1.507' 1.662 1.908

30 1.000 1.080 1.167 1.273 1.4131 1.607 1.780

35 1.000 1.088 1.189 1.314 1.491 1.730

40 1.000 1.101 1.219 1.361 '

1.1
609

45 1.000 1.116 1.243 1.409

50 1.000 1.133 1.272 1.451

55 1.000 1.147 1.299

60
1

1.000 1.143
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TABLE A-9

Grade Factors ( grades)
for Adjustment of Vehicle Running Costs

Vehicle Type 23 Kip Unloaded Log Truck

Travel

Speed

(mph)

Road Grade in Direction of Travel

Level - 1 2 - 3 4 - 5 6 7 - 8

5 1.000 0.947 0.925 0.898 0.903 0.925 0.938 0.956 0.973

10 1.000 0.915 0.880 0.845 0.859 0.887 0.908 0.930 0.951

15 1.000 0.895 0.851 0.807 0.825 0.851 0.886 0.912 0.930

20 1.000 0.880 0.824 0.787 0.806 0.833 0.870

[ 25 1.000 0.872 0.807 0.789 0.798 0.817 0.853

30 1.000 0.864 0.797 0.782 0.797 0.814

35 1.000 0.877 0.795 0.737

40 1.000 0.878 0.799 0.777

45 1.000 0.877 0.806

-4--

0.774

50 1.000 0.885 0.816

55 1.000 0.874 0.8241

60 1.000
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TABLE A-1C.

Grade Factors ( + grades)
for Adjustment of Vehicle Running Costs

Vehicle Type - 23 Kip Unloaded Log Truck

Travel

Speed
(mph)

Road Grade in Direction of Travel

Level + 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + 5 + 6

5 1.000 1.031 1.058 1.088 1.115 1.146 1.173 1.199 1.235

10 1.000 1.085 1.169 1.254 1.338 1.423 1.507 1.585 1.676

15 1.000 1.114 1.237 1.360 1.482 1.6051 1.728 1.868 2.009

20 1.000 1.148 1.296 1.454 1.611 1.778 1.963 2.167 2.333

25 1.000 1.165 1.339 2.514 1.725 1.954 2.211

30 1.000 1.186 1.373 1.585. 1.839

35 1.000 1.197 1.410 1.5481 975

40 1.000 1.201 1.432 1.705

45 1.000 1.206 1.452

50 1.000 1.224
i

55 1.000 1.231

60 1.000
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TABLE A-11

Grade Factors ( --grades)
for Adjustment of Vehicle Running Costs

Vehicle Type 80 Kip Loaded Log Truck

Travel
Speed

(mph)

Road Grade in Direction of Travel

Level 1 - 2 3 4 - 5 6 7 - 8

5 1.000 0.946 0.922 0.896 0.898 0.922 0.934 0.953 0.969

10 1.000 0.918 0.882 0.845 0.855
,

0.885 0.908 1 0.931 0.951

15 1.000 0.894 0.852 0.813 0.827 0.855 0.888 0.915 0.933

20 1.000 0.880 0.822 0.786 0.804 0.830 0.866

25 1.000 0.867 0.801 0.783 1 0.794 0.811 0.850

30 1.000 0.862 0.791 0.785 0.795 0.808

35 1.000 0.871 0.791 0.722

40 1.000 0.874 0.796 1 0.773

45 1.000 0.878 0.807 0.774

50 1.000 0.879 0.815

55 1.000 0.876 0.824

60 1.000
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TABLE A-12

Grade Factors ( T grades)

for Adjustment of Vehicle Running Costs

Vehicle Type - 80 Kip Loaded Log Truck

Travel
Speed
(mph)

Road Grade in Direction of Travel

Level +1 +2 +3 +4 +5 +6 +8

5 1.000 1.026 1.057 1.085 1.113 1.142 1.170 1.199 1.229

10 1.000 1.086 1.171 1.257 1.339 1.421 1.503 1.586 1.678

15 1.000 1.120 1.240 1.364 1.488 1.611 1.735 1.873 2.018

20 1.000 1.149 1.297 1.449 1.612 1.779 1.957 2.167 2.333

25 1.000 1.161 1.332 1.510 1.713 1.948 2.199

30 1.000 1.182 1.367 1.576 1.335

35 1.000 1.197 1.400 1.646 1.972

40 1.000 1.202 1.426 1.703

45 1.000 1.209 1.455

50 1.000 1.221

55 1.000 1.233

60 1.000
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running speeds.

(4) Multiply the grade factors by their respective running costs

for the tangent sections and curves, where:

G
f

= grade factor (unitless).

In the case of aggregate analysis, find the grade factor for

the average road segment grade and multiply this by the total

alignment running cost for the road segment as calculated by

the aggregate approach described previously. For the aggre-

gate approach, the cost equation for grade effect is:

TARC = G
f
x THARC

where TARC = total alignment running cost for the road segment

in dollars per vehicle of type K.

Effect of Surface Type on Running Costs

Up to this point in the running cost estimation procedure, all

costs have been developed for travel on high type pavement (asphalt con-

crete). There has been no adjustment made for gravel or earth road sur-

faces. Running costs increase as the level of surface type decreases.

The surface type running cost adjustment factors have been taken from a

1971 report entitled A Proposed Model for Estimating Vehicle Operating

Costs and Characteristics on Forest Roads (25)
. Table A-13 gives the

running cost adjustment factors for the different vehicle types and run-

ning speeds to increase vehicle running costs in order to take into



TABLE A-13

Associated Cost Conversion Factors Asphalt to Gravel and Earth (25)

Speed
(mph)

4 Kip Car 5 Kip Pickup 12 Kip Truck 23 Kip Truck 80 Kip Truck

Gravel Earth Gravel Earth Gravel Earth Gravel Earth Gravel Earth

5 1.079 1.158 1.074 1.148 1.090 1.180 1.095 1.190 11.198 1.396

10 1.132 1.264 1.125 1.250 1.152 1.304 1.158 1.316 1.316 1.632

15 1.181 1.362 1.172 1.344 1.207 1.414 1.215 1.430 1.418 1.836

20 1.228 1.456 1.215 1.430 1.256 1.512 1.264 1.528 1.498 1.996

25 1.272 1.544 1.259 1.518 1.300 1.600 1.307 1.614 1.558 2.116

30 1.315 1.630 1.302 1.604 1.341 1.682 1.349 1.698 1.605 2.210

35 1.358 1.716 1.344 1.688 1.381 1.762 1.387 1.774 1.640 2.280

40 1.402 1.804 1.387 1.774 1.421 1.842 1.429 1.858 1.676 2.352

45 1.447 1.894 1.431 1.862 1.462 1.924 1.468 1.936 1.690 2.380

50 1.498 1.996 1.479 1.958 1.507 2.014 1.512 2.024 1.713 2.426

55 1.557 2.114 1.531 2.062 1.557 2.114 1.559 2.118 1.740 2.480

60 1.631 2.262 1.592 2.184 -
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account gravel and earth surface types. The factors increase running

costs on asphalt pavement to reflect the increased running costs in-

curred by operation on either gravel or earth road surfaces.

The procedure to take account of the surface effects on running

costs is as follows:

(1) Determine the surface type of the road segment being studied.

(2) Enter Table A-13 with the average running speed for the tan-

gent sections or curves and determine the appropriate surface

type factor, PTf, for the specified vehicle type. In the

case of the aggregate analysis, one surface type factor should

be used based on the road segment average running speed, sur-

face type and specified vehicle type. For asphalt pavements,

the surface type adjustment factor is 1.0.

(2) Multiply the pavement type cost conversion factors by their

respective grade adjusted tangent or curve section running

cost. In the case of the aggregate analysis, multiply the

surface type factor for the entire road segment being studied

by the total alignment runnrg cost obtained from aggregate

analysis for grade.

PT
f

= Pavement Type Factor

For the aggregate analysis approach, the adjustment to running

cost for pavement type has the following form:

TARC = PT
f

x TARC
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where TARC = total alignment running:, cost adjustment for pave-

ment type in dollars ,-)er vehicle of type K.

Effect of Pavement Management on Running Costs

The pavement type factor discussed in the previous section does not

take into account whether or not the pavement is well maintained or

poorly maintained. As the quality of pavement decreases due to lack of

maintenance, the vehicle running costs will increase. Log Haul Studies

1972 (21) done by the British Columbia Forest Service indicates that

well-maintained pavements result in lower travel times. Table A-14

summarizes the report's findings on this subject.

Vehicle travel times were found to be proportional to vehicle

travel costs (19) . Therefore, in order to reflect the effect of the

quality of the pavement surface on vehicle operating costs, a pavement

management factor, PMf, has been developed based on the travel time re-

sults from the British Columbia Forest Service report. For both asphalt

and crushed gravel type pavements, travel times were found to increase

30% as the pavement quality decreased a well to poorly maintained

surface. For purposes of this report, the 30% increase in travel time

is assumed to apply to earth road surfaces. The resulting pavement man-

agement factor has a value range from 1.00 to 1.30 to reflect the cor-

responding increase in operating cost. The pavement management factor

varied in accordance with the quality of the pavement. The pavement

management factor is presented in Table A-15.

The procedure for using the pavement management factor to reflect
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TABLE A-14

The Effect of Road Surface Condition
on Vehicle Travel Time (21)

Road Surface

Asphalt Pavement

New

Old

Range of Travel Time as Percent
of Predicted Time (Gravel Road)

65 - 75

85 - 95

Crush or Screened

Very Well Maintained

Adequately Maintained

Poorly Maintained

Poor Pit Run Gravel

85 - 100

95 - 105

100 - 115

115 - 125
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TABLE A-15

The Effect of Road Surface Condition
on Vehicle Operating Cost

Pavement Type Pavement Quality
Pavement

Maintenance Factor

New or Well Maintained 1.00

Asphalt Adequately Maintained 1.15

Old or Poorly Maintained 1.30

P

Very Well Maintained 1.00

Adequately Maintained 1.08

Gravel
Poorly Maintained 1.16

Poor Pit Run Gravel 1.30

L_

Very Well Maintained 1.00

Earth Adequately Maintained 1.15

Poorly Maintained 1.30
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running cost is as follows:

(1) Determine the quality of the pavement of the road segment

being studied.

(2) Enter Table A-15 and obtain the appropriate pavement manage-

ment factor for each tangent or curve section of the roadway

being studied. For aggregate analysis, obtain one pavement

management factor for the entire road section.

(3) Multiply the pavement management factors by their respective

pavement type and grade adjusted tangent or curve section run-

ning cost and then sum the resulting products. In the case

of aggregate analysis, multiply the pavement management fac-

tor for the entire road segment being studied by the total

alignment running cost obtained from aggregate analysis for

pavement type.

PM
f

= Pavement Management Factor

For aggregate analysis approach, the adjustment to running

costs for the pavement management factor has the following

form:

TRARC = PM
f

x TARC

where TRARC = total road and alignment running cost in dol-

lars per vehicle mile of vehicle type K.
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Excess Cost Due to Speed Change Cycles

In operating a vehicle along a segment of forest roadway, the dri-

ver must make a number of speed change cycles in order to avoid hazards

or obey traffic controls. A speed change cycle is defined as a signi-

ficant deceleration from some original running speed to an interim

speed, and then accelerating to the original running speed. Speed

change cycles may be caused by sharp curves, poor road surface, res-

tricted sight distance or traffic controls. The added running cost in-

curred by speed change cycles may be equal to or greater than the run-

ning cost incurred by the road alignment at constant running speed if a

number of speed change cycles with large speed differentials are re-

quired for maneuvering a roadway. Since the running cost incurred by

speed change cycles is significant, accuracy in estimating the number of

speed change cycles and the speed magnitudes is important. For aggre-

gate analysis, average initial and interim speed magnitudes may be used.

However, it is suggested that on roads carrying significant volumes of

traffic (100 vehicles per day) that averaging be avoided. The running

cost data for speed change cycles are taken in graphical form from the

1972 report eneitled The Effects of Horizontal Alignment on Vehicle

Running Costs and Travel Times (19) , and have been updated to reflect

1976 dollars by using an inflation factor of 1.6105, developed from

Table A-2, based on total trends. The speed change cycle cost graphs

are presented in Figures A-11 through A-15.

The procedure for determining the excess running cost incurred by

speed change cycles is as follows:
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(1) Identify the places along the road segment which would demand

a speed change cycle.

(2) Estimate the initial running speed and the interim speed for

each cycle. In the aggregate case for analysis, these val-

ues should be averaged.

(3) Enter the appropriate figure to determine the excess running

cost incurred by the speed change cycles for the vehicle type

operating on the roadway. The excess cost units are in dol-

lars per vehicle of type K operating through the speed change

cycle. If average initial and interim speed magnitudes are

used, the cost from the graph should be multiplied by the

number of cycles used to determine the average.

(4) The excess cost incurred by speed change cycles on the road-

way segment being studied is then added to the other running

costs incurred over the roadway.

Summary for Vehicle Running Costs

Aggregate Approach

The running cost equation for the aggregate approach has the fol-

lowing form:

TRC
k

= PM
f
x PT

f
x Gf x (CRC + TC) + SC

c

where: PM
f

= pavement management factor. This factor applies to

(1)
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the entire road segment studied by aggregate analysis.

PT
f
= pavement type cost factor. This factor applies to

the entire road segment studied by aggregate analysis.

G
f

= grade running cost adjustment factor. This factor ap-

plies to the average road grade for the entire road

segment studied by aggregate analysis.

CRC = curve running cost. This cost is calculated by find-

ing the running cost for the average curve on the

road segment being studied and then multiplying this

cost by the number of curves in the average.

TC = tangent running cost. This cost is determined by

finding the cost of operation through the entire tan-

gent length of the road segment being studied.

SC
c
= speed change cycle cost. This cost is found by find-

ing the cost for the average speed change cycle on

the road segment and multiplying this cost by the

number of speed change cycles on the road segment.

TRC
k
= total running cost for vehicle type K operating the

entire length of the road segment.

Detailed Approach

The running cost equation for the detailed approach has the fol-

lowing form:

TRCk = PM
f.

x PT
f.

x Gf x TC + PM
f.

x PT
fi

x G
fi

x CRC.
1

+ SC. (2)

where: TRC
k
= total running cost for vehicle type K operating the

entire length of the road segment.

n = the number of different tangent sections on the road

segment.
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m = the number of different curve sections on the road

segment.

PM
f

= pavement management cost factor for either tangent

section "i" or curve section "I".

PT = pavement type cost factor for either tangent section
f;

"i" or curve section "i".

G
f.

= grade running cost adjustment factor for either tan-

gent section "i" or curve section "i".

TC. = tangent running cost for tangent section "i".

CRC. = curve running cost for curve "i".

SC. = speed change cycle cost for the i'th speed change

cycle on the road segment being studied.

Example Calculations of Running Costs for a Road Link

The following are two examples of calculating the running cost for

a road link for a particular vehicle type. The first example illus-

trates the detailed approach. A forest road carrying a high traffic

volume (100 vehicles per day or greater) may warrant the detailed ap-

proach. The second example illustrates the aggregate approach. Most

forest roads should be analyzed by the aggregate approach. Some accur-

acy is sacrificed, but the analysis time and effort saved more than off-

sets the accuracy sacrificed. Note that there is a cost difference of

eight cents per vehicle between the detailed and aggregate approaches

in the examples.

The following is the roadway section used in Example #1 and #2 for

calculation of vehicle running cost for an eighty-kip loaded log truck.
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EXAMPLE 41 - Detailed Approach

ANALYSIS STEPS

(1) Layout road, with approach velocities ana grades. The mad layout should be obtained from design plans

if available, otherwise the dimensions and velocities should be estim

(2) Scale or calculate distances and arc lengths.

(3) Find critical velocities for all curve sections, and for other

(4) Estimate resulting velocities for all intermediate sections.

(5) Sketch velocity profile to apply slowdown speedup costs.

(6) Enter cost graphs to find costs at the appropriate velocities, centre

for the curves and tangent sections (Figures A-4 through A-I0).

(7) Multiply the cost for each curve or tangent section by the approoriat

factor (Tables A-3 through A-12).

Multiply the grade adjusted cost for each curve or tangent section by

factor (Table A-13)

(9) Multiply the pavement adjusted cost for each curve and tangent section

ated or measured in the field.

points of speed reduction.

(8)

1 angles and degree of curvature

e grade factor and surface type

the appropriate pavement type

by the appropriate pavement main-

tenance factor (Table A-15).

(10) Sum the running costs for the curves and the tangent sections.

(11) Add to this sum the excess costs incurred by the speed change cycles.

SUMMARY OF CALCULATION

Link Section A-1 1-2 2-3 3-4 4-5 5-6 5-7 7-8 8-8 Running Cost Computation
For Speed Change Cycles

Length (miles .114 .095 .095 .095 .155 .265 .057 .121 .133 Per Vehicle

Maximum Velocity, mph
Cost/mile (on tangent)

50
.232

40
.190

45
.209

32
.167

50
.232

50

.232

60

.232

38
.184

50

.232
CYCLE COST

Cost/mile (on curve) - .57 - .72 - .36 .78 -

Total Cost/mile MT .860 :EN 767 77:7 E52 .232 = (1) 50-32-50 50.50

Total Cost .026 .082 .020 .084 .036 .157 .013 .117 .031 (2) 50-38-50 50.33
(3) 45-40-45 $0.13

Grade Factor TOTAL $0.96

(traveling from A to 3) 1.209 1.425 1.000 1.367 1.455 1.221 1.000 1.670 1.455

GradeAdjustedRunning0ost .031 =7" .020 -1 7. .052 -777T .013 .155 .345

Pavement Type Factor 1.713 1.676 1.690 1.505 1.713 1.713 1.713 1.676 1.713

Pavement Type Adjusted .053 .196 .034 -77T .089 .329 .022 .327 .077

Running Cost

Pavement Maintenance Total Constant

Factor 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 Speed Running

Total Constant Speed TM -77T .034 .185 .089 .022 .327 -7677. Cost per Vehicle $1.31

Running Cost

Total Road Link
Running Cost

Cost per eighty kip truck operating on the 1.13 mile link from A to 8 = $2.27 Per Vehicle $2.27

Cost per mile for an eighty kip truck operating on the link from A to 8 = 52.27/1.13 miles = $2.01
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EXAMPLE 42 - Aggrtgate Approach

ANALYSIS STEPS

(1) Layout road, with approach velocities and rades.
The road layout should be obtained from design plans

if available, otherwise the dimensions and velocities shou1d be estimated or measured in the field.

(2) Estimate the overall running speed forthe road ',Ink.

(3) Estimate the average magnitude of approach and ihterlm velocities and the number of speed change cycles.

(4) Enter the appropriate graph for excess running cost incurred by speed change cycles (Figures A011 to

4-75).

(5) Obtain the average grade for the road section.

(5) Obtain or estimate the average velocity, degree of curvature, curve central angle and appropriate costs

for the tangent and curve sections by using the average dimensions for these sections and then multi-

plying the resulting running cost by either the road lint tangent length or the number of curves whose

characteristics were averaged (Figures A-4 to 4 -TO).

(7) Add the curve and tangent running costs together.

(8) Multiply the cost sum by the appropriate grade, surface type and pavement maintenance factors (Tables

A-3 through A-13 and A-I5).

(9) Add the excess cost incurred by the speed change cycles to the road alignment costs.

AVERAGE ROADWAY CHARACTERISTICS

Average Running Speed: 45 mph

Horizontal Alignment:
,lour curves totalling 2800 feet (0.530 miles) in distance

Average degree of curvature = 12.75
Tangent length totalling 2920 feet (0.553 miles) in distance

Vertical Alignment: Average grade of +1.5% travelling from A to 8

Pavement Type: Gravel

Pavement Maintenance: Good

Average Speed Change Cycle: Speed Chance Cycles

(I) 50 - 32 - 50

(2) 50 - 38 - 50

(3) 46 - 40 - 45

49 - 37 .. 4g Use average speed change cycle of 50 - 40 - 50

VEHICLE RUNNING COST CALCULATION

Horizontal Alignment: CRC 2 (CTC + ECRC) x 0.530 miles = $0.588 per vehicle operating through curves

CIO = $0.21 per vehicle mile (Figure A-4)

ECRC = 50.90 per vehicle mile (Figure A-10)

TC = Lt x Ct 0.553 x 0.21 = $0.116 per vehicle operating through the
tangent length

C
t

= $0.21 per vehicle mile (Figure A-4)

= 0.553 miles

Vertical Alignment: G
f

1.455 (Table A-12)

Pavement Type: PT
f

= 1.590 (Table A-13)

Pavement Maintenance: PMf = 1.00 (Table A-15)

Speed Change Cycle: SCC; = 50.31 per vehicle operating through one speed change cycle

SCC' = 3 x $0.31 = $0.93 per vehicle

Total Running Cost (k): TRCk = PMf x PTf x Gf x (CRC + TC) + SCC

= 1.00 x 1.69 x 1.455 x (0.588 - 0.116) 4- 0.93

= $2.55 per vehicle operating on the 1.13 mile stretch of roadway from A to B

2 $2.35 per vehicle mile
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Vehicle Running Cost Nomograph

In order to simplify the procedure for calculating vehicle running

cost, a nomograph has been developed to calculate vehicle running costs

using average roadway characteristics. The Vehicle Running Cost Nomo-

graph presented in Figure A-16 has been developed, and can be used to

calculate vehicle running cost, except for the speed change cycles cost,

which must be added to the vehicle running cost obtained from the Nomo-

graph. The Nomograph in Figure A-16 is a graphical representation of

Equation (1) described earlier for calculation of vehicle running cost

except for the speed change cycle cost using average roadway character-

istics. The Nomograph can be used to calculate vehicle running cost for

any of the five vehicle types.

The costs and cost factors needed for using the vehicle running

cost nomograph are used with the Nomograph to calculate vehicle running

cost in the following order:

(1) Pavement type factor (Table A-13),

(2) Pavement maintenance factor (Table A-15),

(3) Grade factor (Tables A-3 through A-12), and

(4) Horizontal alignment cost (Figures A-4 and A-6 through A-10).

The steps for using the Vehicle Running Cost Nomograph as as follows:

(1) Locate the pavement type factor and the pavement maintenance

factor on their corresponding axes. Connect these two points

with a straight line. Locate Point 1 where the line intersects

Turning Line I.
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FIGURE A-16. Vehicle Running Cost Nomograph
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(2) Locate the grade factor on the Grade Factor Axis. Connect

Point 1 on Turning Line l with the grade factor point with a

straight line. Locate Point 2 where the line intersects

Turning Line 2.

(3) Locate the horizontal alignment cost on the Horizontal Align-

ment Cost Axis. Connect Point 2 on Turning Line 2 to the hor-

izontal alignment cost with a straight line. The vehicle run-

ning cost is taken from the point where this line intersects

the Vehicle Running Cost Axis.

The speed change cycle cost must be determined independently and

added to the vehicle running cost obtained from the Nomograph.

Example Illustrating the Use of Vehicle Running Cost Nomograph

The following example illustrates the use of the Vehicle Running

Cost Nomograph and is indicated on Figure A-16. The alignment cost and

cost factors are the following:

(1) Pavement type factor = 1.10

(2) Pavement maintenance factor = 1.20

(3) Grade factor = 1.40

(4) Horizontal alignment cost = 0.25 ($ /vehicle mile)

The resulting vehicle running cost obtained from the vehicle running

cost Nomograph is $0.46 per vehicle mile.
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SAFETY COSTS

Safe vehicle operation is important on any road. However, no road

is totally safe. Accidents can occur on any roadway and the costs that

result are labeled as safety costs. Safety costs are a function of the

roadway and driver characteristics. Accident costs as related to road-

way characteristics have been quantified, but the accident costs in-

curred by driver characteristics have not been quantified. A hazardous

roadway generates accidents and high safety costs. These costs vary in

accordance with the roadway characteristics, and are increased as the

traffic volume on the roadway increases. Safety costs of a road can be

estimated by estimating the accident rate and multiplying this by a sev-

erity index representing dollars per accident.

The accident rate of a low volume rural roadway is a function of the

roadway characteristics. Unfortunately, data analysis has not been done

for all the road characteristics influencing accident rates on low vol-

ume rural roads. Therefore, some reasonable approximations had to be

made which are detailed in the following discussion. For this procedure

the following roadway characteristics are considered to estimate the

safety cost for a low volume rural roadway:

(1) Horizontal curvature and curve frequency,

(2) Grade, and

(3) Sight distance.
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Horizontal Alignment

Figure A-17, which was taken from a report entitled Dynamic Design

for Safety (29), illustrates the effect of horizontal alignment on acci-

dent potential. This graph was developed from accident records for

highways. The graph illustrates the high accident hazard produced when

a sharp curve is introduced after a straight stretch of roadway. This

graph was developed for a maximum of five curves per mile. Because low

volume rural roads typically have more curves per mile than highways due

to lower design standards, these curves are extrapolated to cover more

curves per mile. With more curves per mile, the driver is alerted to

the road hazards, thus reducing the potential for an accident. The dri-

ver's speed ultimately becomes controlled by roadway geometrics with

increased curvature. Beyond five curves per mile, the graph is an esti-

mation. Study needs to be done on accident rates for curve frequencies

greater than five curves per mils in order to validate this curve.

Grade

Figure A-18, which was taken from a report entitled Development of

a Priority Rating System for Highway Safety Improvements (13) , illus-

trates the effect of grade on accident rates. This graph is developed

from data collected on a study entitled Interstate Highway Accident

Study (22) . In its original form, the curve gave accident rates for

grades up to seven percent. Since forest roads have grades greater than

seven percent, the curve was extended by logical argument. It was

assumed that the curve would level off, because at grades greater than
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seven percent, vehicle speed is limited by either gravity or braking

action to keep the vehicle under control. Study is needed to determine

accident rates on road grades greater than or less than seven percent.

Sight Distance

Figure A-19, which was taken from a report entitled Development of

a Priority Rating System for Highway Safety Improvements (13), illus-

trates the effect of sight distance on accident rates. This curve was

developed based on accident data related to sight distance on two-lane

highways. This curve reflects the fact that as the sight distance de-

creases, the accident rate increases because the driver is unable to

make adequate passing maneuvers or see road hazards ahead soon enough to

react adequately. The task of measuring sight distance on forest roads

is tedious and requires excessive wcrk. The estimation of sight dis-

tances is sufficient unless accuracy is required.

Accident Severity

The accident severity index concept is taken from a report entitled

Trade-offs Between Geometric Design Standards and Safety for Low Volume

Roads
(15)'.

The accident severity index was calculated to be $4537.44

per accident in 1976. The accident severity index is developed by mul-

tiplying the probability of each accident type by its respective average

cost in 1976, and then summing these products.

According to the U.S. National Safety Council, calculable costs in-

curred by motor vehicle accidents are wage losses, medical expense,
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insurance administration costs and property damage. The costs for the

accident types are estimated for the year 1972 and updated to 1976 dol-

lars by using the following inflation factor, 1.4283, which was based on

Table A-2,

The needed data and calculation of the accident severity index are

as follows:

TABLE A-16, Accident Type Cost Data (15)

Accident Type Average 1972 Cost Average 1976 Cost

Fatality $82,000 $117,121

Non Fatal
Disabling Injury

$ 3,400 $ 4,856

Property Damage
Accident (includes

minor injuries)
$ 480 $ 686

The following accident data are taken from a report entitled 1976

Oregon Traffic Accidents (20) . Property damage only accidents are typ-

ically underreported by sixty to eighty percent (7) . Assuming forty

percent reporting, the property damage only accident data has been mul-

tiplied by a factor of 2.5 to correct for underreporting.
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TABLE A-17. 1975 Oregon Traffic Accident Data (20)

Accident Category Fatality Injury Property Damage Only

Off-roadway Accidents

% of Total Accidents

75

2.0%

1398

36.5%

945 x 2.5 = 2362

61.6%

The accident severity index is calculated by multiplying the prob-

ability of each accident type by its respective average cost.

Accident Severity Index = (.02 x 117,121) + (.365 x 4856) + (.616 x 686)

= $4,537.44 per accident

Safety Cost Calculation

The safety cost for a road is calculated by the use of a nomograph.

The nomograph is an expression of the following equation, which calcu-

lates the safety costs in dollars per mile for the roadway being stud-

ied. The cost figure does not reflect the damage received by each

vehicle operating on the roadway. The cost figure represents the ex-

pected accident damage on the roadway averaged out to each vehicle mile

of operation on the roadway.

Safety Costs = ARH/106 x ARV/2.167 x ARS
actual /ARSdesign speed x AS/

where: Safety costs = dollars per mile,



ARH

ARV

2.167

= accident rate for horizontal alignment
from Figure A -17,

accident rate for vertical alignment
from Figure A-18,

= the accident rate on a flat tangent in
accidents per million vehicle miles,
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ARS
actual

= accident rate for the actual roadway sight
distance, from Figure A-19. This may be
an average for the road link.

= accident rate for the sight distance de-
sign

speed
sign speed of the road link from Figure
A-19. Refer for Table A-18 for design
speed sight distances. If ARSdesign

sign speed
is greater than ARSactual, then ARSdesign

speed
should be set equal to ARS actual-

ASI = accident severity index, which was cal-
culated earlier as $4,537.44 per accident.

This equation can be conveniently calculated through the use of the

nomograph for safety costs shown in Figure A-20.

Safety Cost Nomograph

In order to simplify the procedure for calculating the safety cost

incurred by operation on a roadway, a Safety Cost Nomograph has been

developed. The Safety Cost Nomograph presented in Figure A-20 is used

to calculate safety costs using average roadway characteristics. The

Safety Cost Nomograph is a graphical representation of Equation (3)

described earlier for the calculation of safety cost. The values of the

accident rate factors corresponding to the roadway conditions are used

with the Nomograph to calculate safety cost in the following order:
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TABLE A-18

Roadway Design Speed Passina Sight Distances (2)

Design Speed (mph)
Minimum Passing

Sight Distance (feet)

10 500

20 600

30 1100

40 1500

50 1800

60 2100

65 2300
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(1) Existing sight distance accident rate (ARS
actual

found

from Figure A-19),

(2) Design speed sight distance accident rate (ARS
d ign speed

found from Figure A-19),

(3) Vertical alignment accident rate ARV found from Figure

A-18), and

(4) Horizontal alignment accident rate (ARH found from Figure

A-17).

The steps for using the Safety Cost Nomograph are as follows:

(1) Locate the existing sight distance accident rate and the design

speed sight distance accident rate on their corresponding axes.

Connect these two points with a straight line. Locate Point

1 where the line intersects Turning Line 1.

(2) Locate the vertical alignment accident rate on the Vertical

Alignment Accident Rate axis. Connect Point 1 on Turning Line

1 with the vertical alignment accident rate with a straight

line. Locate Point 2 where the line intersects Turning Line 2.

(3) Locate the horizontal alignment accident rate on the Horizontal

Alignment Accident Rate axis. Connect Point 2 on Turning Line

2 with the horizontal alignment accident rate with a straight

line, The safety cost is taken from the point where this

line intersects the Safety Cost Axis.
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Example Illustrating Use of Safety Cost Nomograph. The following

example illustrates the use of the Safety Cost Nomograph and is indi-

cated on Figure A-20. The accident rate factors resulting from average

roadway characteristics are the following:

Existing sight distance accident rate = 1.80

Design speed sight distance accident rate = 1,10

Vertical alignment accident rate = 2.5

Horizontal alignment accident rate = 3.0

As indicated on the Safety Cost Nomograph, the resulting safety

cost in $0.026 per vehicle mile. This cost would apply to any vehicle

type operating on the roadway.

VEHICLE OPERATING COSTS

Vehicle operating costs on a roadway for a vehicle type consist of

the sum of the running cost for that vehicle type plus the safety cost.

Before addition of these two cost items, the cost units must be consis-

tent (dollars per vehicle mile).

INFLATION

The vehicle running costs calculated using this approach are based

on 1976 dollars. Therefore, the vehicle running costs must be adjusted

to represent present-day dollars to consider the effect of inflation.

The publication entitled Highway Statistics (31) which is put out
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yearly by the Federal Highway Administration; gives the cost trends for

highway maintenance and operation up to the current year, The cost

trends are based on 1967 dollars, Table A-2 gives the highway mainten-

ance and operation cost trends up to the year 1976. Adjustment of the

vehicle running costs for inflation is accomplished by multiplying the

running costs by the ratio of present day dollars to 1976 dollars The

present day to 1976 dollar ratio should be based on the total cost trend

taken from Highway Statistics(31).

EXAMPLE #3

Calculation of Operating Costs Using the Nomographs

This example illustrates use of the Safety Cost and the Roadway

Running Cost Nomographs, as well as the speed change cycle charts. The

Nomographs use average roadway characteristics. Therefore, the roadway

characteristics listed below are averages. The operating costs are in

terms of vehicle miles. Calculation of vehicle operating costs is done

in three steps. The ordering of these steps is not important.

(1) Roadway safety costs (Safety Cost Nomograph),

(2) Speed change cycle costs, and

(3) Running cost (Roadway Running Costs Nomograph).

Each step in the operating cost calculation requires a set of input

information, The forest roadway for this example has the following

characteristics:



Safety Characteristics

Design speed passing sight distance = 100 feet (30 mph)

Actual sight distance

Number of curves per mile

Road grade

Speed Change Cycles

Number of speed changes per mile

= 80 feet

= 5

= ±2% (depending on
travel direction)

= 5

Average speed change cycle = 30 20 - 30 mph

Roadway Characteristics

Five curves per mile of 10° curvature

Average horizontal alignment

Average grade
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= degree of curvature of 2°

= ± 2% (depending on
travel direction)

Adequately maintained asphalt pavement

Operating Cost Calculation

The vehicle operating costs are calculated for both directions,

depending on the roadway and then averaged for each vehicle type oper-

ating on the roadway.

Safety Cost

Design speed passing sight distance accident rate = 1.95

(Figure A-19)

Actual sight distance accident rate = 2.15

(Figure A-19)



Vertical alignment accident rate
(Figure A-18)

Horizontal alignment accident rate
(Figure A-17)

= 2.20

= 3.40
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Using the Safety Cost Nomograph (Figure A-20), the resulting safety cost

for either direction of travel is $0.017 per vehicle mile on the road-

way.

Speed Change Cycle Cost

TABLE A-19

Speed Change Cycle Cost Calculation

Vehicle Type

4 kip 5 kip 12 kip 1 23 kip 80 kip

Cost per Speed
Change Cycle

(Figures A-11 throughA-15)
Dollars per Cycle

Cost of Five Speed Change
Cycles per Mile

Dollars per Vehicle Mile

0. 0062

0.0310
i

0. 0066

0.0325

0. 0165

1

1

' 0.0825

O. 0600

0. 3000

0. 1350

0.6750



Vehicle Running Cost

TABLE A-20

Example - Rdnning Cost Calculations
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Vehicle Type

4 kip 5 kip 12 kip 23 kip 80 kip

UPGRADE

Pavement Type Factor , 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

(1.0 for asphalt any speed}]

Pavement Management Factor 1.15 1.15 1.15 1.15 1.15

(Table A-15)

Grade Factor (+2%, 30 mph) , 1.11 1.12 1.17 1.37 1.37

(Tables A-3 Through A-12)

Alignment Cost, $/sta/veh 0.036 0.040 0.085 0.076 0.198
(Fig's A-5 to A-10, A-4)

Tangent + Excess Curve Cost

Running Cost (Figure A-16) 0.046 0.052 0.114 0.120 0.312

($/vehicle mile)

I-

DOWNGRADE

Grade Factor (+2%, 30 mph) 0.889 0.912 0.840 0.797 0.791

Running Cost (Figure A-16) 0.037 0.042 0.082 0.070 0.180

($/vehicle mile)

_L.

AVERAGE RUNNING COST 0.042 0.047 0.098 0.095 0.246

(Upgrade + Downgrade)/2
($/vehicle mile)
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Vehicle Operating Cost

Vehicle Operating Cost = Safety Cost + Speed Change Cost +

Average Running Cost

TABLE A-21

Vehicle Operating Cost Summation

Vehicle Cost Types
($/vehicle mile)

Vehicle Type

4 kip 5 kip 12 kip 23 kip 80 kip

Safety Cost

Speed Change Cycle Cost

Grade Average
Vehicle Running Cost

Vehicle Operating Cost

0.017

0.031

0.042

0.090

0.017

0.033

0.047

0.097

0.017

0.083

0.098

O. 198

0.017

0.300

0.095

-1-

0.412

0.017

0.675

0.246

0.938

These vehicle operating costs assume that equal numbers of vehicles

of each vehicle type travel in both directions on the roadway. If this

is not true, the operating costs must be calculated for both directions

and a weighted operating cost calculated based on the percent of the

vehicle type traffic traveling in each direction on the roadway. For

example, if 25% of the four kip vehicles travelled downgrade and the

other 75% upgrade on the example roadway, the resulting vehicle running

cost would be: 0.25 x 0.037 + 0.75 x 0.046 = $0.044 per vehicle mile.
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The resulting operating cost is: 0.042 0.031 + 0.017 = $0.090

per vehicle mile.

LEVEL OF SERVICE EVALUATION BY VEHICLE OPERATING COST

Level of Service Designation by Operating_Cost

In the development of the level of service evaluation for a forest

road, both the vehicle type operating costs and the traffic mix were

considered. Due to the fact that the procedure for calculating vehicle

operating costs considers a number of cost variables reflecting vehicle

operation on varying road characteristics, a standard forest road was

chosen to develop operating costs for the different vehicle types. The

standard forest road chosen was assumed to represent a typical forest

road. The standard forest road chosen has the following characteristics:

Well-maintained gravel road bed,

30 mph average highway speed,

30 mph design speed passing sight distance - 1100 ft.,

Actual sight distance 800 feet, and

Five speed change cycles of 30 - 20 - 30 mph.

The alignment characteristics were allowed to vary from tangent to

3Q0 continuous curvature for horizontal alignment, and from -8% to +8%

grades for vertical alignment.

A range of operating costs was developed for each vehicle type op-

erating on the chosen standard forest road by varying the alignment
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characteristics. The operating costs were developed by using the aver-

age road characteristics. Units of operating cost are dollars per

vehicle mile. After development of the vehicle type operating cost

ranges, the pavement type and pavement management factors were allowed

to vary to reflect the best and the poorest possible pavement conditions

for the standard road, which are well-maintained asphalt pavement and

poorly maintained earth pavement, respectively.

The resulting operating cost range for each vehicle type was fit to

a five-inch axis. The levels of service for each particular vehicle

type are designated as Excellent, Good, Fair, Poor and Extremely Poor.

The maximum acceptable operating cost for operating on an arterial road

was developed based on a road having the following characteristics:

Adequately maintained gravel road bed,

30 mph average highway speed,

30 mph design speed passing sight distance = 1100 feet,

Actual sight distance = 800 feet,

Five speed change cycles of 30 - 20 - 30 mph,

+6% grade, and

20° continuous curvature for horizontal alignment.

The resulting operating cost for operation on a road with the above

characteristics was used to set the maximum operating cost acceptable

for operation on a forest arterial for each vehicle type, The section

of each operating cost range between the minimum operating cost end of

the range and the maximum operating cost acceptable for operation on a

forest arterial was divided in half and the lower cost section
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designated as level of service Excellent and the higher cost section

designated as level of service Good. The lowest cost of each operating

cost range was given a "cost rating" (CR) of 10, and the maximum oper-

ating cost acceptable for operation on a forest arterial for each ve-

hicle type was given a cost rating of 6. The operating cost separating

levels of service Excellent and Good was given a cost rating of 8 for

each vehicle type. The cost ratings 7 and 9 fall midway in the Good and

Excellent level of service categories, respectively.

The maximum vehicle operating cost acceptable for operation on a

collector route was set based on a forest road having the following

characteristics:

Poorly maintained gravel road bed,

15 mph average highway speed,

15 mph design passing sight distance = 600 feet,

Actual sight distance = 400 feet,

Five speed change cycles of 15 - 10 - 15 mph,

+ 8% grade, and

75° continuous curvature for horizontal alignment.

The resulting operating cost for operation on a road with the above

characteristics was used to set the maximum operating cost acceptable

for operation on a forest collector road for each vehicle type. The

section of the operating cost range for each vehicle type between the

maximum arterial operating cost and the maximum collector cost was di-

vided in half, with the lower cost section designated as level of ser-

vice Poor and the higher cost section designated as level of service
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Fair. The maximum operating cost on a collector road and the operating

cost point separating levels of service Fair and Poor were given cost

ratings of 2 and 4, respectively. The cost ratings 3 and 5 fall midway

in the Poor and Fair level of service categories, respectively.

The remaining portion of the cost range for each vehicle type was

designated as level of service Extremely Poor. The lowest cost of the

operating cost range for each vehicle type was given the cost rating of

0. Cost rating 1 falls midway in the level of service Extremely Poor.

Figure A-21 summarizes the level of service designations based on

operating cost for each vehicle type. The arterial road operating cost

cut-off point is for a forest road that significantly reduces travel

efficiency due to geometrics. The collector road operating cost cutoff

point is for a forest road that has the most severe alignment acceptable

for movement of logging equipment. Both the maximum arterial and col-

lector operating cost cutoff points consider extreme road characteris-

tics for the arterial and collector forest road, respectively. Ideally,

the operating cost for operation on an arterial or collector should fall

above these cutoff points. Operating costs on forest collector roads

may fall in the forest arterial category. The operating cost for each

vehicle type on the same roadway will give cost ratings that are similar

but the cost ratings will not be the same, Therefore, if a road carries

a mixture of vehicle types, use of Figure A-21 will result in several

different cost ratings corresponding to the vehicle types in the traffic

stream, The levels of service designated in Figure A-21 do not consider

the traffic mix on a forest road.



Level of
Service

4 Kin

Passenger Car
5 Kip

Pickup

12 Kip

Light Truck

23

Unloaded

Kip

Log Truck

80 Kip
Loaded Log Truck

rperatil
Cost

Cost (Operating

Rating Cost
Cost

Rating
Operating

Cost
Cost

Rating

Operating
Cost

Cost
Rating

'Operating
Cost

Cost
Rating

10 0.043 10 0.045 10 0.070 10-- 0.054 10- 0.139--

Excellent 9 --0.084 9-0.103 9 --0.237 9-- 0.448 9- 1.072

8 --0.125 8 0.161 8 8_. 0.842 8- 2.005-----0.405

Good
7 -0.165 7--0.218 7 0.572 7 1.235 2.937

Minimum Cost Rating for Arterial Route
6 6,4).276 6 6_ 1.629 6_ 3.810_-0.206 _0.739

Fair 5 -0.259 5_0.387 5 _0.905 5__ 1.875
Jr

4 665

0.312 0.499 4 1.071 2.122--- 4- 5.461----14 4 4--

Poor 3 0.365 3 0.610 3 -1.236 3-- 2.368 3 6.256

Minimum Cost Rating for Collector Route
2 2-0.721- 2 2- 2-0.418 --1.402 2.614 7.051

Extremely

Poor 1 -0.487 1 1.111 1 -2.110 1-- 3.569 1 10.328

0.556 0 1.501 0 2.817 0-1- 4.523- 0 13.604-

FIGURE A-21. Level of Service Designation Based on Vehicle Type Operating Cost {$ /vehicle mile).
1\.)

CO
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Level of Service by Operating Cost and_Traffic Mix

Most forest roads carry a mixture of vehicle types. As a result,

the levels of service based on vehicle operating cost must reflect the

traffic mix operating on the roadway. In order to reflect the effect

of traffic mix on determining level of service based on vehicle opera-

ting cost, a procedure for developing a weighted cost rating is utilized.

The resulting weighted cost rating is then used to determine the level

of service that the roadway provides for operation of the traffic stream.

The weighted cost rating for a forest road is calculated by multi-

plying the cost rating determined for each vehicle type by the percen-

tage of the traffic stream that each vehicle comprises and adding the

resulting sums. All of the traffic stream must be accounted for in the

percentages used, otherwise the weighted cost rating will be low and

incorrect. The following is an example to illustrate calculation of

the weighted cost ratings. The vehicle operating costs used in this

example are those developed earlier in Example #3.

Example #4

Traffic Stream Composition

10% 4 kip passenger cars,

20% 12 kip single unit commercial delivery trucks,

35% 23 kip unloaded log trucks, and

35% 80 kip loaded log trucks.
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Vehicle Operating Cost (S/Vehicle Mile)

0.090 -- 4 kip passenger car,

O. 198 -- 12 kip single unit commercial delivery truck,

0.412 -- 23 kip unloaded log truck, and

O. 938 -- 80 kip unloaded log truck.

Cost Ratings (From Figure A-21)

8.9 -- 4 kip passenger car,

9.2 -- 12 kip single unit commercial delivery truck,

9.1 -- 23 kip unloaded log truck, and

9.1 -- 80 kip loaded log truck.

Weighted Cost Rating

CR
w

)= (P4 x OCR4 kip) +
(P12 kip

x OCR12

(P23
OCR

23 kip
x OCR

8023 kip 80 kipP80 kip)

CRw = (0.10 x 8.9) + (0.20 x 9.2) + (0.35 x 9.1) + (0.35 x 9.1)

= 9.1

where: CR = weighted cost rating

P
k

= percent of vehicle type K in the traffic stream

OCR
k

= operating cost rating for vehicle type K
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Level of Service Utilizing Ueighted Cost Ratings to Represent Traffic Mix

The weighted cost rating is used to determine the level of service

based on vehicle operating cost that a forest road provides to the traf-

fic stream. Figure A-22 indicates the weighted cost ratings contained

within each level of service. Minimum weighted cost ratings of 6 and 2

are the lower limits for arterial and collector roads, respectively.

These minimum weighted cost ratings are the same as those developed ear-

lier for level of service evaluation without consideration of the traf-

fic mix, The weighted cost rating developed in Example #4 corresponds

to level of service I in Figure A-22,

There are five levels of service indicated in Figure A-22. Each

one corresponds to a wide variable range of roadway characteristics.

Therefore, the roadway characteristics corresponding to each level of

service are generally categorized.

Level of Service I

Level of service I is representative of well to adequately main-

tained asphalt roads with good to fair alignment. Level of service I

contains weighted cost ratings ranging from 8 to 10.

Level of Service II

Level of service II is representative of poorly maintained asphalt

roads with poor alignment, or fair to well maintained gravel roads with

fair to good alignment. Level of service II contains weighted cost

ratings ranging from 6 to 8.



Level of Service Based
on Vehicle Type

Operating Cost Rating

Cost
Rating

Level of Service Based
on Weighted Cost Rating
Reflecting Traffic Mix

Description of Roadway
Characteristics Associated
With Each Level of Service

10

Fair to well maintained

Excellent 9 Level of Service I asphalt roads with fair
to good alignment.

8

Good 7 Level of Service II

Poorly maintained asphalt
roads with poor alignment,
or fair to well maintained
gravel roads with fair to

Minimum Cost Rating
4-

for Arterial Route good alignment.
6

Fair 5 Level of Service III

Gravel roads with fair
alignment and maintenance,
or asphalt roads with
extremely poor alignment
and maintenance.

Poor 3 Level of Service IV

Gravel roads with poor
alignment and maintenance,
or well maintained earth
roads with good

Minimum Cost Rating for Collector Route alignment.
2

Earth roads with varying

Extremely Poor 1 Level of Service V maintenance levels and
varying alignment.

0

FIGURE A-22. Level of Service Based on Weighted Cost Rating Reflecting the Traffic
Mix.
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Level of Service III

Level of service III is representative of gravel roads with fair

alignment and maintenance, or asphalt roads with extremely poor align-

ment and maintenance. Level of service III contains weighted cost

ratings ranging from 4 to 6.

Level of Service IV

Level of service IV is representative of poorly maintained gravel

roads with poor alignment, or well maintained earth roads with good

alignment. Level of service IV contains weighted cost ratings ranging

from 2 to 4.

Level of Service V

Level of service V is representative of earth roads with varying

maintenance levels and varying alignment. Level of service V contains

weighted cost ratings from 0 to 2,

Closing Remarks Concerning Level of Service Evaluation by Vehicle Oper-

ating Cost

The principal strength of this technique is that it is based on the

concept of establishing levels of service on a forest road as a function

of vehicle operating cost and the composition of the traffic stream.

Most forest roads do not have enough traffic to warrant the conventional

level of service analysis approach developed in the Highway Capacity

(17)
Manual . Level of service evaluation based on vehicle operating
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costs provides an indication of the operating efficiency provided by a

forest roadway.

The scope of this study has limited the degree of definition used

to set the levels of service and vehicle operating cost ranges for both

the forest arterial and collector road. Additional study is needed to

produce more definitive levels of service and operating cost ranges for

the forest collector and arterial road.

CONVENTIONAL LEVEL OF SERVICE APPROACH

Some forest roads may approximate the character of a rural highway,

and carry a high enough volume of traffic to warrant the Highway Capa-

city Manual
(17)

approach to level of service. This approach defines

the level of service for a two lane rural highway of high type pavement

based on the relationship between speed of travel and volume-to-capacity

ratio, The volume-to-capacity ratio is defined as the volume of traffic

using a roadway divided by the maximum traffic volume that the roadway

can carry. The capacity of a roadway is affected by the traffic mix and

the roadway characteristics. An outline to calculate the level of ser-

vice for a forest road that is two lanes, paved, and carries a signi-

ficant traffic volume is now presented. Most of this procedure is from

the Highway Capacity Manual (17) . The reader is encouraged to famialiar-

ize himself with the Highway Capacity Manual (17) approach for defin-

ing level of service for rural highways, (A road that can qualify for

this type of level of service analysis is definitely an acting arterial.)
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Qualitative Level of Service Definitions

The following qualitative arguments taken from the Highway Capacity

Manual (17) define the levels of service A, B, C, D, E, and F for two

lane rural paved highways. Table A-22 summarizes the quantitative char-

acteristics which are described below for the levels of service.

Level of Service A

Roadway geometrics is the primary factor affecting speed of opera-

tion. Vehicle operation is affected very little by traffic on the road-

way. Average roadway speeds are limited by the posted speed limit. At

level of service A, operating speeds must be 55 mph or greater. With

unrestricted passing sight distance, the traffic volume may be twenty

percent capacity. Approximately seventy-five percent of desired passing

maneuvers can be made. At ideal conditions, the service volume may

reach a total for both directions of 400 passenger cars per hour.

Level of Service B

At this level of service, stable or steady flow of vehicles over

the roadway becomes apparent. Drivers are affected by other vehicles

operating on the roadway, but not unreasonably. Because of increased

traffic density, the average driver cannot make the increased number of

passing maneuvers he desires. To some extent, operating speed is af-

fected by volume conditions. Operating speeds are 50 mph or Greater.

Traffic volumes may reach forty-five percent of capacity. Under ideal

conditions, the service volume may be a total for both directions of

900 passenger cars per hour.



TABLE A-22. Levels of Service and Maximum Service Volumes on Two-Lane Highways
Under Uninterrupted Flow Conditions (17)

(Normally Representative of Rural Operation)

It: FLOW CONDITIONS StIOSK:k vocuuricaracire (vie) NA I 10 MAXIMUM SERVICE
VOLUME UNDER

IDEAL COTIDIDONS,
LEVEE PASSING SKIM RAW WORKING VAL LIE FON RESTRICI ID INCLUDING
or OPENAT INC: DISTANCE LIMITING AVERAGE Ilk SHWAS' SPELIP OF 10-MPH Ain

SERVICE ut_atwei ION SPEED" >1.500 I T VALUE" FON (PASSENGER CANS.
()AMU (r4) AILS OF TOTAL. 110111

70 60 50 45 40 35 DIRLCSIONS,

1.1111 1.1111 MPH MPH MVO 1.1111 PER ouust)

A Free flow 560 100 0.20 - - - - - 400

80 0.18 __ __

60 0.15 - -
40 0.12 - -
20 0.08 --
0 0.04 - - --

Z '-.

il Stable flow 5 50 100 0.45 0.40 - - -. 900
(upper apccd range) 80 0.42 0.35 - -

60 0.38 0.30 -
40 0.34 0.24
20 0.30 0.18 -
0 0.24 0.12 ___ __ __

Z Z Z Z
C Slabk flow 5;40 100 0.70 0.66 0.56 0.51 1400

80 0.68 .0.61 0.53 0.46 --

60 0.65 0.56 0.47 0.41 --

40 0.62 0.51 0.38 0.32
20 0.59 0.45 0.28 0.22
0 0.54 0.38 0.18 0.12 ---

Z Z Z
I) Approaclung 575 100 0.85 0.8) 0.75 0.67 0.58 1700

unuable flow 80 0.84 0.81 0.72 0.62 0 SS
60 0.83 0.74 0.69 0.57 0 SI
40 0.82 0.76 0.66 0.52 0.45
20 0.81 0.71 0.61 0 44 0.3S
0 0.80 066 0.51 0.30 0.19 --

E. Unalabk: !low 30-. Nol applicable. Z1.00

_____

2000

F Forced flow <30' Not appliLable. Nol Meaningful' Widely variabk
(0 to capacity)

Opeimii i s speed and Smu. 10., 1.1.0 ate i dcpcostcol owes...es of lescl of bath 111mie muss be ....shed w any aleaeroilo.orol: a IT
Whole no elm, appears. oyes-alio* specsl lessoifed for ibis towel is solaiiainable tv si al low volumes.

, C1414.1
Appro....Ids
No pawns
DclosotslsOluitse cayacny ratio toes, well esosed oselloasboit.
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Level of Service C

Increases in traffic volume directly affect operating speeds.

Stable or steady flow is achieved. Operating speeds are 40 mph or

greater. With unrestricted passing sight distance, the total roadway

traffic volume may reach seventy percent of capacity or 1400 passenger

cars per hour under ideal conditions, Ideal conditions means unres-

tricted passing sight distance, twelve foot lanes with no roadside

obstructions, six foot shoulders and no traffic interruptions.

Level of Service D

Unstable flow is approached because interruptions have a direct ef-

fect on the traffic flow. Operating speeds fall to 35 mph. The flow at

this level is highly sensitive to interruptions, and can easily degrade

to a lower level by becoming unstable. Flow may be eighty-five percent

of capacity or 1700 passenger cars per hour under ideal conditions.

However, at eighty-five percent capacity, the traffic flow is easily

pushed to the unstable state, and will be stable for only short periods

of time.

Level of Service E

Level of service E is capacity. Under ideal conditions, capacity

flow for both directions is 2000 passenger cars per hour. Operating

speed is approximately 30 mph, but may vary considerably. Many times,

as the traffic volume increases, level of service E is never achieved

because the flow character jumps from stable flow at volumes less than

capacity to congested forced flow, This jump is generated by
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interruptions in the traffic flow. Interruptions to the traffic flow

may be accidents, objects in the roadway, animals, sightseers, and ve-

hicle mechanical breakdowns.

Level of Service F

This service level represents congested forced flow with relatively

unpredictable characteristics. Operating speed is less than 30 mph, and

the traffic volume is less than capacity for the roadway.

Quantitative Level of Service Analysis

The following quantitative level of service evaluation procedure

has been taken from the Highway Capacity Manual
(17)

and expanded to

consider the effect of recreation vehicles. This procedure applies to

two lane paved forest roads that apprcximate the character of a two lane

rural highway. The level of service may be evaluated from two direc-

tions. First the service volume or traffic volume using the roadway may

be calculated for a specified level of service which may be the prevail-

ing level of service on the roadway. Secondly, the level of service of

a roadway may be calculated knowing the traffic volume currently on the

roadway, This traffic volume must be in terms of vehicles per hour, and

for level of service evaluation, one of the peak traffic volume hours

should be used.

Roadway Capacity

The traffic volume capacity for a two lane paved rural highway is

calculated by Equation (5).
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C= 2,000 x Wc x Tc

where: C = capacity volume (in mixed vehicles per hour total in
both directions,

c
= adjustment for lane width and lateral clearance from

roadside obstructions at capacity. Capacity is level

of service E. The value for this factor is found in
Table 23.

T
c

= 100/(100 - Pt - Pb - Pr A- PtEt l PbEb l PrEr) (5)

where: P
t'

P
b'

P
r

= percent of trucks, buses and recreational
vehicles in the traffic stream. These per-
centages may be found from traffic count
data on the forest route or routes being
studied.

E
t'

E
b'

E
r

= passenger car equivalents of trucks, buses,
and recreational vehicles. These values are
found in Table 24 for level of service E,
which is capacity.

Service Volume at the Prevailing Level of Service Conditions

The service volume for a roadway at a specified level of service

may be calculated knowing the traffic mix, the lane width, and the lat-

eral clearance along the roadway by using equation (6).

SV = 2,000 x (V/C) x Wi x Tc (6)

where: V/C = volume to capacity ratio at the specified level of ser-
vice. This value is found in Table 22.

W
1

= adjustment for lane width and lateral clearance from
roadside obstructions at the specified level of ser-
vice. This value is found in Table 23.



TABLE A-23

Combined Effect of Lane Width and Restricted Lateral Clearance on Capacity and Service Volumes of
Two Lane Highways with Uninterrupted Flow (17)

DISTANCE FROM
TRAFFIC LANE EDGE
10 OBSTRUCTION

(FTI

ADJUSTMENT FACTORS 0./L AND 111r FOR LATERAL CLEARANCE AND LANE mi1or0°

OBSTRUCTION

11-FT

LANES

ON ONE SIDE ONLY'. OBSTRUCTIONS ON BOLO SIDESh

-FT 9-FE

LANES
12-FT

LANES

10-FT

LANES

9-FT

LANES

12-FT

LANES

11-FT

LANES

10

LANES

LEVEL

B

LEVEL

Ec

LEVEL

B

LEVEL.

Er

LEVEL

IL

LEVEL

E.'

LEVEL

B

LEVEL

Ec

LEVEL

B

LEVEL

Ec

LEVEL

13

LEVEL

Ec

LEVEL

13

LEVEL.

Ec

i-
0.81

0.76

0.69

0.62

LEVEL

a

0.70

0.65

0.57

0.49

LEVEL

F

0.76

0.71

0.65
0.58

6

4

2

0

1.00

0.96
0.91

0.85

1.00

0.97

0.93

0.88

0.86

0.83

0.78

0.73

0.88

0.85

0.81

0.77

0.77

0.74

0.70
0.66

0.81

0.79

0.75

0.71

0.70

0.68

0.64
0.60

0.76

0.74
0.70

0.66

1.00

0.92

0.81

0.70

1.00

0.94
0.85

0.76

0.86

0.79

0.70

0.60

0.88

0.83

0.75

0.67

0 77

0.71

0.63

0.54

Adjustment given for level F. capacity, and {FL for level B. interpolate for others.

Includes allowance for opposing traffic.
Capacity.



TABLE A-24

Passenger Car Equivalents of Trucks, Buses and Recreational Vehicles on Two-Lane Highways on
Specific Individual Subsections or Grades (32)

length

Passenger Car Equivalent (for all percentages of vehicles)

on Levels of Service A and II level of Service C levels of Service 0 and tGrade
z Grade ,-

Miles Trucks Buses RV's. PV's " hocks Buses RV's PV'sbuses RV's PV's Trucks

0-2 All 2 2 2.3 1.0 2 2 1.6 1.0

__

2

..._-____
2

....., ______
1.6 1.0

3 1/4 5 2 2.3 1.0 3 2 1.6 1.0 2 2 1.6 1.0
1/2 10 Fur For For 10 For For For 7 For For Fur
3/4 14 all all all 16 all all all 14 all all all
I 17 grade grade grade 21 grade grade grade 20 grade grade grade
1 1/2 19 lengths lengths lengths 25 lengths lengths lengths 26 lengths lengths lengths
2 21 27 29
3 22 29 31

4 23 31 32

4 1/4 / 2 2.3 1.0 6 2 1.6 1.0 3 2 1.6 1.0
1/2 16 For for For 20 For Fur For 20 for for For
3/4 22 all all all 30 all all all 32 all all all
I 26 grade grade grade 35 grade grade grade 39 grade grade grade
1 1/2 28 lengths lengths lengths 39 lengths lengths lengths 44 lengths lengths lengths
2 30 42 41
3 II 44 W
4 32 46 52

5 1/4 10 4 2.3 1.0 10 3 1.6 1.0 1 2 1.6 1.0
1/2 24 for 2.1 for 33 For 1.6 Fur 37 For for Fur
3/4 29 all 2.9 all 42 all 1.6 all 41 all all all
I 33 grade 3.0 grade 47 grade 1.6 grade 54 grade grade grade
1 1/2 35 lengths 3.2 length!: 51 lengths 1.6 lengths 59 lengths lengths lengths
2 31 3.3 54 1.6 63
3 39 3.5 56 1.6 66
4 40 3.6 57 1.9 68

6 1/4 14 7 2.9 1.0 17 6 1.6 1.0 16 4 1.6 1.0
1/2 33 for 3 6 for 47 for 2.0 for 54 for for For
3/4 39 all 4.3 all 56 all 2.3 all 65 .11 all all
I 41 grade 4.4 grade 59 grade 2.5 grade 10 grade grade grade
1 1/2 44 lengths 4.8 lengths 62 lengths 2.9 lengths 75 lengths lengths lengths
2 46 4.9 65 3.0 80
3 48 4.9 68 3.0 04
4 50 5.0 11 3.1 81

1/4 22 12 3.3 I.? 32 12 2.2 1.0 35 10 1.6 1.0
1/2 44 for 3.1 1.4 63 For 2.6 fur 15 For Fur fur
3/4 50 all 4.6 1.5 11 all 2.7 all 84 all all all
I 53 grade 4.8 1.6 14 grade 2.8 grade 90 grade grade grade
1 1/2 56 lengths 4.8 1.7 79 lengths 2.9 lengths 95 lengths lengths lengths
2 50 4.9 1.8 82 3.0 100

3 60 4.9 1.9 85 3.0 3.0 104

4 62 5.0 1.9 87 3.1 108

Values fur truck are from fable 10.10, page 305. and for buses from liable 10.11. page 306. 1965. Highway Capacity Manual.

RV's - recreational vehicles

PV's - passenger vehicles
I-a
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T = combined slow vehicle adjustment factor. Calculation
c

of this factor is the same as shown in the Roadway
Capacity discussion with the exception that the values
for Et, Eb, and Er are taken for the specified level
of service from Table A-24.

SV = service volume for the specified level of service in
mixed vehicles per hour (total for both directions).

Level of Service Considering the Prevailing Traffic Volume

Determination of level of service on a roadway knowing the traffic

volume and traffic mix is done through the use of the following proce-

dure:

(1) Calculate the roadway capacity for the traffic mix and lateral

clearance along the roadway.

(2) Consider the known traffic volume on the roadway to be the

service volume. The units must be in vehicles per hour. The

volume used should be a peak hour traffic volume.

C3) Establish the percert of the roadway with passing sight dis-

tance greater than 1500 feet. A passing sight distance of

1500 feet is adequate at a roadway design speed of 40 mph.

(4) Divide the service volume by the capacity volume to obtain a

volume to capacity ratio (V/C).

(5) Determine the operating speed for the road.

(6) Enter the appropriate figure of Figures A-23a through A-23f

with the V/C ratio and percent passing sight distance greater
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FIGURE A-23a. Relationships between v/c ratio and operating speed,

overall for both directions of travel, on two-lane
rural highways with average highway speed of 70 mph,
uninterrupted flow conditions. (17)
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FIGURE A-23c. Relationships between v/c ratio and operating speed,
overall for both directions of travel, on two-lane
rural highways with average highway speed of 50 mph,
uninterrupted flow conditions. (17)
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than 1500 feet, Read from the horizontal axis up to the cor-

rect sight distance line and then read the level of service

off the intercept with the passing sight distance line,

QUANTIFICATION OF TRAFFIC VOLUME EFFECTS

Two approaches have been presented in this appendix for the quanti-

fication of level of service. The first level of service approach is

defined by the average highway speed and vehicle operating costs. The

second level of service approach is defined by the relationship between

overall travel speed and the volume-to-capacity ratio. Level of service

evaluation by operating cost considers a single vehicle operating unin-

terrupted by traffic on a roadway. On some forest roads this may be the

case. However, in many cases the traffic volume will affect the opera-

tion of each vehicle in the traffic stream by generating delays, inter-

ruptions and conflicts. Level of service evaluation by volume-to-capa-

city ratio does not consider the operating cost, but the relative traf-

fic effects. In the case of low volume rural roads, the vehicle opera-

ting efficiency is an important factor. Evaluation of level of service

for low volume rural roads must consider both the vehicle operating ef-

ficiency and the traffic effects. Quantification of the traffic volume

effects is achieved by calculating the delay costs incurred as the vol-

ume-to-capacity ratio on a roadway increases, resulting in interruptions

and conflicts. The delay costs incurred by the traffic volume are added

to the vehicle operating costs to yield total operating costs. The
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total operating costs are then used in the same manner as the vehicle

operating costs to determine the level of service. The primary strength

of this analysis approach to level of service is that it considers both

the operating efficiency provided to the vehicles by the roadway char-

acteristics and the traffic volume effects.

Determination of Cost Functions to Represent Traffic Volume Effects

Figure A-2 represents level of service evaluation as defined by the

Highway Capacity Manual
(17)

. Point Z represents the roadway design

speed or the maximum speed indicated on the curve in Figure A-2. Design

speed (or average highway speedy reflects the speed at which a single

vehicle can travel down a roadway with the only restriction on its speed

of operation being the roadway geometrics, i,e. horizontal alignment,

vertical alignment and cross section elements.

As the volume increases above one vehicle on a road, the interac-

tions between vehicles begin to reduce the average operating speed to a

minimum at capacity (V/C - 1.0). Reduction in speed from roadway design

speed due to traffic volume results in delays, Delay is the added time

of travel over and above the time it would take to travel the same dis-

tance at the roadway design speed, Delay is quantified by taking the

time of travel per mile at the design speed and subtracting this from

the time of travel per mile at the prevailing traffic conditions. Delay

is quantified by using the following relationship:

Delay (min/mile) = (1/operating speed - 1/design speed) x 60 (7)
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The volume effect costs (or traffic operation effect costs) can be

determined by multiplying the delay value in dollars per minute for the

particular vehicle types by the delay in minutes per mile. The follow-

ing relationship quantifies delay costs.

VEC = Delay (min/mile) x Delay Value ($/min) (8)

where: VEC = volume effect cost

The delay value represents all time dependent costs. The number

and types of the time dependent costs are different for commercial ve-

hicles and other vehicles. Commercial vehicle types include 12 kip

light trucks, 23 kip trucks (typically unloaded logging trucks) and 80

kip trucks (typically loaded logging trucks). Other vehicles include

4 kip passenger cars and 5 kip pickups.

The delay values for commercial vehicles include the following

items:

Depreciation,

Interest,

Insurance, fire and theft,

Insurance, P,L. and D.,

Driver's wage, including annual leave,

Social security tax,

Unemployment compensation,

Administration, and

Industrial insurance.
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The costs per minute throughout the year on a ten-hour day and

five-day week basis for the commercial vehicle types were taken from

the Logging Road Handbook (28) and Economic Analysis for Highways(33)

The time dependent costs for diesel trucks were updated to 1976 dollars

using inflation factors based on the total cost trend taken from Table

A-2. The delay cost per minute is the same for the unloaded logging

truck (23 kip) and the loaded logging truck (80 kip) because both cases

represent the same vehicle. The delay cost per minute for light trucks

(12 kip) is the same for the logging truck with the exception of depre-

ciation, which was taken from Economic Analysis for Highways
(

3
3)

at

30 mph.

The delay values for the other vehicle types are based on the ave-

rage yearly wage for the State of Oregon
(8)

. The average yearly wage

in Oregon for the year 1969 was $9,489. This value was updated to

$16,105 per year, representing 1976 dollars using an inflation factor

based on the cost of labor from Table A-2. This value was then broken

into dollars per minute based on fifty-two forty-hour work weeks a year.

The resulting value is the delay value for the 4 kip and 5 kip vehicle

types. The delay costs (dollars per minute) are summarized below in

Table A-25.
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TABLE A-25

Vehicle Type Delay Values

Vehicle Type Delay Cost, Dollars per Minute

Passenger Car (4 kip) 0.129

Pickup Truck (5 kip) 0.129

Light Truck (12 kip) 0.221

Unloaded Logging Truck (23 kip) 0.254

Loaded Logging Truck (80 kip) 0.254

A relationship for each design speed has been developed by select-

ing operating speeds along the level of service curve to capacity and

determining the delay per mile (minutes/mile) in slowing from free flow

speed (design speed) at a volume-to-capacity of zero to the traffic

volume operating speed. As the operating speed decreases due to in-

creased traffic volume, the delay increases. Figure A-3 illustrates

that at F /C1, the delay incurred would be the result of the speed dif-

ference of 20 mph (70 mph design speed minus 50 mph operating speed at

V/C1). The resulting delay is the following:

Delay (minutes /mile) = (1/50 - 1/70) x 60 = 0.343 minutes/mile

Each design speed has associated with it a family of operating speed

versus volume-to-capacity ratio curves representing varying passing
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sight distances as percentages of roadway with passing sight distance

greater than 1500 feet, Therefore, the delay associated with each de-

sign speed is represented by a family of curves reflecting sight dis-

tance. Figures A-24a through A-24f have been developed to represent

delay for various roadway design speeds. These figures have been devel-

oped based on Figurea A-23a through A-23f. The delay curves indicate

that delay increases with higher traffic volumes resulting in increased

delay costs.

The delay costs for a vehicle type operating on a specific road are

calculated by the following procedure. These steps are described by

Equation (8).

(1) Determine the volume-to-capacity ratio of the roadway based

on present traffic volumes.

(2) Determine the average design speed for the roadway.

(3) From Figures A-24a through A-24f, determine the associated

delay time (minutes/mile).

(4) Multiply the vehicle delay value by the delay time. This

results in delay cost per mile of roadway.

If the delay cost for a specific roadway length is desired, the

delay cost per mile must be multiplied by the roadway length in miles.
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LEVEL OF SERVICE BY TOTAL OPERATING COST

The effect of a road and its characteristics on level of service

is given by the vehicle running costs and the safety costs. The effect

of the traffic stream conditions on the level of service is taken into

account by the incremental delay costs. The total operating cost for a

roadway is then the sum of the vehicle running cost, safety cost, and

volume effects cost. The total operating cost is given in dollars per

mile of roadway.

T.O.C. = V.R.C. + S.C. + V.E.C.

where: T.O.C. = total operating cost

V.R.C. = vehicle running cost

S.C. = safety cost

V.E.C. = volume effects cost.

The total operating cost is used to determine the cost rating for

that vehicle type as discussed earlier for vehicle running cost. If a

mixture of vehicle types are present in the traffic stream, then a

weighted cost rating is used to determine level of service in the same

manner as discussed for vehicle running cost. Figures A-21 and A-22

are used for level of service determination using total operating cost

for specific vehicle types and the traffic mix. Using total operating

cost as the criterion for level of service incorporates considerations

for traffic operating conditions, as given by the Highway Capacity
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Manual
(17)

, as well as consideration for roadway characteristics.

CLOSING REMARKS

This appendix has presented an approach to evaluate level of ser-

vice using total operating cost as the evaluation criteria. The total

operating cost is composed of the vehicle running cost, safety cost and

traffic volume effects cost. The strength of level of service evalu-

ation by total operating cost is that both the operating efficiency in-

curred by the roadway characteristics and the traffic volume effects in

the form of delays are quantified as costs of operation. The total op-

erating costs can then be used for relative comparison to determine the

level of service of a roadway.

Additional study is needed in the area of obtaining an accurate

cost data base for utilization in developing the total operating cost.
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APPENDIX B

DEVELOPMENT OF THE RECREATION DISTRIBUTION MODEL

PROGRAM OBJECTIVE

The primary objective of the Recreation Distribution Model (RECDIS)

is to provide a mathematical routine to distribute recreation trips

using standardized outdoor recreation data. The standardization of out-

door recreation data has been done by the Pacific Northwest River Basin

Commission and is entitled "Regional Recreation Data Program for the

Northwest"(3) . This uniform, coordinated data base for recreation

planning is the result of a cooperative regional planning endeavor in-

volving several Federal agencies and the Northwest States of Washington,

Oregon, Idaho and Montana. The end result of the Regional Recreation

Data Program is a person activity interchange matrix between and within

all the identified recreation zones for each of sixteen recreation ac-

tivity types.

For each recreation activity type, the person activity interchange

matrix gives the total person activities attracted and produced by each

recreation zone, as well as those which are intrazonal. The person ac-

tivity interchanges are defined as having their origins and destinations

at the center or centroid of the recreation zones. Intrazonal person

activities are those with origin and destination in the same zone. A

person activity is defined as one person participating in one recreation

activity during a 24-hour day. A person may create more than one acti-

vity occasion in a day by participating in more than one recreation
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activity type during a day;.. Figure 8-1 illustrates the "Regional Recre-

ation Data Program" output for recreation zones.

The Recreation Distribution model utilizes only the "intrazonal"

and attracted person activity interchanges in distributing recreation

trips. "RECDIS" distributes these interchanges by considering the at-

tracted person activities to a recreation zone as having originated from

many minor centroids which represent population centers. The destina-

tion centroid of the attracted person activities is subdivided into a

number of minor centroids located throughout the recreation zone, rep-

resenting the zone's recreation sites. The attracted person activities

are those originating from population centers outside the recreation

zone, and intrazonal attracted person activities originate from popula-

tion centers within the zone. The result is the subdivision of the at-

tracted and intrazonal person activity interchanges between recreation

zones from the "Regional Recreation Data Program" into many minor Person

activity interchanges, having their origins at population centers and

their destinations at recreation sites within the recreation zone.

These interchanges are then converted into vehicle trips for recreation

traffic estimation between a population center and recreation site.

Figure B-2 presents this concept of subdividing the person activities

attracted to the zone centroids from outside and within the zone into

many minor interchanges attracted to a number of zone centroids or rec-

reation sites from population centers.
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Recreation

where;

PPA1 = produced person activities from recreation zone i

ARIL = attracted person activities to recreation zone i

IPA. = intrazonal person activities within recreation
1

zone i

FIGURE B-1. Illustration of the Output from the "Regional Recreation
Data Program for the Northwest" (23)
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Recreation site

Population center

Forest boundary

Recreation travel volume

FIGURE B-2. Illustration of the Concept Used by RECDIS to Distribute the Attracted Person Activity
Occasion Recreation Data Obtained from the "Data Program" (23) between Population Cen-
ters and Recreation Sites
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RECREATION DISTRIBUTION MODEL FRAMEWORK

The Recreation Distribution Model has been developed to use six

pieces of input information to produce vehicle recreation trip inter-

changes between population centers and recreation sites. Figure B-3 il-

lustrates the recreation distribution framework. A brief discussion is

now presented summarizing the development of the"Regional Recreation

Data Program for the Northwest
u

.

(23)
This is followed by discussion of the

data base used to develop "RECDIS", composed of the six pieces of input

into the Distribution Model indicated in Figure B-3.

"REGIONAL RECREATION DATA PROGRAM FOR THE NORTHWEST" SUMMARY DISCUSSION

Purpose

This discussion summarizes the development of the primary data

source for program "RECDIS". An outline of the basic concepts behind

the "Regional Recreation Data Program for the Northwest"
(23)

is pre-

sented and the use of this data for the program "RECDIS" is justified.

Objectives of the Data Program

The Recreation Data Program was conducted by the Pacific Northwest

River Basins Commission in an effort to standardize recreation data to

estimate recreation activity at present and in the future. The primary

purpose of the resulting recreation data base is to provide a standard

reliable data source for recreation planners. The Recreation Data Pro-

gram is a continuing effort to improve the recreation estimation models
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IDENTIFICATION OF THE
RECREATION ACTIVITIES AVAILABLE

AND THEIR LOCATIONS

PERSON ACTIVITY INTERCHANGE
RECREATION DATA

RECREATION TRAVEL
IMPEDENCE FACTORS

RECDIS

4

VEHICLE RECREATION TRIP
INTERCHANGES BETWEEN

GENERATORS AND ATTRACTORS

FIGURE B-3. Recreation Distribution Model Framework
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and data sources. Periodically new estimation of recreation activity is

done, utilizing updated data sources and improved trip generation models.

Overview of the Regional Recreation Data Program

The Recreation Data Program is the result of a coordinated effort

between the Northwest States of Washington, Oregon, Idaho and Montana

and several Federal agencies. The study area encompasses 131 counties

and 13 regions, identified as being external zones to the Northwest.

Figures B-4 and B-5 show the Northwest Region Planning Areas and the

External Zones, respectively. Table B-1 lists all of the counties

within the Northwest study area and the thirteen regions external to

the Northwest. Each county within the Northwest and each external re-

gion is identified as a zone. Sixteen recreation activity types have

been studied under the Recreation Data Program and are listed in Table

B-2.

Figure B-6 presents the Recreation Data Program Process. The Rec-

reation Data Program was designed to utilize the Gravity Model to dis-

tribute recreation activity by type from county of origin to county of

destination.

Gravity Model

The purpose of this section is to present a brief discussion of the

Gravity Model and its use. For a more complete discussion of the Grav-

ity Model, refer to "Principles of Urban Transport Systems Planning,"

by B.E. Hutchinson(10)
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FIGURE B-5. External Zones (23)
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TABLE B-1

The Northwest Region Planning Areas and External Zones (23)

WASHINGTON IDAHO

ADAMS 001 ADA 040

ASOT I N 002 ADAMS 041

BENTON 003 BANNOCK 042

CHELAN 004 BEAR LAKE 043

CLALLUM 005 BEN EWAN 044

CLARK 006 BINGHAM 045

COLUMBIA 007 BLAINE 046

COWLITZ 008 BOISE 047

DOUGLAS 009 BONNER 048

FERRY 010 BONNEVILLE 049

FRANKLIN 011 BOUNDARY 050

GARFI ELD 012 BUTTE 051

GRANT 013 CAMAS 052

GRAYS HARBOR 014 CANYON 053

ISLAND 015 CARIBOU 054

JEFFERSON 016 CASSIA 055

KING 017 CLARK 056

KITSAP 018 CLEARWATER 057

KI TT I TAS 019 CUSTER 058

KL I CK I TAT 020 ELMORE 059

LEWIS 021 FRANKLIN 060

LINCOLN 022 FREMONT 061

MASON 023 GEM 062

OKANOGAN 024 GOODING 063

PAC I FI C 02S IDAHO 064

PEND OREILLE 026 JEFFERSON 065

PIERCE 027 JEROME 066

SAN JUAN 028 KOOTENAI 067

SKAGI T 029 LATAH 068

SKAMAN IA 030 L E141 I 069

SNOHOMISH 031 LEWIS 070

SPOKANE 032 LINCOLN 071

STEVENS 033 MADISON 072

THURSTON 034 MI N I DOKA 073

WAHKIAKUM 035 NEZ PERCE. 074

WALLA WALLA 036 ONEIDA 075

WHAT COM 037 OWYHEE 076

WHITMAN 038 PAYETTE 077

YAKIMA 039 POWER 078

SHOSHONE 079
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TABLE B-1

The Northwest Region Planning Areas and External Zones, Continued

IDAHO (Continued) mONTANA

TETON 080 DEER LODGE 120

TWIN FALLS 081 FLATHEAD 121

VALLEY 082 GRANITE 122

WASHINGTON 083 LAKE 123

LINCOLN 124

OREGON MINERAL 125

MISSOULA 126

BAKER 084 POWELL 127

BENTON 085 RAVALLI 128

CLACKAMAS 086 SANDERS 129

CLATSOP 087 SILVER BOW 130

COLUMBIA 088

COOS 089 WYOMING

CROOK 090
CURRY 091 TETON 131

DESCHUTES 092

DOUGLAS 093
EXTERNAL ZONES

GILLIAM 094

GRANT 095 B.C. 132

HARNEY 096 E. MONTANA 133

HOOD RIVER 097 WYOMING 134

JACKSON 098 UTAH 135

NEVADA 136

JEFFERSON 099

JOSEPHINE 100 CALIFORNIA 137

KLAMATH 101 ALASKA 138

LAKE 102 HAWAII 139

LANE 103 CANADA 140

NORTH CENTRAL 141

LINCOLN 104

LINN 105 NORTHEAST 142

MALHEUR 106 SOUTHEAST 143

MARION 107 SOUTH CENTRAL 144

MORROW 108

MULTNOMAH 109

POLK 110

SHERMAN 111

TILLAMOOK 112

UMATILLA 113

UNION 114

WALLOWA 115

WASCO 116

WASHINGTON 117

WHEELER 118

YAKHILL 119
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TABLE B-2

Recreation Activity Types and Definitions (23)

Activity
Number

Recreation Activity Type Recreation Activity Description

1 Camping
Sleeping outdoors without specialized
equipment

2 Picknicking
Eating a meal out-of-doors away from
home, and away from a permanent food
dispensing facility

Swimming Swimming and wading in any body of
water including outdoor pools

4
Sightseeing and Driving
for Pleasure

Driving or riding in a vehicle where
viewing the scenery is the primary
recreation experience

5 Fishing
Harvest of fish noncommercially in
compliance with prescribed methods

6 Boating Recreational use of any type boat or
floating device

7 Water Skiing
An activity where a person is towed
behind a motor boat on water skis
or similar device

8 Walking and Hiking

Walking consists of short distances
over easy terrain, and hiking consists
of long distances over more difficult
terrain.

9 Hunting
Harvest of game animals noncommercial-
ly with prescribed methods

10 Playing Outdoor Games

Playing of a large variety of
activities on designated playfields or
available recreational spaces with
emphasis on active participation

11 Bicycling
Any type of nonmotorized bicycling
for pleasure

12 Golfing
Playing golf on any type of golf
course

13 Horseback Riding Riding a horse for recreation

14
Attending Outdoor Sporting
and/or Cultural Events

Attending sporting or cultural events
in outdoor facilities

15 Participating in Snow Activities

Activities included in this category
aare: downhill skiing, snowmobiling,
snowshoeing, cross-country skiing,
and sledding

16 Participating in Other Activities
Includes all other outdoor recreation
activities not included in the above
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The Gravity Model is a trip distribution model. "The basic pre-

mise of the Gravity Model used in urban transport studies is that the

trip interchange magnitude between two zones i and j is directly propor-

tional to the number of trips produced in zone i, the number of trips

attracted to zone j, and inversely proportional to some function of the

spatial separation of the two zones."
(10)

Mathematically, this may be

represented by the following:

A. F..

Ti j
= P 3 13

i N

E Ak F.
k=1

where: T..
1J

= the number of vehicle trips from zone i to zone j

the number of trips produced in zone i

the number of trips attracted to zone j

some function of the spatial separation of zones

P. =

A. =

F.. =
1J i and j, and referred to normally as the travel

time factor function, and sometimes called the
function factor.

(1)

In estimating the trip distributions, the basic objective of the

Gravity Model is to establish the nature of the function which relates

the travel time factor, Fij, to the spatial separation,
ij

The Bureau of Public Roads calibration procedure for the Gr.avity

Model is presented for this Gravity Model presentation, because it is

the most widely used calibration of the gravity model.

Use of the Gravity Model results in a trip interchange matrix that
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indicates the number of trips that travel from zone i to zone j. Fig-

ure B-7 is an example of a trip interchange matrix. Summation along

each row yields the trip production for zone j, and summation along each

column yields the trips attracted to zone i. The results from the Grav-

ity Model must satisfy constraint equations (2) and (3).

P. T.. (2)
1

A. E T. (3)

i 13

where: P. = the number of trips produced in zone i by type
of tripmakers that have been estimated for a
given land use allocation.

A. = the number of trips attracted to a zone by type
of tripmakers that have been estimated during
the previous phases, and

T.. = the number of trips produced in zone i and at-
13 tracted to zone j by type of tripmakers.

Use of the Gravity Model begins with an origin destination survey.

The purpose of an origin destination survey is to observe the travel

patterns to and from each zone for all trip types of interest. From

the origin destination survey, a trip length frequency distribution is

plotted. To initiate calibration of the Gravity Model, an initial fric-

tion factor versus distance function must be assumed. The initial func-

tion assumed is generally a friction factor function developed previously

for a similar situation. However, the assumed function may be as simple

as a straight line.
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An initial trip interchange matrix (Tij) is calculated by the

Gravity Model, that is, equation (1). The productions and attractions

used in the model are from the origin destination survey. From the T.j

matrix, a new trip length frequency distribution is calculated and com-

pared with the observed trip length frequency distribution. If the two

distributions are not reasonably close, a new friction factor function

is developed by adjusting the assumed or previous friction factor by the

following relationship and developing a new smoothed friction factor

function:

f' = f x (0D%/GM%) (4)

where: f' = the adjusted impedence criteria factor for a given
value of the impedence criteria.

f = the impedence criteria factor used in the cali-
bration just completed.

OD% = the percentage of total trips occurring for a
given value of the impedence criteria, as deter-
mined by the origin destination survey.

GM% = the percentage of total trips occurring for a
given value of the impedence criteria simulated
by the Gravity Model.

The smoothing of the friction factor functions may be performed by hand

or with a regression or curve fitting procedure.

New trip attraction magnitudes are calculated using the following

relationships:



A.

A. = A.
j N

E T..
1J

where: T.. = the sum trips attracted to zone j from all other
13 zones (i). This sum is taken from the most re-

cent trip interchange matrix.

A. = the number of trips attracted to zone j. If this

is the first pass through this step of the itera-
tive procedure, A equals the observed number of
trips attracted to zone j according to the origin
destination survey. Otherwise, this value is
taken from the trip interchange matrix calculated
prior to the most recent trip interchange matrix
where Ai is calculated according to equation (3).

= the trip attraction magnitudes to be substituted
into equation (1) for the next iteration of the

Gravity Model.

3
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(5)

A new trip interchange matrix is calculated using the new smoothed

friction factor function. A new trip length frequency distribution is

calculated and compared with the observed trip length frequency distri-

bution. If the two trip length frequency distributions do not match

closely, then the process is repeated until the two trip length frequen-

cy distributions compare closely. The trip interchange matrix just gen-

erated in the following procedure does not necessarily satisfy con-

straint equation (3). Therefore, the attracted trip ends must be bal-

anced as before by using equation (5).

Using the observed zonal production values, the friction factor

function of the last iteration of the Gravity Model and the balanced

zonal trip attraction values, a new trip interchange matrix is
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calculated utilizing equation (1). The new trip interchange matrix is

the estimated trip distribution between all zones.

In some applications of the Gravity Yodel, socio-economic adjust-

ment factors are developed, in order to reflect existing unique travel

patterns that are not sufficiently represented by the Gravity Model.

This requires an extensive data base.

Once calibrated, the Gravity Model may be used to develop trip in-

terchanges for future years. For future trip estimation, the following

inputs are required:

(1) The base year friction factor function,

(2) The horizon-year trip production and trip attraction

rates, and

(3) The horizon-year intercentroid skim trees. A skim

tree gives the travel times or distances and routes

between zone centroids.

Figure B-8 is a flowchart illustrating use of the Gravity Model.

Limitations of the Gravity Model

The Gravity Model has several limitations, which are listed as fol-

lows:

(1) The friction factor function and the associated trip trip-

length frequency distribution are assumed to be the same

for each zone of a study area. Significant variations in
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actual function factor may occur many times within an area.

(2) The friction factor is assumed to be the same throughout the

planning period, even though it may not be.

(3) An area-wide friction factor function creates a problem with

trip ends balancing. The trip end balancing procedure is an

arbitrary approach to overcoming some of the problems of using

an area-wide friction factor function.

(4) The socio-economic characteristics of the trip makers can

introduce error into the Gravity Model estimates. To over-

come this, the tripmakers may have to be stratified by their

different economic groups, and an analysis done for each group.

Gravity Model's Use in the Data Program

The Gravity Model was used to distribute activity occasions on a

county interzonal basis for sixteen recreation activity types. Travel

distance was used as the travel impedence criteria. Origin destination

information was collected from two household surveys, a national survey

done by the University of Michigan under contract to the Bureau of Out-

Door Recreation, and a State of Washington Survey done by the Inter-

agency Committee for Outdoor Recreation(23) . Travel distance between

counties was based on the minimum path distances taken from the identi-

fied highway network which connected every county and every external

zone. From the origin destination survey information, trip length fre-

quency distributions were developed for each activity type. In addition,
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an attractiveness value for each recreation activity type was assigned

to each county to reflect relative attractiveness to recreationists.

The relative attractiveness indices for each county were created assum-

ing that all counties are equal distances from the recreationist. The

Gravity Model was then used considering the combined effect of each

county's relative recreation attractiveness and the impedence criteria

to create a person activity interchange matrix for each recreation ac-

tivity type. Friction factor functions were created for each activity

type. The functions are discontinuous and are given in discrete values

with a uniform distance interval between values.

Data Program Output

The primary data output from the Data Program are trip interchange

tables, identified as A-Tables, summarizing "trips received" and "trips

sent" for each of the 144 counties or zones. An A-Table was generated

for each activity type, resulting in a total of sixteen A-Tables for

each year of trip estimation. Table B-3 is an example of part of an A-

Table for the recreation activity "camping". Person activity occasion

estimates have been done for 1970 (base year), 1980, 2000 and 2020. The

data in the columns entitled "Trips from Other Zones" and "Intrazonal

Trips" in the A-Tables are the primary data sources that program"RECDIS"

was created to use.
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DATA BASE USED FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF"RECDIS"

The data required as input and used for the development of program

"RECDIS" were taken from several available sources. All of the data

needed to develop program "RECDIS" may be classified in one of two cat-

egories. The first is recreation inventory data. Inventory data des-

cribe the land use and transportation activities. The second is recre-

ation activity data. Activity data describe the land use and transpor-

tation activities.

Required Recreation Inventory Data

"Inventory data represents what is known about the physical system

under consideration.
(II)

The physical system under consideration in

the case of recreation travel analysis is the forest under study pro-

viding the recreation supply, plus the surrounding area which generates

the recreation demand. The types of inventory data that were used in

the development of "RECDIS include the following and are discussed in

the following sections of this appendix:

(1) The characteristics of the recreation trip generation

and attraction points, and

(2) A description of the road system serving the iden-

tified generators and attractors.

Generators and Attractors

The generators for recreation are the population centers in the
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environs of the forest that contribute significantly to forest recrea-

tion activity. The level of detail in selecting population centers var-

ies from one forest to another and must be based on the judgment of the

planner. The following guidelines are suggested to help identify popu-

lation centers that contribute significantly to the forest recreation

activity:

(1) The minimum level of population required for a population cen-

ter to be included increases with distance from the study for-

est. Both small and large population centers would be included

near or within the forest boundary. Only larger population

centers would be considered in areas that are considerable dis-

tances from the forest boundary. A county may be far enough

from the forest boundary that only the largest population cen-

ter within the county is identified. At least one population

center per county within the study area must be identified.

(2) Distribute the county population proportionately to the popu-

lation centers that have been identified within the county.

Some analysis detail is lost by aggregating the rural popu-

lation and considering it to be located at the population cen-

ters. However, the scope and accuracy of this analysis does

not warrant greater detail. If it is desired to separate out

some rural population settlements, then additional population

centers should be identified. Distribution proportionately of

a county's population to its identified population centers is

done by using the following equation (6).
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x CP (6)

where: P. = the portion of the county's population assigned
to population center i.

P. = the present population at population center i.

N = the number of population centers identified in
county i.

CP = the county i's population.

Allocating county populations to only the major county population cen-

ters in counties within the study area yet somewhat removed from the

forest is based on the assumption that recreationists departing for the

forest from these counties probably travel the same routes to the for-

est. In identifying the population centers, the planner must use his

judgment to make sure that all the reasonable route options to the for-

est are considered. For example, if the total population of two towns

were allocated to only one of the town locations, and each town had a

separate route of nearly equal length connecting them to a Brest area,

one of the route operations would not be considered as heavily as if

both towns were included.

The attractors are the recreation sites. In order to utilize

available recreation data in program "RECDIS", all recreation sites must

be identified, both within and outside of the forest boundary in coun-

ties containing the forest. A recreation site may be either a developed

or an undeveloped site. Developed sites include developed campgrounds,
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lake marinas and resort areas. Undeveloped recreation sites or areas

are classified as dispersed recreation. Generally, those participating

in dispersed recreation drive to some location within the forest, park

their vehicles and recreate in an area near their vehicle. Presently,

there is no standard procedure for analyzing dispersed recreation. Some

attempts have been made to relate dispersed recreation to the number of

landings and tertiary road mileage within an area. One way to identify

dispersed recreation is to divide the forest up into a number of dis-

persed recreation areas. The size of these areas should be a function

of the tertiary road mileage, the number of landings in the area, sig-

nificant geological or other type landmarks, and the judgment of the

planner. The centroid, or assumed center of activity, of each dispersed

recreation area must be identified. The centroid must be located on a

roadway of some type.

Recreation Road Network Identification

The road system interconnecting recreational generators and attrac-

tors must be identified. The extent of the identified recreation net-

works is limited by the locations of the population centers identified

as generators of recreation trips to the forest under study. The cov-

erage of the identified network is limited to those roads that provide

the needs for recreation travel between the generators and attractors.

The identified physical road system must be represented as a math-

ematical network to facilitate network analysis by the program "RECDIS".

The representation of a forest road system as a mathematical network is
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discussed in Chapter II of the Network Analysis User's Guide(24) .

Program "RECDIS" utilizes the shortest distance routes between each pair

of generator and attractor nodes. Program "RECDIS" has options to allow

the user to input the matrix of shortest distances between each genera-

tor and attractor pair, or to utilize programs"LODNET"and"SKMTRE," or the

analysis network-building computer program package given in the Network

Analysis User's Guide (24), to create the shortest distance matrix for

travel between each generator-attractor pair.

If the option "one" is chosen, the planner must determine the

shortest feasible route between each population center and recreation

site. A matrix of these shortest distances must be provided as input

into program "RECDIS". A separate record must be kept of the shortest

feasible paths chosen.

If option "two" is chosen, program "RECDIS" utilizes program

"SKMTRE" to create the matrix of shortest path distances between each

population center and recreation site. The shortest path matrix is then

utilized by program "RECDIS" in the recreation trip distribution process.

The mechanics of the interaction between programs "RECDIS" and "SKMTRE"

are presented in the discussion of program "RECDIS", presented later in

this appendix. Program "LODNET" must be utilized to create the network

link file, because program "SKMTRE" utilizes the link file created by

"LODNET". Chapter II of the Network Analysis User's Guide(24) dis-

cusses the use, purpose and interaction of "LODNET" and "SKMTRE".

Programs "LODNET" and "SKMTRE" are part of the Transportation Analysis

System, which is the computerized system for storing and compiling
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transportation network link data.

Required Recreation Activity Data

"Activity data describe the type, amount and nature of the use

made of the physical forest system."
(11)

Activity data include infor-

mation about the participation in the various land uses in the forests,

and the associated travel patterns. The following recreation activity

data were used in the development of program "RECDIS" and are required

as input into "RECDIS" and are discussed in the next sections of this

appendix:

(1) The recreation activity types available in the study forest,

(2) The amount of use of each recreation site in the forest and

in the counties containing the forest under study, measured

in visitor days,

(3) Person activity occasion attraction data for the counties

containing the forest under study obtained from the "Regional

Recreation Data Program for the Northwest" (23),and

(4) The recreation travel impedence factors obtained from the

"Recreation Data Program for the Northwest".

Availability of Recreation Activities and Their Locations

Many types of recreation activity occur within National Forests

and the counties containing them. The location of these activities is
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a necessary input for the recreation trip distribution process. Gener-

ally, each recreation site offers more than one recreational activity,

allowing a recreationist to participate in more than one recreational

activity during a day. The expected number of recreational activities

in which a recreationists would participate at a recreation site during

a day must be estimated or determined for each recreation site identi-

fied. This factor is used as input to "RECDIS" to estimate the actual

number of trips by dividing it into the recreational person activities

to get an estimate of trips. The average number of activities partici-

pated in at a recreation site, during one day bya recreationist is a

function of the activity types and the number of the activities avail-

able at the site. Some inaccuracy is introduced in the recreation tra-

vel estimates here because the average number of activities participated

in during a day by a recreationist cannot be accurately assessed. Fur-

ther, many recreationists move about from one site to another, partici-

pating in a variety of recreational activities. Micro models for model-

ing recreation travel within a forest have been developed for the U.S.

Forest Service as part of the set of Transportation Analysis Procedures

available through the Forest Service Transportation Analysis Group.

Recreation Site Use Demand

The demand for use of each recreation site by recreationists must

be determined or estimated. The demand is measured with a unit such as

a "visitor day". A visitor day is defined as one individual visiting

one recreation site for one day. The use of each recreation site may be
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determined from recreation data kept for the Forest, such as given by

the RIM Inventory (24) . If recreation data do not exist, logical esti-

mation must be made of recreation site use. Dispersed recreation may be

the most difficult to quantify. While determining the recreation site

usages, the planner must evaluate the reliability of the data. This is

important because the program "RECDIS" is developed with the option to

increase or decrease the person activity occasion interchange data pro-

portionately to reflect the recreation demand for each containing the for-

est under study more accurately. The recreation site use demand estimates

are referred to as the recreation site attractiveness indices.

Person Activity Interchange Data

Program "RECDIS" has been created to take attracted person activity

interchange estimates that have been developed in the "Regional Recre-

ation Data Program for the Northwest" and distribute the estimates as

recreation trips to recreation sites from population centers. The per-

son activity occasion estimates for sixteen recreational activities have

been developed in that report.

For each county containing the forest under study, and for each

recreation activity being studied, two pieces of data are needed. The

first is the number of person activity occasions attracted to the county.

The second is the number of intracounty person activity occasions. In-

tracounty person activity occasions are generated by recreationists

whose trip origin and trip destination are in the same county.
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Recreation Travel Impedance Factors

Distribution of recreation person activity occasions by "RECDIS" is

a function of the spatial separation between the corresponding genera-

tors and attractors. Travel impedance factors have been developed by

the "Regional Recreation Data Program for the Northwest". The travel

impedance factors reflect the decrease in desire for recreation travel

as the required travel distance increases, and represent the spatial

impedance or friction factor function, as discussed for the Gravity Mod-

el. Each recreation activity type has a unique set of travel impedance

factors that reflect the likelihood of travel to participate in the ac-

tivity, considering the travel distance. The impedance factors are

given in 200 intervals, separated by a specified discrete distance.

THOUGHT ALGORITHM BEHIND "RECDIS"

The following algorithm presents the concepts behind program

"RECDIS". Following the flowchart (Figure B-9),is a discussion of each

step in the flowchart.

The following is a step-by-step discussion of the thought algorithm

used to develop program "RECDIS".

(A) Determine the recreation activity types to be analyzed for rec-

reation travel based on the activity types available within

the study forest. The required data for the recreation anal-

ysis must be gathered and inventoried. The required data con-

sists of the following five tasks, which have been discussed
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(1) Identificaton of the generators and attractors.

(2) Identification of the road network connecting the

generators and attractors.

(3) Identification of the locations of the different

recreation activity types within the counties con-

taining the forest. Each location is a recreation

site (attractor). More than one recreation activity

type will generally occur at a recreation site.

(4) The demand for use of each recreation site, measured

in units of visitor days.

(5) The intrazonal and attracted person activity occa-

sions to each county containing the forest must be

taken for each recreation activity type from the

"Regional Recreation Data Program for the Northwest".

In addition, the travel impedance factors for each

recreation activity type must be taken from the"Data

Program."
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(B) A decision must be made concerning the reliability of the es-

timates of the demand for use of each recreation site. If

these values are thought to be reliable, the person occasion

activity attraction data from the"Data Program"must be adjusted

to reflect the more reliable use demand estimates.

(C) Adjustment is done by one of the following two equations.

Equation (7) adjusts the zone attractions and Equation (8)

adjusts the intrazonal attractions. These equa-

tions must be applied to the"Data Programvattraction data



for each county (z) containing the forest under study.

NR
z

` A x ADAP
r=1 'zr zr

= tik
1 k

T. + T.
1

NR
z

r=1
A
zr

x ADAP

t
tjk

=
zr

tJr"

T. + T.
1

where: t = the adjusted attracted person activity occasions
ik of recreation activity type k attracted to county

from outside county z.

tt = the adjusted attracted person activity occasions
jk of recreation activity type k originating from

within county z (intrazonal).

tl. the attracted person activity occasions of rec-
reation activity type k originating from out-
side county z (taken from the Data Program).

t
jk

= the attracted person activity occasions of rec-
reation activity type k originating from within
county z (taken from the Data Program).

Ti = the sum of all the attracted person acti-

vity occasions originating from outside county z.

NA

Ti = E t
ik

k=1

T. = the sum of all the attracted person activity oc-
J cations originating from within county z

NA
T. = E t.

k=1 3"

NA = the number of activities under study.
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(7)

(8)
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A = the estimated demand use in visitor days (or
zr attractiveness index) of recreation site (r)

in county z.

ADAP = the average daily number of activities par-
ticipated in by a recreationist at recrea-
tion site (r) within county z.

NR
z

= the number of recreation sites within county
z.

(D) The next step is to calculate the person activity occasion in-

terchange matrix between all identified population centers and

recreation sites. An interchange matrix is developed for each

recreation activity type under study. The resulting matrix is

three-dimensional and is illustrated in Figure B-10. Note that

the vertical axis contains the generators or population centers.

The horizontal axis contains the recreation sites identified

within the counties containing the forest. The depth axis con-

tains each recreation activity type under study. The three-

dimensional matrix may be thought of as a series of two-dimen-

sional matrices stacked depth-wise into the paper. Each two-

dimensional array contains the person occasion interchanges

for a particular activity type. Calculation of each interchange

is done by equations (9) and (10).

px/NPC0z (A
zr

x FF
xr

)/NRSW
z

t
xrk

t
ik

px X z A
zr

x FF
xr

x=1 r=1

(9)
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t
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t
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FIGURE B-10
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Interchange Matrix Developed by "RECDIS" Giving the Person Activity

Occasion Interchanges Between the Population Centers and Recreation

Sites According to Activity Type

tll t
13

t21 t22

t31

t
pl

t
pr

FIGURE B-11

Interchange Matrix Developed by "RECDIS" Giving the Person Activity

Occasion Interchanges Between the Population Centers and Recreation Sites
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(Py
/NPCW

z
) (A

zr
x FF

yr
)/NRSW

z

t
yrk

= t
jk

p
Y

X E A
zr

x FF
yr

(10)

y=1 r=1

where: t
xrk

the person occasion interchange between popu-
lation center x located outside the county cur-
rently being studied, and recreation site 1
for recreation activity type k.

t
yrk

the person occasion interchange between popu-
lation center y located in the county currently
being studied, and recreation site 1 for recre-
ation activity type k.

p
x

= population of population center x which lies
outside of the county currently being studied.

py = population of population center y which lies
within the county currently being studied.

NRCO
z

= the number of identified population centers
outside county z.

NPCW
z

= the number of identified population centers
within county z.

FF
xrk

the friction factor based on the travel dis-
tance between population center x and recrea-
tion site r for recreation activity type k.

FF
yrk

the friction factor based on the travel dis-
tance between population center y and recre-
ation site r for recreation activity type k.

NRSW
z

= the number of recreation activity sites within
county z.

(E) Sum up the person activity occasion interchanges between each

population center and recreation site. This summation results

in adding the person activity occasion interchange arrays that
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comprise the three-dimensional activity interchange matrix so

that one total person occasion interchange matrix results, as

illustrated in Figure B-11.

x = y

NA

tpr
= E t

prk
k=1

(F) Convert the total person occasion matrix from the last step to

a visitor day interchange matrix. This is done by dividing the

person occasion interchanges from each population center to a

recreation site by the average number of activities partici-

pated in by an individual at that recreation site. This cal-

culation takes the following format in equation (12):

VD
pr

= (tpr)/(ADAPr) (12)

where: VD = the visitor day interchange between popu-
pr

lation center p and recration site r.

(G) Program "RECDIS" runs through two iterations in distributing

recreation trips. The first iteration creates a visitor day

interchange matrix from the standpoint of travel distance and

the recreation site demand use. The first iteration does not

consider the relative attractiveness of each recreation site
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affected by the size and locations of the surrounding popula-

tion centers. For purpose of illustration in Figure B-12,

recreation sites 1 and 2 have equal attractiveness indices of

100 visitor days of use per year. The first iteration of

"RECDIS" will assign recreation visitor day demand to both at-

tractors on the basis of distance and known attractiveness.

As a result, recreation site 1 will have far more recreation

interchange visitor days assigned to it because both sites are

known to have the same recreation attractiveness, but site 1

is closer to a majority of the population than is site 2. In

order to reflect the relative attractiveness of the various rec-

reation sites, the recreation site attractiveness indices are

adjusted before calculation of the second iteraction of "RECDIS".

(H) If "RECDIS" is on the first iteration, the recreation site at-

tractiveness indices are adjusted. The adjustment process be-

gins with summing the attracted visitor days to each recreation

site from all the identified population centers. The resulting

sums are the distributed recreation site demands or attractions.

If the distributed recreation site demand is less than a site's

attractiveness index, then the attractiveness index is propor-

tionatly increased in order to attract more recreation activity

on the second iteration. If the distributed recreation site

demand is more than the site's attractiveness index, then the

attractiveness index is proportionately decreased in order to

attract less recreation activity on the second iteration.
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A = attractiveness index of recreation site r
r in units of visitor days/year

4
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p=1 ID`

t = the interchange between population center p and
pr recreation site r in units of visitor days/year

FIGURE B-12. Effect of Location of Population Centers on Distribution
of Recreational Demand

This figure illustrates that if distance is the distribution criteria,
most of the recreation trips are attracted to recreation site 1,
because of the locations of population centers.



Equation (13) is utilized for the attractiveness index adjust-

ment.
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A*
zr

= A
zr

x (A
zr

/T
zr

) (13)

where: A*
zr

= the adjusted attractiveness index for rec-

reation site r in county z.

Tzr = the total recreation visitor days distri-
buted to recreation site r in county z.

NPC

T = ETzr

x1
T

Pr

where: NPC = the number of identified population centers.

(I) The result upon the completion of the second iteration of pro-

gram "RECDIS" is a visitor day interchange matrix giving the

recreation visitor day interchanges between each identified

population center and all of the identified recreation sites.

The next step of "RECDIS" converts each visitor day inter-

change to vehicle trips. This is done by dividing each in-

terchange by the average recreation vehicle occupancy. This

result is a trip interchange matrix giving the trip inter-

changes between the population centers and recreation sites.

(J) The output from "RECDIS" consists of three types of information:

(1) The person occasions attracted to each recreation

site by activity type for each county containing the

forest,
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(2) A visitor day interchange matrix, and

(3) A recreation vehicle trip interchange matrix.

RECOMMENDATIONS CONCERNING "RECDIS"

Program "RECDIS" has characteristics of both micro and macro recre-

ation travel distribution models. The model takes recreation data on

the macro scale and distributes it on the micro scale. Program "RECDIS"

does not consider recreation travel between recreation sites. Intra-

forest recreation travel modeling suggests the use of the micro alloca-

tion models available through the Forest Service Transporation Analysis

Group.

A reliable data base is important to the reliability of the results

from "RECDIS". A high degree of accuracy in the data is not necessary,

because "RECDIS" is an estimation procedure for distributing recreation

trips. However, it is suggested that a data inventory be kept of the

use of each recreation site, the recreation activities available at each

recreation site, and the average number of activities participated in

daily by a recreationist at each recreation site. A standard procedure

for identifying dispersed recreation areas as recreation sites must be

considered.



RECREATION DISTRIBUTION MODEL PROGRAM FLOWCHART

Start

Dimension matricesi

Forest name

Analysis criteria

NC = number of counties in study area
NCCF = number of counties containing forest
NA = number of recreation activity types

to be studied
NRS = total number of recreation sites

identified within counties containing
forest

DI = distance interval between consecutive
friction factor values

VO = average vehicle occupancy
IFLAG = flag for t,k, tjk adjustment

IDFLAG = flag indicating method of obtaining
generator/attractor pair shortest
path distances

activityactivity namel

ecreation activity
impedance factors
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Read in all recreation site node numbers
with their associated A

r
and ADAP

r
values

Have all
recreation

activity types
been read

in?

Yes
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Sort the recreation node numbers
in increasing order

'Develop pointer array indicating location
of each recreation node in sorted listing!

re an
recreation

node numbers
duplicated

Print
Yes error

message
Stop

ead in county z's name with the number,
of identified population centers within]
the county

Identify county z's population centers
by incrementing pointer array



(Read in population center name,
1--- population and node number
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/Have all
county z's

identified pop-
lation centers

been read
in?

Yes

Yes

V

(Read in tik'
jk

t and the number of recreation

`anodes providing activity type k within county z

No

/Read in recreation nodes providing activity
type k within county z

Have the
attractions
recreation node

numbers been read in
for each act-

ivity typ

Yes

Yes



/Read in net-
work skim
tree data

Obtain the network skim tree data from
running TAG programs LODNET and SKMTRE
in the recreation network

iSort skim tree data]

Store skim tree data as the shortest
distances between population center
and recreation nodes

tre
Sort in increasing order all the recreations
nodes located within county z

Develop pointer array indicating the
location of each recreation node
within the sorted listing

No

ave all

recreation
nodes been sorted
for each county

ontaining the
forest

Yes
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No

For county z that contains the forest;

NA
Ti E t

ik
k =1

NA
T. = E t.

k =1 Jk

For activity type k;

NR
z

E A * ADAP
r=1

zr zr

t. = t. *
ik ik

T. + T.
1 j

NRz

E A * ADAP
zr zr

jk vik T. + T.
1 J
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HaveHave thes..

t
ik

and t.
jk

values been adjusted
for each county
containing the

forest?

12

Yes

Call county z containing the forest i

,..1
for recreation analysis

1

For x going from 1 to NPC0z;

P
x

NPCO
z

E P

x=1

For y going from 1 to NPCWz

P
y

NPCW
z

E P

y=1 Y

These values are stored
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Analysis for recreation activity type k

!Call population center



12 1011 1

.11

Call recreation node r 14

Determine FF for distance between
population center p and recreation site
r for activity type k

FF*A
zr

store this
value

Is p'

es within
county z7

P = P

FF = FF
yr

P = P
x

FF = FF
xr

Have all
the recreation

nodes within county z
providing activity

type k been
called?

Yes

NRSW
z

E A * FF
zr yr

15

No
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r=1

Zr xr

Call recreation node r
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xrk
t
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P A * FF
* x * zr xr

ik NPCO
z

NRSW
z

F. p E A * FF

x=1 x
x=1 zr xr

Store t xrk

yrk
t
jk

Store tyrk

* py *
NPCWZ

E p

y=1 Y

A
zr

* FF
yr

NRSW
z

7 A * FF
zr yr

prk yrk
I prk txrk
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Have all
the population
centers been

called?

Yes

Yes

ave all
the recrea-
tion activity
types been

alled?

NA
t

r
= E t

prkl

Print the person occasions
attracted to each recreation)
site within county z, which
contains the forest, for
activity type k

NQ
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have all
the counties
containing the
forest been
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Yes

NRS NPC t

VD = [
Dr

p=1
ADAP

zr
pr

r=1

NRS = total
ified

number of ident-
recreation sites

NPC = total number of ident-
population centers

Result is a visitor day
interchange matrix

Yes

Is
this the

first inter
ation

1For each recreation
site r;

NPC
T
r

= E VD
p=1

pr

Print the visitor day
interchange matrix

(VD )

pr
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* A

Ar = Ar * r
T
r

For each recreation
site r;

Ar = Ar

NRS NPC VD

RT = [
pr

r =1 p =1

RT = recreation vehicle
trip interchange
between population
center p and recrea-
tion site r

V

Print the recreation trip{
interchange matrix (RT

pr
)

1

Stop
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LISTING OF "RECDIS"

PPOr,=AtA 177C7,75: (IN9LT,CUTPUT.TAF65=INUT,74919=OUTPLT.TAFF1,TAPE7,

C

17A977,TAPE4.74997.TA)

rTyrNs,T.w FNAvc At, t Y47 (19,61, LS;5(4.50). wSTAKE(33), IPOINT(51

1). CnAtoc-(50,4), r446(6c,5), kT4Tt(19.3,16), 4P(7C), rpSuP(2),

2 pr,oitc(551, ccA(20), rrAs(2), NC;ATT(2.2C), F(200). N9SITE(20).

3 0I5T(51). NAASFS(50.2),
NAc1CHS501, N41(511. MAI(5e). IF0v(50,90)

A

A

A

A

A

A

2
3

4

5

6

7

C

A e

REA, (5.7E01 (FNAmE(I1.7=1,41
A 9

10

PFA1 (5,7Fn) Nc,Ncl7F,pt,w,s.or,v,IFLAG,:cLaG
A 11

C

A 12

DO 10 K=1,NA
A 13
A 14

7FeT! (9,77M (ANA*IF(K.D.I=1.6)
A 15

C

A 16

9E4C f5.79(C) (9F(J).J=1,200)
A 17

wrITE (l) (c(J),J=1.200)
A 19(

C
A 19

10 CONTINUE
A 20

C

4 21

prw7N0 1
A 22

C

A 23

In 20 J=1,NP7
4 24

z' AP (5,7qC) LSRS(1,J),LS9S(7.J).LSRS(4,j)
A 25

20 CONTINUC
A 26
A 27

DI 70 J=1,N1.7S
4 26

LS7C(1.J) = LSS(1.J)-1000
A 29

C

A 30

JJJ = 0
A 31

NRSI = NFS-1
A 12

Jr) S0 IT=l,NPFT
t 33

1C 40 JJ=1.NFSI
A 34

IF (ISF5(I.JJI.LE.L.79S(1.JJ41))
GG 71 40 A 35

N7 = LS=S(1,Jj)
A 76

13'S(1,JJ) r LS*S(1.JJ+1)
A T7

Lc-(1,JJ4.!) = "7
A 3p

NZ = LF0S(3.JJ)
t 79

L7PS(3.JJ) = LScS(3,JJ4.1)
A 47

LSFE(3.JJ41) = NZ
A 41

= SFS (4.JJ)
A 42

LG*17(4.JJ) = LS=S(4,JJ4.1)
t 43

LSI"S(4,JJ41) = r,2
A 44

40 CGNTTP"JE
A 45

59 CONTINUE
! 46

47

20 69 JJ=101PS
A 4A

JSI = LSFS(1,JJ)
A 49

9.0 LSRS(2.JST) = JJ
A 50
A 51

JJ = 0
4 52

DC 70 IT=1.N2I
A 53

IF (LS9'S(1.II).NE.1SIRS(1.II4-1))
GC T7 71 A 54

JJ =
4 55

mSTAKE(JJ) = LSRS(1,II)
4- 56

70 CONTINUE
A 57

C

A 59

IF (JJ.E1.1) GO TC 90
A 5c)

C

4 60

1401TE (9,910) (mSTAKE(j),J=1.JJ)
A 61
A 62

STOP
A 57
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54

90 II = 0 A 65
IDOINT(1) = 1 A 66

nr 130 I=1,NC A 57
C A 5!

READ (5,91C) (C4A4E(I,K),K=1,4),MGC A 69
a 70

I0CINT(I+1) = IRATINT(T)+PORC A 71
A 72

IF (fJ9r.60.0) GO Tr 100 A 73
JI = 0 A 74

Q0 IJI = IJI+1 A 75

IT = II+1 A 75
a 77

ROAD (5,820) (NA9T(Ii,K),K=1,3),NAmE(II,4),Ntt.E(/:,5) A 78

C A 79
NAmc(II,5) = NAME(II,5)-1000 4 81

JSI = NA4F(IT,5) A 91

NtmE(JSI,6) = II A 92
C

lc (IJI.17."19C1 GO TO 90
A

A

93

A 95

100 IF (I.(7.T.NrOc) GO TC 130 A 96

C A 97

OT A20 K=1,NA A 99
A 59

Qctn (5,83r') mnAlA(I,1,K)0.0ATA(I,2.K1,4CATA(I,3,1() A 90
4 91

NAPS = u"4TA(I,7,K) A 02
Ic (NARS.E0.0) GC TO 1?0 A 93

A 94
=can f5.8411 (NRSITF(J),J=1,NARS) A 95

C A 95

PO 110 J=1,NAPS A 97

110 NPSITE(J) = NRSITE(J)-1010 4 98
C A 99

).0ITc (7) (N9SITE(J),J=1,KAcS) A 100
C A 101
120 CONTTmc A 102
171 "nNTTNUr L 103

C A 104

cFWIN7 A 105
C A 106

Tpo = TorTNT(Ne+1)-1 t 107
A 129

00 160 I=1,I9" A 100

A 110
DEAD (5050) NOPO A ill

C A 112
?gar) (5,9601 (rIST(J1,J=1,NRS) A 113

1.1.4

00 140 J=1,NRS A 115

140 7IST(J) = OIST(J)'1C. A 116
A 117

NO1747 = NO9C-1C10 t 119

II = NAME(NOPC.6) A 119
A 120

On 150 J=1,N2S A 121
151 IROr(II.J1 = DIST(J) A 122

C A 123
1E0 CONTINUE A 124

A 125
0^ 180 1=1.1°0 A 125
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C

171
C

DC 170 J=1,N9S
7TS = IDOP(T,J)

nIST(J) = CIS/10.1

A

A

A

A

A

127
129
129
130
131

warrc (4) (lIST(J),J=1,NRS) A 132
190 CoNTINU5 A 132

A 134
RFWTN0 4 A 135

A 136
lo 24G I=1.NCC5 A 137

JJJ = n A 139
r.,^ 20r K=104 A 139

Ntos =
A 140

IF (NARS.EC.01 GC TO ?OF A 141
C a 142

1/5b0 (2) (1!9S/T.E(J1,J=1,NAqc) A 143
A 144

00 190 J=1,NARS A 145
JJJ = JJJ+1 A 146

ICJ; "..A4SDS(JJJ.!.1 = hRSITF(J) A 147
2C1 CONTIPME A 148

A 14C
N9(I) = JJJ A 150
mC0SI = NP(T1-1 A 151
lC 72C NT=1.";C51. A 152

oC 213 JJJ=1,N)C7-7S: A 153
1'5 (NAAE0(JJJ,1).L5.NAASP5(JJJ+1,1)) GC TO 210 A 154
m7 = NAARc(J.,J,1) A 155
ka,-1/!7(JJJ.4) = viaaSps(jjj+1,i) A 156
"AASPS'(JJJ+1,1) = NZ A 157

2ir C^ ": -INUF A 159
227 CCNTTNUE A 159

A 160
IF (No(I).L7.11 GC 17 270 A 151

C A 152
JJJ = 1 A 163

= A A 164
220 15 (NA,:S9S(JJJ,1).Er.k:AASRS(.JJ+N,1)) GO TC 240 A 155

*JAAS9C(JJJ+1,1) = NA4SRS(JJJ+N,1) a 155
JJJ = JJJ+1 A 167
GC 7.7) 2c0 A 158

r,4.1 A 159
25" Tr t(JJJ+N).GT.NP(I)) GC Tc 250 A 170

Cr TO 237 A 171
C A 172
260 N0(1) = Nc(!)-N4.1 A 173

C A 174
P4CPI = NR(I) A 175

270 OC 290 JJJ=1.W79Si a 176
JSI = NAA50S(JJJ,1) A 177

28 NbilS=S(JSI,2) = JJJ A 178
C A 179

W9IT7 (3) f(NALSR(JJJ,Im),IN=1.2).JJJ=1.NCRSI) A 110
A 141

290 CON7INU5 A 142
143

REWIND 7 A 134
REWTm0 2 A 135

C
A 1A5

IF (IFLAG.Z0.0) GO TO 240 A 1°7
C A 188

00 37° I=1.N7C5 a 169
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NIT = NAT = 0 A 150
A 191

Co 300 v=1.N4 A 192
NIT = NIToATAII92,K) A 193

1C0 NAT = NA700OATA(/,1,K) A 194
A 195

NTT = NIT+4,,AT A 19E
C A 197

x!Stp.i = 0 A 198
NORSI = N9(7.) A 199

C A 200
97A0 13) (( NAAS95(JJJ9IN),IN=1,2),JJJ=1,NCIRS/) A 711

C A 202
00 311 J=1,NC9SI A 203

JSI = NAASRS(J,1)
a 204

JI = LSPS(2.JS/) A 2C5
311 vcUw = 4512144(LS951(3,JI)0IS95(4,JI)) A 206

A 207
DO 320 v=14NA A 208

vOLTA(I4,1) = "CATA(I.1008P0SUM/NT7 A 219
mpATA(/,20e) = wrATt(I,20()"9U4/NTT A 210

C 4 211
320 CCNTINUE A 212
330 CONT./NU:7 A 213

C A 214
9EWIN0 7 A 215

916
14C I7 = 0 A 217
350 ITT = r A 21,8

00 370 II=1.1r0 A 219
00 360 IJT=1,N9S A 220

lEC I90F1II4IJT1 = 0 A 221
770 CONTIKT7 A 222

C A 223
00 77r T=1,w7Cr A 224

17, A 2?5
oFp;Tr.r 4

A 226
C A 227
C 4 21.

NDSUM(1) = ':5SUM(2) = 0
A 229
A 231

3' 390 II=1,IPO A 211
Tr (II.o7./190/N'TTI1.8'90.1I.I.T.I9OINT(141)) GC TO 7t80 4 232
t'SU'A(11 = N9cU"(1) ,-NAME(II.4) A 233
GO TO 707 A 234

380 NPS'4(21 = N9CuP1 ?1+NAmE(lI.4) 4 235
391 r:f2NTIr.:UE A 236

4 237
00 410 II=1,/7O 4 238

Ir II7.Sr.T9CINT(Il.ANO.II.LT.I9OINT(I.41)) GO TO 400 A 239
fLDHA = N9SUm(1) A 240
FALcHA = 1amr(IT,4) A 241
p-At0(7/) = nALP)4A7ALP?-4A

A 242
G9 T9 410 A 243

401 AIPNA = NPS.U4( A 244
9t10HA = NtuE(II,4) A 245
POALCCII) = SALA/ALPHA A 246

410 CONTINUE A 247
C 4 :24%3

C A 249
= 0 A 250

DC 5A,r K=1.N4 A 251
N49S = Pr4TA(T,2,10 A 252
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Ir (Na9S.50.01 GC T) 560
ITT = 71'7+1
IIII = IIII+1

REAL (1) (c7(JP),jR=1.2c0)

PEan (2) (NPSITE(J).J=1.KARS)

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

253
254
255
256
257
258
259
260

00 423 IJI=1,NRS A 261

420 NAO(IJT1 = 7 A 252
C A 263

Of' 480 II=1,IP0 A 264
r=a7111 = FFEE(2) = 0 A 265

A 266
0c40 (4) (r7S1WHI.JH=1.NRS) A 267

A 268

on 440 J=1.NAPS A 259
Jc9 = NRSITE(J) A 270
JS = LS1S(?.JS9) A 271

A = TITsTIJs) A 272
= Afni A 273

I: = r A 274
ca = nT0 a 275
I9 (F9.GE..5) ID = 1041 A 275
FFA(J) = FF(ID)*LSRS(3,JS) A 277

A 27R
A 279

C
IF (TT.GE.IPOINT(I).CAD.II.O.IPC1:1,7(I41)) GC TO 432 A

A

20
21.1

FFa7(1) = FFOS(1)+rft(J) A 252
GC IC 440 A 213

C A 284
430 rFtS(21 = FFAS(2)+FFt(J) a 255
440 coNTImuF A 286

A 257
a 75e

on 47P J=1,NPCS A 2°9
)ST = NRSI19(J) A 290

JI = LSRE(2,JSI) A 291
A 292

IF (II.r.IPCTNT(I).ANC.II.LT.TPCTNT(Iell) GC TO 450 A 293
A 294

ATE = ,JI2a71(7.1,'<1 A 295
Nanirm(JI) = ATt.FCALC(II)4(ccA(J)/rraS(1)) A 296
GC Tr 4E0 4 297

A 295
4517 = mOA't(I.2,K) A 299

= 9TA'9CALC(II)*fFFA(J)/Fr'AS(2)) A 300
A 301

460 Ir"P(IT.JI) = I9nP(II.JT)+NaCIC,8(JI) A 302
rac(JI) = t40(JI)+Naclp4(JI) 4 303

470 CONIT"UE A 304
A 305

450 CONTINUr A 30E
C A 307
C A 308

PFWTND 4 A 309
A 310

IF 1I7.E0.01 GO IC 560 A 311
C A 312

IF (ITT.GT.1) GC TO 493 A 313
A 314

W9TIF (F.573) (Ft,Amr(Ia).14=1,4) a 315
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C

490 lc (ITTI.GT.1) GC IC 500

a

A
A

316
317
318

WRITE (6.180) (CP,Am=(I.KK),k1<=1.4) A 319
A 320

500 woTTc (5.990) (AlkAmF(X.IA),IA=1,6) A 321
A 322
A 323

Tj() =10 J=1,NARS A 324

JSI = NRSIT-F(J1
A 325

NcpATT(1.J) = JSI a 326

JI = LS9S(2,J5I) A 327

51C NcctTT(2.J) = NAC(JI) A 32e

C A 329

NN = mCATA(I.1,8)-1 a 330

C
A 331

CC 570 JT=1.NN A 332

CI 57" J=1.NN A 333

IF (NCRATT(1,J).LT.hCFATT(1.J+1)) GC TC 520 A 334

N2 = mcgATT(1,J) A 335

NC0aTT(1,J) = NCatTT(1,Je1) A 336

NC',.ATT(1,J41) = NZ A 337

NZ = NCRAT1(2.J) A 338

NCRATT(,,K) = NCRtIT(2.J.1.1) A 339

NC,A7T(7.J*1) = NZ 4 34C

52" CCNTINUF A 341

57" CINT/NUE A 342

C a 343

NNN = mCaTA(I.7,K) A 344

CO 540 J==1.NNN
A 345

54G NCPATT(1.JT) = NCRATT(1.JT)41000 A 346
A 347

WIN = mCaTtfT.700/10+1 A 348

NU" = 0
A 349

IN1Jv = 1
A 350

C
A 351

C^ 550 T9=1,NIN A 352

= NU',+1C A 353

IF (wum.Gc.mATA(T..3,1()) NU' = mCATA(I,30() A 354

WRITE (a.9301 (NCATT(i,J),J=INV,A.NCv) A 355

W0ITe" (5.0101 (NC1TT(2..;),J=TNUw.NUml a 356

TTJ" = "Jm41
A 357

550 CCNTINu7 A

C
A 35?

560 CCNTINUE A 360

C
A 361

C
A 362

570 CONTImUF
A 363

C
A 354

C
A 365

PFwIkC 2
A 366

C
A 367

CO 59, I0=1,IP1 A 35'

C
A 369

CC 501 J=1,4 ?S
A 370

581 IFCP(IP,J) = IPOP(IF,J),LSRS(4,J) A 371

550 CnNTINUE
A 372

C
A 373

07 600 TP=t,rpo
A 374

600 491", (7) (IP09(1(9.J),J=1.N9S) A 375
4 376

P7WINT 7 A 777
A 378
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610

IF (IZ.E0.1) GO TO 650

DO 610 J=1.N°S
mAI(J) = o

A

A

A

A

A

379
380
381
312
313

DO 670 ..1=1,NRF A 384
OC 67C IP=i,IPC A 395

620 MAI(J) = "AI(J)+IP06(IR,J) A 386
6!C rONTTNUE A 397

A 388
DO 640 j=1,Noc A 319

640 ISR5(3,J) = ZLS°S(3.J1.1.5125(1.J)),MA/(j) A 390
A 391

= 1 4 392
C A 193

GO T° 350 A 394
C A 395
650 nn 670 IP=1,TPO A 396

C A 397
or 660 J=1,N9c A 398

CF = I°O9(T.J) A 399
("P = CF /VC A 400

660 IROD(19.J) = POP A 401
C A 402
E70 WRITE (11 (I°09(I.J).J=1,N9S) A 403

A 434
RE:WINo ° A 405

C A 416
WRITE (6,020) A 407

0 A 408
nO 6°C A 409

680 PEAR (7) TIonP(I0,1),J=1,NR21 4 410
C A 411

NON = NoS/i3+1 A 412
NUN, = 0 a 413
IMO° = 1 4 414

C A 415
DO '13 J7=1,NCN A 416

NUM = NUm+10 4 417
C A 410

IF ("Um.GE.N9S) )`LAM = NRS A 419
C A 4,0

Or F90 J=TUm.mUm 4 421
69" 1.5.°F(1.J) = LEES(1.J)+1333 A 422

C A 4'3
WRITE 16.97) (I_SvE.(1.J),J=Il'UmOtim) A 424

4 4'5
WEITE (6.940) A 426

4 427
"0 700 IP=1,IPO A 421

A 429
A 430

W9ITE (6.951) (NtMr(IR,V),Y=1,1),(/P09(IR.J).J=INUM.NUM) G 431
A 432

700 CONTINUE A 413
A 434

INUM = NUm41 A 435
A 436

710 CONTINUE A 437
C A 438

oFt4Tr 7 A 439
A 440

WPTTE (6,963) A 441
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720
DC 720 IR=1,I°0
9E40 (e) (I0oP(ir,J),J=1.NPs)

NUM = n

A

A

A

A

A

442
443
444
445
446

INUM = 1 A 447
A 448

DO 740 JI=1,NrN A 449
*!UM = U4+11 A 450

C A 451
IF (NIPA.GE.NQS) NUM = NRS A 452

A 453
(6,970) (LSRS(1,JI,J=IP,UP,NUm1 A 454

C A 455
WPITE (6,980) A 456

C A 457

CC 730 I0=1,ICO A 459
A 459

w9ITF (F,990) (NtwE(IP,v),8=1,71,(I1300(IF,J),J=INUr.,NUM) A 460
C A 4E1

730 rCNTT,0U7 A 462
A 453

740 CONTP0U7 A 464
P=WIND A A 468

A 4E6

ST00 A 4E7
C A 458
75c FnputT (446) A 469
7E0 coPtdAT (4I5,2F5.2,2(4X,I1)) A 470
770 FOP047 (645) A 471

780 FOP,AT (10P7.61 A 472

790 FORmAT tlY,I4,110,3Y,12) A 473
POO FOPmIT (40u EACH PrC9EATION NOCE NUm9ER IS UNICUF A)t. MAY ec, A 474

135H4°PLIE? TO 0(11.7 ONE 9ECRELTICN SITE.,0,14H THE FCLLCWING, A 475
259HEECPEATION NODE NIP*EiRS HAVE 5EEN OURLIr,ATEC ANC NEEC TO 9E, A 476

:1CHCOR0ErTEI.,/,10(10I10,/)) A 477
21P FO9rAT (446,17X,I7) A 478
Apr Povueir (24P,42.1X.I10,1Y,T4) A 479
83( r00144T (2'10,2X,17) A 490

849 FORMAT t14(!Y.I4)) A 491

85n FORfAT (1X,I4) A 482
560 FORMAT (14E7.1) A 48,

870 rCDmn7 (74H REC=FATTO TCIP ANALYSIS FOR THE ,446.15HNATICN8L FORE A 494
151,//) A 495

990 PC9uCT (//,5x,5599RSCh ACTIVITY ATTRACTICN7. TC 9FC;EATIcr SITES A 486
lITHIN ,44E,ENCOuN7v) A 487

890 F70mAT (///,1CX,33!49ErFEATICN CERSCN ACTIVITIES FOP ,646,/) A 4oe
9CC FOR -AT (1,11) 9Ec9EATIcN,/,171, SITE NUmEE9S,3Y,10(4Y,Ia,7Y)) A 4P9
910 F71Put7 (/,7$4 1779S0N,/,S4 AcTiviTv,,,12u !TTPAcTirNs.2x,1cTio) A 490
92r FORMAT (//,,lrY.3,14 TO1AL VISITOR CAY INTERCHANGE 0ATPIX,//) A 491
930 E^9HAT (11H RE7EEATION,/,13F, SITE NtM9ERS,1X,10(6X,I4),/1 A 102
940 70R4tT (/91114 PODULATICN,/,12H CENTER NAME,/) A 493
oar FC0AT (1Y.246,42.10(1X,I9)) A 494
960 FORmt7 (///,10X,97H TClAt VEHTILE TGIF INTERCHANGE MATRIX FOR RECP A 405

1CATTC,//) A 496

970 Qr,RMAT (11H QQ'REATION,/,13H SITE NUsEIERS,1X,1C(5Y,I4)) A 492
080 FORMAT (,,11H P^PULATICN,/,121.4 CENTER NAI,E,/) A 498

990 FORMAT (1X,2A5,42,11(1X,I9)) A 499
ENn A 500
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APPENDIX C

SUMMARY DISCUSSION OF THE FOREST SERVICE COLLECTOR AND ARTERIAL

CRITERIA DEFINITION QUESTIONNAIRE

This appendix presents a summary of the response to a questionnaire

sent to all of the National Forests in the Northwest, asking for the

criteria used by planners on each forest to define its arterial and col-

lector routes. The following is a summary of the portion of the ques-

tionnaire used in this report. A complete summary is given in a report

of the U.S. Forest entitled, "Compilation of the U.S. Forest Service

Collector and Arterial Criteria Definition Questionnaire.
.(14)

COMPILATION AND DISCUSSION OF ARTERIAL QUESTION 4 AND COLLECTOR QUESTION 3

In general, the response to all the questions was widely varied. A

brief review of Tables C-1 and C-2, which show the standard deviation

and range of response for each question, indicate that on no one ques-

tion was there a close agreement. Some criteria were shown to be more

important than others, as is indicated by the mean of the response. Ta-

bles C-1 and C-2 present the statistical results for the response to the

questions for arterials and collectors, respectively. Figure C-1 is a

listing of the questions as they appeared on the questionnaire for both

the forest arterial road and collector road. Response to each question

was to be a number from 1 to 100, indicating the relative importance of

the factor in question, as it relates to defining a forest arterial or

collector road. A response of 1 indicates very little importance, and



TABLE C-1

Statistical Summary for Arterial Question 4 (14)

Question

Number of
Responses

a 16

b 16

c 16

d 16

e 16

f 16

g
I

16

h 15

i 16

j 16

k 16

1 16

m 16

n j 16

o 16

P 16

q 16

r 16

s 16

t 15

1 u
1

16

Standard
Mean Variance Deviation Range

70.25

78.13

59.00

166.69

79.44

80.31

87.38

74.13

49.69

57.06

'58.50

60.75

39.81

34.56

63.81

64.13

82.13

69.06

46.69

53.27

1

122.00

503.00 22.43 80

712.18 26.70 99

649.33 25.48 96

862.23 29.36 95

591.73 24.33 80

384.90 19.62 70

160.25 12.66 50

513.12 22.65 80

673.03 25.94 84

699.13 26.44 89

596.43 24.33 85

671.67 25.92 80

473.76 21.77 89

440.13 20.98 69

489.90 22.13 89

939.72 30.65 99

659.05 25.67 70

857.53 29.28 99

750.36 27.39 86

954.78 30.90 97

437.60 20.92 59
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TABLE C-2

Statistical Summary for Collector Question 3 (14)

Question
Number of

Mean Variance
Standard

RangeResponses Deviation

a 15 58.87 550.12 23.45 89

b 16 68.00 889,47 29.82 99

c 14 31.36 146.86 12.12 40

d 16 70.44 738.93 27.18 90

e. 16 81.06 308.86 17.57 56

f 15 31.20 790.60 28.12 99

g 15 33,60 762.97 27.62 75

h 15 54.53 830.12 28.81 94

i 16 78.63 462.38 21.50 80

j 16 47.75 579.93 24.08 94

k lb 48.94 398.60 19.96 69

1 15 78.53 431.55 20.77 80

m 15 25.07 358.78 18,94 69

n 15 23.53 339.84 18.43 69

o 15 144.13 509.70 22.58 79

P 15 80.33 1114.66 33.39 99

q 15 88.87 369.84 19.23 70

r 16 84.38 773.85 27.82 99

s 15 50.33 676.10 26.00 85

t 14 59.29 633.91 25.18 89 I

u 15 23.73 430.50 20.75 59
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CRITERIA RATING QUESTIONS FOR ROAD DEFINITION (14)

The following list presents some items that may be used in the
criteria to define a forest arterial/collector route. Please rate
these potential decision criteria, with a maximum rating of 100 and a
minimum rating of 1. There is space for you to fill in any other cri-
teria that are not listed which you feel are important.

a. Traffic volume carried

b. Types of vehicles and users present

c. Balanced design with respect to safety, cost of operation and
construction

d. Area served by the arterial/collector

e. Connectivity with surrounding road networks

f. Connections to population settlements

g. Connections to regional mills and markets

h. Mobility

i. Access to adjacent land provided

j. Speed of travel

k. Interference, conflicts and delays on the road

1. Least total cost of construction, maintenance and operations
for haul

m. Least operating cost for recreation travel

n. Least travel times for recreation travel

o. Comfort and convenience such as delays, smooth ride and
maneuvering

p. Compatibility with its environment, such as minimizing
environmental damage

q. Compatibility with the forest's land and resource management
objectives

r. Design standards such as road width, surface type and alignment

s. Least total distance in the arterial'collector network for
efficient administration by the Forest Service

t. Least total replacement plus maintenance cost for the arterial/
collector network for efficient administration of the Forest
Service

u. Greatest speed of access to forest areas for fire control

v. Other

FIGURE C-1. Arterial Question 4 and Collector Question 3
of the Forest Service Questionnaire
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a response of 100 indicates extreme importance.

The following is a brief discussion of the statistical results from

the questions concerning the definition of a forest arterial or collec-

tor road. The question response for arterial definition is presented

first and then the response for defining a collector road. The criteria

questions are the same for both the arterial and collector roads.

Arterials

The average of all the mean responses to each question was 61.75.

Each question response is briefly discussed relative to where it falls

in the mean question response frequency distribution. Table C-3 and

Figures C-2 and C-3 give the cumulative frequency distribution and plots

of the mean question responses for arterial definition. Average vari-

ation from the mean question response is defined as being within plus or

minus one standard deviation of the mean of the question standard devi-

ation. The mean standard deviation is 24.55 and the average variation

interval is from 20.32 to 28.78. This interval is equivalent to the

68.26% confidence interval, assuming normal distribution. If a standard

deviation of a mean question response is above this confidence interval,

variation from the mean question response is defined as wide. If the

standard deviation of a mean question response is below this confidence

interval, the variation from the mean question response is defined as

minimal.

All of the questions had high variations of response. Classifying

the variation of responses from each question as being minimal, average



TABLE C-3

Mean Frequency Response Listing for Arterial Question 4 (14)

Mean
Frequency

Cumulative
Interval Frequency

20-24.9 1 .048

25-29.9

30-34.9 1

I.

.095

35-39.9 1 .143

40-44.9

45-49.9 2 .238

50-54.9 1 .286

55-59.9 3 .429

60-64.9 3 .571

65-69.9 2 .667

70-74.9 2 .762

75-79.9 2 .857

80-84.9 2 .952

85-89.9 1 1.000
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or wide is only a way of making a relative comparison on a question by

question basis in order to determine which questions had more uniformity

in their responses than others.

a. Traffic volume carried was found to be a fairly important cri-

terion for defining an arterial. This criterion ranked in the

top 35% of the criteria and 7th overall. There was relatively

average variation in response to this question.

b. The types of vehicles and users present on a forest road was

found to be an importantcriterion for defining arterial. This

criterion ranked in the top 25% of the criteria and 5th overall.

There was relatively average variation in response to this

question.

c. Balanced design with respect to safety, cost of operation and

construction was found to be an important criterion for defin-

ing an arterial. This criterion ranked in the top 60% of the

criteria and 13th overall. There was relatively average vari-

ation in response to this question.

d. The area served by forest road was found to be an important

criterion for defining an arterial. This criterion ranked in

the top 45% of the criteria, and 9th overall. There was rel-

atively wide variation in response to this question.

e. Connectivity with surrounding road networks was found to be an

important criterion in defining a forest arterial. This
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criterion ranked in the top 25% of the criteria, and 4th over-

all. There was relatively average variation in the question

response.

f. Connections to population settlements was found to be a very

important criterion for defining a forest arterial. This cri-

terion was ranked in the top 15% of the criteria and 3rd over-

all. There was relatively minimal variation in this question

response.

Connection to regional mills and markets was found to be a very

important criterion in defining forest arterials. This criter-

ion ranked in the top 5% of the criteria and first overall.

This criterion had the most agreement concerning the importance

because it had by far the lowest standard deviation of all the

questions.

h. Mobility was found to be an important criterion in defining a

forest arterial. This criterion ranked in the top 35% of the

criteria and 6th overall. There was relatively average vari-

ation in the question response.

i. Access to adjacent land provided was found to be a marginally

important criterion for defining a forest arterial. This cri-

terion ranked in the top 70% of the criteria, and 15th overall.

There was relatively average variation in the question response.

Speed of travel was found to be an important criterion for
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defining a forest arterial. This criterion ranked in the top

70% of the criteria, and 15th overall. There was relatively

average variation in the question response.

k. Interference, conflicts and delay on the road were found to be

important criteria in defining a forest arterial. This criter-

ion ranked in the top 70% of the criteria, and 14th overall.

There was relatively average variation in the question response.

1. Least total cost of construction, maintenance and operations

for haul was found to be an important criterion in defining a

forest arterial. This criterion ranked in the top 55% of the

important criteria in defining a forest arterial and 12th over-

all. There was relatively average variation in the question

response.

m. Least operating cost for recreation travel was found to be an

unimportant criterion for defining a forest arterial. This

criterion ranked in the bottom 15% of the criteria, and 19th

overall.

n. Least travel times for recreation was found to be an unimportant

criterion in defining a forest arterial. This criterion ranked

in the bottom 15% of the criteria and 20th overall. There was

relatively average variation in the question response.

o. Comfort and convenience, such as delays, smooth ride and man-

euvering were found to be important criteria in defining a
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forest arterial. This criterion was ranked in the top 55% of

the criteria and 11th overall. There was relatively average

variation in the question response.

p. Compatibility with its environment, such as minimizing envir-

onmental damage was found to be an important criterion in defin-

ing a forest arterial. This criterion ranked in the top 55% of

the criteria, and 10th overall. There was relatively wide vari-

ation in the question response.

q. Compatibility with the forest's land and resource management

objectives was found to be a very important criteria in defin-

ing a forest arterial. This criterion ranked in the top 15%

of the criteria and 2nd overall. There was relatively average

variation in the question response.

r. Design standards, such as road width, surface type and align-

ment was found to be an important criterion in defining a

forest arterial. This criterion ranked in the top 45% of the

criteria and 8th overall. There was relatively wide variation

in response to this question.

s. Least total distance in the arterial networks for efficient

administration by the Forest Service was found to be a margin-

ally important criterion in defining a forest arterial. This

criterion ranked in the bottom 25% of the criteria and 18th

overall. There was relatively average variation in the
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question response.

t. Least total replacement plus maintenance cost for the arterial

network for efficient administration by the Forest Service was

found to be a marginally important criterion in defining a for-

est arterial. This criterion ranked in the bottom 30% of the

criteria and 16th overall. There was relatively wide variation

in the question response.

u. Greatest speed of access to forest areas for fire control was

found to be an unimportantcriterion in defining a forest ar-

terial. This criterion ranked by far the lowest of all the

criteria. There was relatively average variation in the ques-

tion response.

An additional criterion for defining a forest arterial was mentioned

by the Gifford Pinchot National Forest. The criterion mentioned is the

"least 20 year total operation, maintenance and construction cost." This

criterion was given a rating of 80.

Collectors

The average of all the mean responses fo each question was 56.79.

Each mean question response is briefly discussed relative to where it

falls in the mean question response frequency distribution. Table C-4

and Figures C-4 and C-5 give the cumulative frequency distribution and

plots of the mean question responses for collector definition. Average

variation from the mean question response is defined as being plus or
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Mean Frequency Response Listing for Collector Question 3 (14)

Mean
Frequency

I Cumulative
Interval Frequency

20-24.9 2 .095

25-29.9 1 .143

30-34.9 2 .238

35-39.9

40-44.9 1 .286

45-49.9 2 .381

50-54.9 2 .476

55-59.9 2 .571

60-64.9 1 .619

65-69.9 1 .667

70-74.9 1 .714

75-79.9 2 .810

80-84.9 3 .952

85-89.9 1 1.000
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minus one standard deviation of the mean of the question standard devi-

ation. The mean standard deviation is 23.49 and the average variation

interval is from 18.45 to 28.53. This interval is equivalent to the

68.26% confidence interval assuming normal distribution. If a standard

deviation of a mean question response is above this interval, variation

from the mean question response is defined as wide. If the standard de-

viation of a mean question response is below this interval, variation

from the mean question response is defined as minimal.

All of the questions had high variation of response. Classifying

the variation of responses from each question as being minimal, average

or wide is only a way of making a relative comparison on a question by

question basis, in order to determine which questions had more unifor-

mity in its responses than others.

a Traffic volume carried was found to be an important criterion

in defining a forest collector, but twelve points less signi-

ficant than for arterial definition. This criterion ranked in

the top 50% of the criteria and 11th overall. There was rela-

tively average variation in the question response.

b. Types of vehicles and users present was found to be an impor-

tant criterion in defining a forest collector, but ten points

less significant than for arterial definition. This criterion

ranked in the top 40% of the criteria and 8th overall. There

was relatively wide variation in the question response.

c. Balanced design with respect to safety, cost of operation and
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construction was found to be a very important criterion in

defining a forest collector. This criterion ranked in the

top 20% of the collector criteria and 2nd overall. This cri-

terion was found to be 22 points more significant than for ar-

terial definition where it ranked 13 amongst the arterial cri-

teria. There was relatively minimal variation in the question

response. Of all the collector criteria, this criterion re-

ceived by far the least variation of response.

d. Area served by the collector was found to be an important cri-

terion in defining a forest collector. This criterion ranked

in the top 35% of the criteria and 7th overall. This criterion

received approximately the same significance as for arterial

definition. There was relatively average variation in the

question response.

e. Connectivity with surrounding road networks was found to be a

very important criterion in defining a forest collector. This

criterion ranked in the top 20% of the criteria and 3rd over-

all. This criterion received approximately the same signifi-

cance as for arterial definition. There was relatively mini-

mal variation in the question response.

f. Connections to population settlements was found to be an un-

important criterion for defining a forest collector. This

criterion ranked in the bottom 25% of the criteria and 18th

overall. This criterion was found to be 55 points less
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significant than for arterial definition. There was relatively

average variation in the question response.

g, Connections to regional mills and markets was found to be an

unimportant criterion in defining a forest collector. This

criterion ranked in the bottom 25% of the criteria and 17th

overall. In contrast, this criterion was found to be the single

most significant criterion for defining a forest arterial.

There was relatively average variation in the question response.

h. Mobility was found to be a marginally important criterion in

defining a forest collector. This criterion ranked in the bot-

tom 45% of the criteria and 12th overall. This criterion was

found to be 20 points more significant for arterial definition.

There was relatively wide variation in question response.

i. Access to adjacent land provided was found to be an important

criterion in collector definition and 24 points more so than

mobility on a collector. This criterion ranked in the top 30%

of the criteria and 5th overall. This criterion was found to

be 30 points more significant for collector definition than for

arterial definition. There was relatively average variation in

the question response.

Speed of travel was found to be a marginally important criter-

ion in defining a forest collector. This criterion ranked in

the bottom 40% of the criteria and 15th overall. This criterion
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was found to be ten points more significant for arterial defin-

ition. There was relatively average variation in the question

response.

k. Interference, conflicts and delays on the road were found to

be a marginally important criterion. This criterion ranked in

the bottom 40% of the criteria and 14th overall. This criterion

was found to be ten points more significant for arterial defin-

ition. There was relatively average variation in question res-

ponse.

1. Least total cost of construction, maintenance and operation for

log haul was found to be an important criterion in defining a

forest collector. This criterion ranked in the top 30% of the

criteria and 6th overall. This criterion was found to be 18

points less significant for arterial definition. There was rel-

atively average variation in the question response.

m. Least operating cost for recreation travel was found to be an

unimportant criterion in defining a forest collector. This cri-

terion ranked in the bottom 15% of the criteria and 19th over-

all. This criterion was found to be 15 points more significant

for arterial definition. There was relatively average variation

in question response.

n. Least travel times for recreation travel was found to be an

unimportant criterion in defining a forest collector. This
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criterion ranked in the bottom 10% of the criteria and last

overall. This criterion was found to be eleven points more

significant for arterial definition. There was relatively

average variation in the question response.

o. Comfort and convenience, such as delays, smooth ride and man-

euvering was found to be a marginally important criterion in

defining a forest collector. This criterion ranked in the bot-

tom 30% of the criteria and 16th overall. This criterion was

found to be nineteen points more significant for arterial def-

inition. There was relatively average variation in the ques-

tion response.

p. Compatibility with its environment, such as minimizing envir-

onmental damage was found to be a very important criterion in

defining a forest collector. This criterion ranked in the top

20% of the criteria and 4th overall. This criterion was found

to be sixteen points less significant for arterial definition.

This criterion received the widest variation in question res-

ponse.

q. Compatibility with the forest's land use and resource manage-

ment objectives was found to be by far the most important cri-

terion in defining collectors, as for defining arterials. This

criterion was found to be six points more significant for de-

fining collectors than for defining arterials. There was

relatively average variation in the question response.
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r Design standards, such as road width, surface type and align-

ment was found to be an important criterion for defining a for-

est collector. This criterion ranked in the top 40% of the

criteria and 9th overall. This criterion received approximately

the same significance as for the arterial definition. There

was relatively average variation in the question response.

s. Least total distance in the collector network for efficient

administration by the Forest Service was found to be a margin-

ally important criterion in defining a forest collector. This

criterion ranked in the bottom 50% of the criteria and 13th

overall. This criterion received approximately the same im-

portance as for arterial definition. There was relatively

average variation in the question response.

t. Least total replacement, plus maintenance cost for the collec-

tor network for efficient administration by the Forest Service

was found to be an important criterion for defining a forest

collector. This criterion ranked in the top 50% of the cri-

teria and 10th overall. This criterion was found to be six

points less significant for arterial definition. There was

relatively average variation in the question response.

u. Greatest speed of access to forest areas for fire control was

found to be unimportant in defining a forest collector. This

criterion ranked in the bottom 10% of the criteria and 20th

overall. This criterion received approximately the same
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significance as for arterial definition. There was relatively

average variation in the question response.

Several other criteria for defining a forest collector were men-

tioned by the Willamette National Forest. The criteria mentioned are

road length and tributary mileages, which received numerical ratings of

68 and 98, respectively.

Closing Remarks

In comparing the results from the arterial criteria with the results

from the collector criteria, two interesting facts become evident. First

overall the average mean question response for the arterial criteria was

five points higher than that for the collector criteria. This may mean

that in general, more weight is given to the criteria when defining an

arterial forest road than when defining a collector forest road. Sec-

ondly, on the average there was less agreement on the weighting for each

criterion when defining a forest collector than when defining a forest

arterial. However, the differences in the average question variation

for the two road types is not significant enough to conclude that there

is more agreement on the importance of the criteria for defining the

forest arterial than for the forest collector.

WRITTEN QUESTION RESPONSES

The following are the listings of responses to questions 2a and 2b

for arterial facilities and 2a and 2b for collector facilities. The
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results from these questions have been used in the Evaluation Structure

presented in the main body of this report. A summary of all the written

responses to the questionnaire is contained in a report of the U.S. For-

est Service, eneitled "Compilation of the U.S. Forest Service Collector

and Arterial Criteria Definition Questionnaire."
(14)

The forests that responded to the questionnaire are listed below in

alphabetical order, and have been assigned a number which identifies the

response of each forest in each response listing.

(1) Colville National Forest

(2) Deschutes National Forest

(3) Gifford Pinchot National Forest

(4) Malheur National Forest

(5) Ochoco National Forest

(6) Okanogan National Forest

(7) Olympic National Forest

(8) Rogue River National Forest

(9) Siskiyou National Forest

(10) Siuslaw National Forest

(11) Umatilla National Forest

(12) Umpqua National Forest

(13) Wallowa Whitman National Forest

(14) Wenatchee National Forest

(15) Willamette National Forest

(16) Unidentified
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Arterials

What are the characteristics of vehicle operations that you would

expect to find on the arterial routes in your forest from the standpoint

of speed? (Question 2a)

(1) No speed variation greater than 10 mph for cars.

(2) 40 - 55 mph

(3) 35 to 55 mph with a few 20 mph switchbacks.

(4) These roads would be designed to provide rapid and efficient

movement of traffic.

(5) Constant - uniformity.

(6) Forest arterial road systems speed would vary, i.e. double lane

roads with 20 to 40 mph speeds.

(7) Relative to terrain and resource impacts. 35 mph desirable.

(8) Design speed is variable and depends upon the ability of the

land to accommodate a design within reasonable economic and

environmental limits. We don't see classification pre-estab-

lishing design standards.

(9) Since arterials are designed for a higher design speed, the

actual speed of the vehicles ranges from 30 to 45 mph.

(10) 5 mph to 35 mph.
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(11) 30 to 55 mph with the majority being in the near 55 mph.

(12) No response

(13) 25 to 45 mph with the majority between 35 and 40 mph.

(14) 35 mph or greater.

(15) Generally at least 20 mph (not really a selection criterion).

(16) Speeds by user are usually above design speeds.

What are the characteristics of vehicle operations that you would

expect to find on the arterial routes in your forest from the standpoint

of volume? (Question 2b)

(1) Over 20 ADT throughout the entire year.

(2) ADT greater than 1000 down to 50.

(3) ? Double lane at minimum. ADT's range from 100 to 700 at high

count location to 70 to 100 at low count locations.

(4) Ordinarily these will be high volume (100+ ADT) roads; however,

they could carry only light volumes (50- ADT) of traffic de-

pending on the area served.

(5) Variable.

(6) Volume varies, generally high -- 100 to 200 ADT.
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(7) Seasonal ADT 50 minimum.

(8) Traffic volumes are associated with resource activities, not

classification. For any given area, the arterial should have

the highest traffic volumes for that area.

(9) 405 average daily traffic.

(10) More than 15 ADT.

(11) After construction, would expect 100+ ADT over season use.

(12) No response.

(13) 75+ ADT.

(14) 500 or more ADT during use season.

(15) Selected roads do or could carry the highest volumes in tribu-

tary area, coupled with a good mix of user types.

(16) Design hourly volume, time during day when peaks occur,

classification, control.

Collectors

What are the characteristics of the vehicle operations that you

would expect to find on the collector routes from the standpoint of

speed? (Question 2a)

(1) 10 - 15 mph designed.
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(2) 20 - 50 mph.

(3) 10 - 35 mph.

(4) The speed will vary depending the terrain. No special atten-

tion is given to increasing speed through design.

(5) Uniform, consistent with resource.

(6) Collector road systems speeds vary, i.e. 15 30 mph.

(7) 15 to 25 mph design speed.

(8) Speed is variable with speed established on the basis of the

land's ability to accommodate a design within reasonable en-

vironmental and economic limits. Classification does not

connote any pre-established design standards.

(9) 15 to 30 mph.

(10) 15 mph.

(11) 20 to 30 mph.

(12) 10 to 20 mph.

(13) 15 to 25 mph.

(14) 15 to 35mph.

(15) Very general observations: Locals -- 10 mph, Collectors -- 20

mph.
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(16) No Response.

What are the characteristics of the vehicle operations that you

would expect to find on the collector routes from the standpoint of vol-

ume (vehicles/hour)? (Question 2b)

(1) Average 5 vehicles per hour.

(2) ADT of 10 to 500 vehicles per day.

(3) 10 to 150 vehicles per day.

(4) No response.

(5) Greater than 15 SADT.

(6) Volume varied, generally less than forest arterial systems,

20 - 70 ADT.

(7) 10 vehicles per hour.

(8) Traffic volumes are associated with resource activities and

have a direct relationship to standards, not classification.

(9) 180 - 204 Seasonal Average Daily Traffic (May to November)

(10) Less than 15 ADT

(11) Less than 100 vehicles per day, 4 to 12 vehicles per hour for

an eight-hour day.

(12) This should be more of a function of the number of local
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roads a collector serves.

(13) 1 to 2 vehicles per hour.

(14) 30 vehicles per hour.

(15) "Sustained Annual Traffic Volume" is weighted per Item 4.

(16) No Response.


